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Preface 

irst printed under the auspices of the Student Organization 
of Yeshiva in 1961, Gesher was published nine times 
between the years of 1961 and 1985. Originally conceived 
as a journal ofJewish Studies, Gesher became a forum for a 
wide range of distinguished authors, both within and out

side the Yeshiva University community, to publish and disseminate their 
work. For many years, it tackled issues confronting the Jewish commu
nity while providing an outlet for "the development of Jewish scholar
ship on an advanced level.. .synthesiz[ing] the values of Torah with the 
values of culture and science" (Editors' Preface, Gesher 1976). However, 
by 1985, Gesher fell silent. 

In the past year, a group of students from Yeshiva College and Stern 
College for Women have endeavored valiantly to resurrect this publica
tion. With the deepest gratitude to the Almighty, we are pleased to pres
ent the new Gesher: Yeshiva University Journal for Jewish Studies. 

The journal in your hands today differs somewhat from its previous 
editions. First, Gesher has broadened its scope, expanding the range of 
topics explored within the realm of Jewish Studies. Additionally, we are 
pleased to present a journal comprised exclusively of students and for
mer students of Yeshiva University. Similarly, this issue of Gesher has 
been prepared and edited solely by Yeshiva University students. While 
these changes may break with some of the traditions of old, they repre
sent only technical modifications. At its core, we believe, this rejuvenat
ed Gesher remains true to its raison d'etre: to bridge the spectrum of 
Orthodox Jewish Scholarship-celebrating the "fundamental philoso
phy which lies behind our institution [Yeshiva University]-the notion 
of'Torah U-mada"' (Editors' Preface, Gesher 1976). 

We would like to express our most sincere hakarat hatov to the many 
people who have enabled us to renew this publication. First and fore
most, we would like to express our most sincere gratitude to the Michael 
Scharf Publication Trust for endowing our project and to its administra-

Vt 
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tor, Professor Jeffrey Gurock, who has always been there to guide us 
along the path and without whom this project would never have become 
a reality. We would also like to thank the esteemed Jewish Studies fac
ulty at Yeshiva College in particular Professors Shawn Zelig Aster and 
Aaron Koller for their continued advisement and commitment to their 
students. We are also very grateful to Ilene Goldfeder, our graphic 

designer, for her beautiful cover design. 
Lastly, and most importantly, as this issue of Gesher comes to a close, 

we would like to once again offer our profoundest thanks to the 
Almighty, HaKadosh Barukh Hu, for His continual support and guidance 
in all His ways. It is our hope that this journal contributes towards a 

greater understanding of His Torah and world. 

,,,::i ')\!J)'.)) DY)' l\!.1£1)) nY1) 1::i,::i jl)'.)Jn Nnn 'J 

THE EDITORS 

Rosh Chodesh Iyar 5770 
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Ari Schwab 

Hadashilll Galll 
Yeshanilll: Between 

Maimonides and 
Mairnuni 

The Child is Father of the Man; 
And I could wish my days to be 

Bound each to each by natural piety. 
- WILLIAM WORDSWORTH 

abbi Avraham hen HaRambam1 (hereafter: Maimuni) 
inherited both the lineage and mantle of his illustrious 
father. Fittingly, Maimonides thought highly of his young 
child. In one of his correspondences, the normally concise 
codifier waxed poetic about the budding scholar: 

,l'YN'll iltlJ VYN1 JJJltJN'llJ ,• nJ1 ')'llJ m'.J1t ntim ,'.;, l'N o'.J1yn ')')YJ 

)tl'l/ )Y Nli))'l/ m JlJl)tl ilJl)) lil )) 1m ll)Jl) O'l/il ,Oill)N ))) ilt'l/) 

p1 JJ'l/ )Y] N)m ,1mnt1 ))\) i7t JN '")l)~tl ,0''ll)N)'ll J~'l/) )))Y Nm [ ... ] 

-P~tJ N)) o,'.Jnn O'l/ 'n JlltYJ )) )i7)) ,ilN) YJ\J 

Of the affairs of this world I have no consolation save two things: preoccu
pation with my studies and the fact that God has bestowed upon my son 
Abraham grace and blessings similar to those He gave to him whose name 
he bears [ ... ] He is endowed with subtle intelligence and a kind nature 
and with the help of God he will certainly gain renown amongst the great.2 

1 
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At the time of this letter's composition, Maimuni was a mere child. 3 

When assessing Maimonides' viewpoint, family biases cannot be under
estimated. Yet Maimonides' unabashed praise remains a significant 
approbation. After his father's death, Maimuni assumed the position of 
nagid, the communal and religious leader. 

Raised on his father's knees, Maimuni was probably a graduate of an 
intensive educational program. One need only examine the Mishneh 
Torah to find some of Maimonides' familial guidelines: 

1Y 1)1:Jn 1m:n11j)l!)) ,-,,mm )n)J. ))J.) )))J.11n\!JN )Y 1'.!:lPl:J U)N\!J '.;,:, 

(\J,,1 n\J1t1) .N\Jm m 'in 1w1 N\Jn '.7:,1:J 1'1:JJ\!J 1n\!J Y1''tl 

Whomever is not scrupulous regarding their wife and children, constant
ly warning them and observing their ways until he knows they are free 
from any iniquity, he is considered a sinner. (Laws of Sotah 4:19) 

Certainly, the man who codified this sentiment would have taken a 
personal interest in his son's development. We can presume, therefore, 
that Maimuni's upbringing was saturated with his father's guidance. At 
the same time, while the "child is Father of the man," a lifetime adher
ence to his forbearer's path is far from self-evident. 

Much of Maimuni's writing indicates a continuation of the 
Maimonidean tradition. His Birkhat Avraham, Ma'aseh Nissim, and 
Milchamot Hashem were written to defend his father on halakhic and 
philosophical grounds. Generally, the rabbinic tradition has assumed 
that Maimuni followed firmly in his father's footsteps. "It is known," 
asserts Maharam al-Askhar (1466-1542), "that all of his words are 
based on the words of his father."4 Indeed, Maimuni's positions are 
often used to explain a difficulty or clarify an ambiguity within the 
Mishneh Torah. 5 

One glaring exception to this rule seems to be his magnum opus, the 
"Sefer HaMaspik Le'Ovdei Hashem," known in Arabic as "kifaya al
'abidin."6 This work, a massive undertaking "built upon the foundations 
of fear and love," blends exegesis, a halakhic code, and a guide to char
acter development. 

7 
Paul Fenton, in his "Abraham Maimonides: 

Founding a Mystical Dynasty" begins his discussion on Sefer HaMaspik 
by noting that "in many respects, especially in its halakhic portions, the 
monumental Kifaya al-'abidin appears as an Arabic version of the 
Mishneh Torah." Following that premise, he raises a tantalizing question: 
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In the light, then, of his utter dedication to his father's legacy, it is some
what difficult to understand why in so short a space of time after the 
Code, a mere thirty years after its publication, Abraham had deemed it fit 
to compose a similar work. (144-145) 

The key to understanding Maimuni's intentions lies in the crucial dis- · 
tinction between father and son. Contemporary scholars, with Fenton at 
their head, have identified the influence of Sufism on Maimuni's 
thought, practice, and writings: "Abraham developed a complete reli
gious theosophy of his own, which diverged quite considerably from 
that of his predecessor ... characterized by a distinct leaning towards 
Sufism."8 This Islamic movement fused mystical speculation with asce
tic pietism, desiring, in a sense, "my days to be / bound each to each by 
natural piety." Innovator9 of a new religious worldview, Maimuni com
posed Sefer HaMaspik to promulgate his revolutionary teachings. 10 

Not unlike the debate surrounding his father, Maimuni's ideological 
identity is perceived differently by rabbinic tradition and academic 
scholarship.11 Historically, Maimuni remains the closest to understand
ing his father's intentions. Yet he should not be mistaken for his father's 
spokesperson; his words do not have complete authority over 
Maimonides' rulings. Twenty years later, would Maimonides have 
heaped the same praise on his son? Without the words of. Maimonides 

1 himself, we must resort to speculation and reconstruction. Using the 
Sefer HaMaspik as a guide, we will suggest a middle approach between 
the divergent understandings on Maimuni's worldview; Maimuni was 
neither a Maimonidean clone nor a Sufi insurgent in disguise. Towards 
that end, we will utilize an instance where Maimuni disagrees with his 
father as a test case. Through the prism of this example, our analysis will 
sketch the issues involved in assessing the influence of philosophical 
beliefs on religious positions. 

In the extant Sefer HaMaspik, Maimuni contradicts his father but once. 
He justifies this divergence by stipulating that had Maimonides been 
aware of his son's reasoning, the great sage would surely have capitulat
ed to the truth. 12 While that may be the only explicit Maimonidean dis
pute in the work, there is at least one other time where Maimuni flouts 
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a ruling of his father. Within the chapters on "Compassion" and 
"Contentment" lies a subtle rejection of one of his father's decisions. 13 

In his chapter on Compassion, Maimuni writes: 

You should refrain from compassion when the Torah demands harshness 
[ ... ] an even more striking example is that of the rebellious son: his par
ents must bring him to court to be executed-"His parents shall take hold 
of him" (Deuteronomy 21:19). (Feldheim 41). 14 

He repeats this obligation again in the chapter on Contentment: 
"his parents may not pity him" (321-323). 15 

One can read this passage without batting an eye. As the Feldheim 
edition rightly notes, however, this perspective directly contradicts 
Maimonides' Hilkhot Mamrim: 

il~n )Y.JN il~n )Y.JN) ))JN il)il . .. j)\)~ )))1 j)'.).))\lj D1)p )Y.JN) ))JN )J )Jr)Y.) DN 

.")Y.JN) ))JN )J )\lj~m" i)'.)N)\U ili))'.)) ii)O )J i7\ljlJ) )))I'{ il~n )))I'{) ))JN) 

() ,rH D)i)'.))'.)) 

If his father and mother pardon him before the death sentence has been 
passed on him, he is exempt. ... If his father is willing [ to bring accusa
tions against him] but the mother is not, or if the mother is willing but 
the father is not, he is not condemned as a stubborn and rebellious son, 
for it is said: "Then shall his father and mother lay hold on him." (Laws 
cf Rebels, 7:8,10)16 

Two points can be gleaned from Maimonides' excerpt. First, the parents 
have the ability to forgive the boy before his verdict has been decided. 17 

Second, both parents need to be willing to punish the boy to brand him 
rebellious and wayward. Noticeably, Maimonides does not codify any 
obligation for them to do so: to begin the ben sorer u'moreh process, par
ents are given the option of taking him to court. Fittingly, the com
mandment that Maimonides counts in his header to Hilkhot Mamrim 
reads: "a son shall not rebel against the authority of his father or his 
mother."The parents are not featured in the normative command; their 
actions stem from their own willing impetus. Maimuni's explanation 
disputes both of these points. First, parents are obligated to punish their 
son. Following this requirement, the possibility of parental forgiveness 
has also been removed. 

Dual points of intrigue emerge from this dispute. Not only does 
Maimuni appear to contradict his father's ruling, but he also glosses over 
this difference, not acknowledging his own innovation. It is possible to 
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harp on Maimuni's mention of gluttony as the root of the boy's sin,18 

and accuse Maimuni of deciding halakha in accordance with his pietis
tic-ascetic views. Such an argument would run as follows: as part of his 
Sufi agenda, Maimuni harshly condemns the antithesis of the ascetic, 
demanding his eradication. Symbolically, perhaps, Maimuni was 
attempting to purge the Jewish community of its own hedonism. By rul
ing that parents may not pity their son, he insinuates that there is no for
giveness for those who shun the Sufi path. 

This theoretical analysis falls flat on several counts. Most signifi
cantly, it does not account for the possibility that Maimuni's reading 
stems from a legitimate source within the world of halakha. Strikingly, 
Maimonides himself espoused a similar belief regarding the cause of the 
sin in Moreh Nevukhim. 19 Asceticism, then, cannot hold the only key to 
this puzzle. Secondly, this approach all too quickly undermines a figure 
recognized for his erudition and extreme devotion to the practices of 
Judaism, one who explicitly stated: 

You know that we are commanded and responsible to observe the entire 
Torah-the positive and negative commandments [ ... ] no Jew may be 
satisfied with keeping some of the commandments while ignoring the 
rest. (Feldheim 163) 

1 
This ambitious dedication to the system's entirety argues against a Sufi 
wolf in Jewish clothing; even if we detect Sufi strains at play, the major
ity of his work focuses on "traditional" halakhic norms.20 A more 
nuanced analysis, one that examines the relevant halakhic discussion, is 
required to solve this Maimonidean dispute while accounting for all the 
evidence and personalities involved, and it is to this exploration that we 
now turn. 

On the level of Biblical exegesis, Maim uni may have been motivat
ed by a reading of v'tafsu bo aviv vemo?21 as mandating an obligation 
upon the parents. He would not have been alone in this regard: Ibn Ezra 
also suggests that the transfer to court is a normative responsibility upon 
the parents.22 Assuming, however, that the disagreement between 
Maimonides and Maimuni lies not in Biblical exegesis but in the realm 
of the Oral Law, we must embark on a slight detour through the far
mer's treatment of the ben sorer u'moreh. 

There are several anomalies in the relevant section of the Mishneh 
Torah. The aforementioned header to Hilkhot Mamrim reads: "a son shall 
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not rebel against the authority of his father or his mother." The focus 
here is undoubtedly on the boy's rebellion against the parents. Yet with
in the halakhot proper, we find: 

Ju,:,;, \UJY NJ1 nJ,po n i1\U,!l!U ,,;, m,nJ ,mNn mm, 1110 p 
1JJN!'1 NJ ,,m;, pm, 1J J7J)JN m 0'1J1 J71J)!)\lj ,,, ,,m;, p ON NJN 

JN NJN )1i1) 1)'N\U i1111:J1 11,0J i1N'JIJi1 i1J'JN JJNJ7 NJ 01i1 JY 

(N,t) ... JJN\U m.Y1JIJ i1J'JN 

The penalty incurred by the stubborn and rebellious son spoken of in 
Scripture, is stated to be death by stoning. But the Bible does not pro
nounce punishment without having expressed a warning. Where does the 
warning occur? It is said: "You shall not eat with the blood"; i.e. do not 
indulge in eating which will eventuate in bloodshed. It refers to the way 
in which the stubborn and rebellious son gorges. He is executed for the 
loathsome manner in which he gratifies his appetite. (7:1) 

Here, Maimonides pinpoints the gluttonous eating as the sin, a formu
lation echoed in his Sefer HaMitzvot23 and Moreh Nevukhim. 24 

Maimonides' usage of context also demonstrates this complexity. In the 
Mishneh Torah, these laws are found within "Hilkhot Mamrim," The 
Laws of Rebels. Furthermore, they are juxtaposed to those halakhot 
dealing with the obligation of filial respect and fear. 25 Yet in Sefer 
HaMitzvot, this commandment is nestled among types of forbidden 
eating.26 

Maimonides' presentation highlights dual themes within the unified 
whole of ben sorer u'moreh: rebellion against one's parents and hedonistic 
indulgence. Both of these elements can be uncovered upon a close read
ing of the Torah's verses, beginning with the double term of "wayward 
and rebellious," possibly connoting two separate sins. Later, when the 
parents bring the child to court, they publicly announce: 

This our son is wayward and rebellious, he does not listen to our voice, he 
is a glutton and a drunkard. 27 

Their pronouncement denotes dual arenas of his sin: his refusal to heed 
their commands, and his rampant gluttony. 

Maimonides was hardly the only medieval commentator to present 
the Rebellious Son as an amalgam of several themes .28 In his glosses on 
the Sefer HaMitzvot, Nahmanides claims that these laws should be split 
into two separate commandments as they possess dual actions (the two 
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required thefts and consumptions) and punishments (lashes and then 
stoning). In his Commentary on the Torah, he addresses the dual themes 
operating within these laws: 

i11J 1J1Y NJ101 JJH N1i1\U ')\Ui11 ,Di1J i1,IJ>J11Y.JN11'JN i1JplJ N1i1\U 1nNi1 

(n,,N:,) ",,m, o,\Unp" 1J,1D~J\U 

The first, because he dishonors his father and his mother and rebels 
against them, and the second, because is a glutton and a drunkard, trans
gressing that which we have been commanded: "You shall be holy." 
(21:18) 29 

For both Maimonides and Nahmanides, the junction between familial 
responsibilities and restricting pleasure yields the explosive character of 
a ben sorer u'moreh.30 

Returning to our original question, Maimonides' perspective on the 
parents' role can be explained through the lens of his broader position 
regarding these halakhot. The parents' perspective plays an integral part 
in these proceedings because they are the ones being wronged (at least 
within the rebellious aspect of the crime). They have the option to start 
his trial only if they both interpret his demeanor as disrespectful; only 
when his actions are understood as an affront will he be considered 
"wayward." Consequently, they are also allowed to forgive him before the 
verdict, while his evils are still related only to them; after the court pro
ceedings, his sins have been formalized and placed on the legal records.31 

While Maimonides' presentation accounts for dual sins, this need 
not be the only understanding of the ben sorer u'moreh. Other commen
tators present only one of the multiple themes. The Sefer Yeraim, for 
example, classifies this sin under "hukat akum"; the boy has rebelled 
against his Jewish upbringing.32 On the other extreme, the Sefer 
HaHinukh only discusses the hedonistic element.33 Admittedly, the 
analysis of Maimonides was highly involved. On a simpler level, one can 
easily ignore some of the dualities, focusing only on a singular sin. This, 
I believe, is Maimuni's position, as he highlights the zolel v'soveh element 
over the sorer u'moreh. Obviously the boy is rebellious, but the dangerous 
direction of his path stems from his inability to exercise self-control. 

Maimuni's reading of the ben sorer u'moreh as "merely" gluttony-cen
tric can explain the discrepancy with his father. If the Rebellious Son 
performs an objective sin of hedonism (as opposed to a direct affront to 
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his parents), their personal feelings should not play any role in the 
process. They are simply a cog in the machinery, responsible for escort
ing the boy to court. While Maimonides believes the parents must be 
the willing impetus of the boy's punishment, Maimuni counters that 
their role is merely functional: they are shluchei beit din, emissaries of the 
court. Therefore, their compassion or desire to forgive has no impact on 
the boy's fate; it is not in their hands to decide.34 

This discrepancy can also be explained by turning to another of 
Maimuni's proof-texts: the Mishneh Torah. As mentioned earlier, the Sefer 
HaHinukh, also known for echoing Maimonides' statements, focuses 
merely on the gluttony. While his language parallels Maimonides' formu
lation, he does not import the latter's complex presentation. In light of 
the fact that the differences we have outlined stem from a close reading 
and a constant search for dialectic, compounded by Maimuni's silence 
about contradicting his father, we may suggest that the son was indeed 
unaware of such a dispute.35 He adopted a simple reading of his father's 
work, oblivious to the contradiction he was espousing. 

The above analysis has demonstrated that the differences between 
Maimonides and Maimuni need not be explained by turning to outside 
influences. They could stem from entirely valid readings of the Oral 
Law (or Mishneh Torah). Yet while Maimuni's different understanding of 
the ben sorer u'moreh can be related to some internal halakhic logic, is 
there an room to import his philosophical positions? In other words, can 
we speculate why Maimuni adopted this approach? As noted, this may 
have been an unwitting misread of the Mishneh Torah. But if this was a 
conscious dispute over the nature of the Rebellious Son, then we may 
examine the roots of this shift away from his father's position. Since the 
issue at hand involves asceticism, a motif found throughout the Sefer 
HaMaspik, there may indeed be room for further analysis, one that 
incorporates Maimuni's philosophical commitments. 

Maimuni attributed the trait of asceticism to most Biblical characters, 
beginning with the patriarchs and culminating with the prophets. While 
this can be viewed as an impact of Sufism, Maimuni addresses the claim 
of outside influence: 
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You know that due to our sins, the Sufis have copied this custom [of eld
ers cloaking younger proteges] from our early Hasidim [ ... ] "they adopt 
the behaviors that come from You" (Devarim 33:3). ln recent times, this 
custom has disappeared from us, or nearly so. Yet we copy their customs 

. . . (371). 

Maimuni's belief that he was merely reinstituting old practices comes up 
several other times in the Sefer HaMaspik. 36 He perceived contemporary 
Sufis as the last remnants of certain Biblical practices. Fenton dismisses 
this as polemical rhetoric: "like all great reformers, he claims not to 
reform but to restore."37 While this is certainly a possibility, it need not 
be the only option; several other solutions can still be offered. Between 
radical revolutionary and staunch conservative lies a rather fruitful mid
dle arena. We will outline a few possible approaches to the balance 
between intra-halakhic concerns and extra-halakhic influences . 

Following Fenton's footsteps, it is possible to speculate that 
Maimuni may have been unduly motivated by the Sufism he so eagerly 
encountered. Growing up both on the knees of his father and within the 
environment of Sufism, Maimuni's viewpoint on Torah was affected. 
Having donned the lenses of Sufism, his reading of this issue (or of his 
father's presentation) appeared to him as a glaring exemplar of asceti
cism. Yet (and here I diverge from Fenton), this may have been an 

, entirely unconscious decision: he was unaware of the toll his secular 
studies had taken on his Judaism, and equally blind to the deviation 
from his father's decisions. He had stumbled into the path of Sufism, 
and its perspective colored his ability to accurately assess halakha. 

But his Sufi orientations may also bespeak a willing, though selec
tive, devotion to this pietistic path. Our first inclination should be to 
take Maimuni at his word. Raised on the teachings of the prophets and 
the tradition of Mosaic Law, the young Maimuni perceived asceticism 
as an inherently Torah-based value. It is possible that Maimuni's 
pietistic streak began long before he encountered Sufism. With the 
later onslaught of Islamic mysticism, the budding scholar adopted 
some of their practices. This transition occurred not through osmosis, 
but as a conscious choice. Though coming from a different viewpoint, 
Maimuni shared the religious weltanschauung of the Sufis, viewing 
their customs as the lost path of the ancient prophets. To note, this 
approach effectively flips the question of "outside influence" on its 
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head: Maimuni's exposure to Sufism did not impact his reading of 
halakha; his initial adherence to halakha, though idiosyncratic, set the 
stage for him to carefully adopt some Sufi elements. Attuned to 
halakhic values, Maimuni gleaned selective lessons from the surround
ing religions. 

Another possibility is to indeed accept that the young Maimuni was 
influenced by the zeitgeist. Having been raised on the dual values of 
Torah and philosophy, Maimuni was primed to explore other disciplines 
in a constant quest for truth. While he searched for the path towards 
knowledge of the Divine, he was well aware of the swirling mystical ten
dencies permeating the Jewish community. Having learnt of their pietis
tic-ascetic ideals, he was unduly impressed. Yet he was not a Sufi in 
Maimonidean clothing. Sufism may have impacted his religious devel
opment, but it did not detriment his strive to live according to halakha; 
it modified his spiritual sensibilities without undermining their founda
tions. Maimuni imported elements into normative Judaism, but this was 
done out of a sincere search for religious service. Now exposed to Sufi 
ascetic ideals, Maimuni was primed to perceived even subtle references 
in Scriptures, and adapted his halakhic worldview accordingly. 

These possibilities may explain why Maimuni preferred the hedo
nistic-centric reading of ben sorer u'moreh. Sensitive to ascetic strains, he 
hardly even detected other threads within his father's work. The 
Rebellious Son, once a complex amalgam of themes, was surreptitiously 
swallowed by its own gluttony. As we have strived to demonstrate, this 
reading is certainly a halakhically viable one. It is not, however, the one 
adopted by Maimonides. Overall, Sufism may have affected Maimuni's 
viewpoint, but only in terms of preferring one acceptable position over 
another. In other words, while it may be tempting to accuse Maimuni of 
revolutionary Sufism, there is considerable pressure stemming from 
within the world of halakha to curtail such a suggestion. Ultimately, 
Sufism's impact on his religious life was limited to when he could use it 
to buttress halakha. 

Or so he thought. With the benefit of hindsight, we might be able 
to identify instances where Maimuni imported values completely alien 
to halakha, and even critique some of his decisions (or misreadings of 
Mishneh Torah). But we must remember that Maimuni himself espoused 
a complete dedication to Judaism. Though we may think him mistaken 
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at points, and may not be swayed by the ascetic models he purports to 
identify throughout Scriptures, he was motivated by the best of inten
tions, a desire to fully understand and fulfill the rigorous demands of 
religion. Even when we can identify divergences, we need not accuse 
him of devotion to his philosophical commitments over halakhic con
cerns. The choices he made stemmed from a desire to maintain fidelity 

to halakha. 
While Maimuni certainly added his own unique individuality to the 

heritage of his father, this did not symbolize a total break with the 
Maimonidean tradition. Ultimately, he exemplified hadashim gam 

yeshanim, blending his father's legacy with his own mystical twist. Firmly 
entrenched within the world of halakha, Maimuni added his own inge
nuity and individual beliefs into its mix. While the son returned to re
dig many of his father's wells, he still discovered his own sources of run-

ning water. 

• • • 

In an attempt to analyze the religious thought of Maimuni, this article 
has leaned heavily upon his presentation of the ben sorer u'moreh. We 
have speculated that Maimuni's halakhic decisions may have been 

' affected by his unique (read: Sufi-tinted) perspective on Judaism. It is 
interesting that none of the research I encountered dealt with the 
plethora of responsa penned by Maimuni. Even if Sefer HaMaspik was 
intended to be a halakhic code, it would undercut some of our conclu

sions if the Sufi trend went undetected in the responsa. 
While I have focused almost exclusively upon the treatment of ben 

sorer u'moreh, there are several other instances ofMaimuni's ascetic bend 
rubbing shoulders with a halakhic outlook. Of these, the most contro
versial were his attempts to alter prayer rituals; his efforts were met with 
vehement opposition from certain members of the community.

38 

Additionally, Maimuni believed that the highest level of Sabbath obser
vance, one that results in a form of apotheosis, requires abstaining from 
food.39 This extreme form of asceticism appears to contradict the major
ity of opinions found within Haza!, including Maimonides.

40 
To fully 

understand the interplay between Maimonides, Maimuni, and Sufism, a 

more in-depth examination is required.
41 
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Methodologically, to conclusively arrive at answers requires more 
than a case study of one dispute between Maimuni and Maimonides. In 
his doctoral dissertation, R. Dr. Michael Rosenweig stipulated that: 

The investigation of halakhic history should incorporate two perspec
tives. It should proceed on the assumption that halakhic history is rarely 
chaotic; that legal developments can often be reconstructed and that cer
tain patterns can be discerned. At the same time, the task of accurate 
reconstruction is actually facilitated by the recognition that the process of 
halakhic decision making is complex and that specific lines of develop
ment can rarely be anticipated. Certainly, the position of individual 
halakhists can never be presumed to be locked into any rigid pattern. The 
guidelines for viewing broader themes in halakhic history should similar
ly reflect these diverse but complimentary conclusions. Historians of 
Halakhah should initially focus intensively on the evidence and nuances 
of specific topics and avoid projecting from one subject to another. A nar
row concentration guarantees that the specific factors and textual evi
dence that distinguish every topic are properly assessed; it decreases the 
likelihood that subtleties or apparently anomalous halakhic developments 
will be overlooked. At the same time, cumulative studies that encompass 
multiple topics are invaluable in establishing wider patterns and broader 
orientations; they alone can determine which developments are represen

tative or idiosyncratic. (275-276)42 

While R. Rosensweig is discussing social and historical factors within 
the study of halakha, his caveat applies, with some minor modifications, 
to our analysis as well. As I have strived to prove, both internal halakhic 
pressures and personal philosophical commitments can be analyzed, but 
only by maintaining proper focus and direction. The relevant topic must 
be explored first with an eye towards the inner logic ofhalakha, and only 
then-maintaining the hesitation of speculation instead of the convic
tion of certitude-to subjective philosophical beliefs. As this point runs 
like a thread throughout my entire paper, it bears repeating: there is cer
tainly room for analyzing the interplay between halakha and philosophy, 
but it demands nuance and careful reconstruction on dual fronts. In a 
different context, referring to two seemingly incompatible issues, 
Theseus exclaimed: "hot ice and wondrous strange snow! / How shall we 
find the concord of this discord?" Our dual realms are not nearly as par
adoxical; the path towards concord lies in subtle examination. 

In his autobiography, the Victorian philosopher John Stuart Mill 
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contended that "the habit of analysis has a tendency to wear away the 
feelings; [ ... ] it tends to weaken and undermine whatever is the result 
of prejudice." 43 This type of study had disastrous effects upon Mill's per
sonality, yielding a "Crisis in My Mental History,"when he lost all capa
bility for happiness. For our purposes, any academic examination can 
diminish the reverence owed one of the great halakhic masters of the 
past. Especially when dealing with someone of such illustrious accom
plishments and pedigree, this can yield a perilous outcome, causing all 
too quick denigration of his motives and life's work. It is easy to quick
ly accuse Maimuni of unswerving devotion to religious concepts alien to 
halakha. Though "Sufi influence" may,prima facie, appear to be the sim

plest answer, these types of claims must be made carefully. 
Speculation in the realm of halakhic decisions should remain teth-

ered to both internal and external contexts, constantly keeping an eye on 
halakhic issues while also perceiving the philosophical commitments of 
an individual decider. To construct intellectual biographies of these prac
titioners should presuppose the internally consistent logic of halakha. 
Such analyses proceed on the assumption that pesak (halakhic decision 
making) operates as a developed legal system, at once completely 
autonomous, yet also allowing for subjective input from its skilled 
aclherents. There is ample room to explore Maimuni's influences, but we 
must remember that Sufism was viewed, at least by Maimuni himself, as 
fully consonant with halakha. That notion, if nothing else, should force 
us to devote the requisite time to analyzing the halakhic minutiae in 

question before making any claim of ulterior motives. 

Notes 

The author is indebted to Menachem Butler, whose assistance in all stages of 
this article-from research through editing-greatly enhanced the final prod
uct. Thanks also to Professor Jonathan Dauber for commenting on an earlier 

version of this article. 

1. Much of the biographical and background information on Maimuni came 
from the following works: The Guide to Serving God (Feldheim Publishers 
2007, translation and introduction by R. Yaakov Wincelberg), pp. xiii-xxxv; 
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Paul Fenton's "Abraham Maimonides-Founding a Mystical Dynasty" (in 
Jewish Mystical Leaders and Leadership in the Thirteenth Century, ed. Moshe 
Idel, 1998, pp. 127-154), and the introduction in The High U0ys to Perfection of 
Abraham Maimonides, ed. Samuel Rosenblatt, 1970. 

2. A. Lichtenstein, ed., Tesubot-haRambam, 11 fol. 31c, cited in Fenton, p. 131. 
(Throughout this paper, "Fenton'' will refer to his ''Abraham Maimonides
Founding a Mystical Dynasty" article mentioned in footnote 1). 

3. There is some debate about the exact dating: the young Abraham would have 
been either six or eleven. See Fenton, footnote 6. 

4. Responsa #96. Feldheim cites this as Reponsa #93 (xxi). 
5. See, for example, Kesef Mishna on !shut l:2. 
6. I have not included his Commentary on the Pentateuch, as that work is main

ly exegetical. 
7. j:n~om ,))jl))'.l i1J.i1Ni1) i1Ni'i1 )1)0) JY) ,))!'liJ.n JNYY.l~)) i1p 1)~)]. 1r1N j)].)f)" 

"))!)Nip O~i1 '1J.)Y), Tesubot R. Avraham Ben HaRambam, #124. The extant 
Sefer HaMaspik is but a small portion of Maimuni's magnum opus. For a tenta
tive table of contents for the entire work, see Fenton's "Review of Dana's Kifaya 
al'abidin'' (!ewish Quarterly Review 82:1-2), p. 197-199. 

8. Fenton, p. 135. 
9. Fenton contends that Sufism was part of the zeitgeist; Maimuni was certainly 

not a singular innovator. Even so, he admits that Maimuni was certainly the 
"movement's most outstanding spokesman and thinker" (130). 

10. After suggesting that "the Kifaya is a deepened restatement-almost a reinter
pretation-of Jewish law and ethics in the spirit ofHasidisim," Fenton surveys 
several other explanations behind its composition. See pp. 143-149. 

11. There is also speculation about Sufi influence on Maimonides' Moreh. For a 
summary, see Fen ton's "The Literary Legacy of Maimonides' Descendents," (in 
Moses Maimonides: His Religious, Scientific, and Philosophical Wirkungsgeschichte 
in Dijferent Cultural Contexts, eds. G. Hasselhoff & 0. Fraisse) p. 112. 

12. Fenton, "Review of Dana's Kifaya al'abidin," p. 200. Feldheim also quotes this 
incident in their introduction. Neither cited their exact source within Se.fer 
HaMaspik, but the specifics of the debate-involving washing on Yorn Kippur, 
aren't featured in the sections translated by Feldheim. 

13. To preempt a possible argument that the nature of this work is more exegeti
cal and polemical than halakhic, I refer the reader to both Fenton 144-147 and 
Feldheirn's Introduction. Several additional implicit contradictions remain to 
be discussed. These include Maimuni's embracing of excessive asceticism, and 
specifically, his allowance of fasting on the Sabbath. 

14. My translations of the HaMaspik will follow the Feldheim edition. What this 
edition lacks in scholarly standards is compensated by its clarity and ease. For 
the two direct quotes (as my analysis leaves heavily on their exactness), I also 
add Rosenblatt's translation: ''And (still) severer than that is His command, 
exalted by He, with regard to the wayward and rebellious son, that his father 
and mother take charge of bringing him to court, that he be killed" (Vol. 1, p. 
163). This statement seems less damning, but in light of the other excerpt (see 
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next footnote), the contradiction stands. 
15. Rosenblatt reads "and not to be pitied by his father and mother" (Vol. 2, p. 

' 

219). 
16. Translations from the Laws of Rebels follow Abraham Hershman in The Code 

of Maimonides (New Haven: Yale UP, 1949). 
17. This point is based on b. Sanhedrin 88b. In light of these explicit sources, 

Maimuni's statement contradicts the Talmud in addition to his father's code. 

18. See Feldheim, p. 321. 
19. III:33. 
20. The opposite extreme, aligning Maimuni with his father at all counts, appears 

equally untenable. Feldheim's footnote suggests that "R. Avraham might be 
referring to after the sentencing." This appears unconvincing on textual 
grounds, as ikkar chaser min hasefer (there is no proof to such a claim). 
Additionally, the possibility of forgiveness is the novelty that Maimuni ignores, 

not the temporal limitation to pre-verdict. 

21. Devarim 21:19. 
22. "m1N'~,n,11m~~n, Oil~ m~m," Ibn Ezra Devarim 21:18. 

23. Negative Commandment 195. 
24. III:33. Maimonides may have detected this dialectic between rebelliousness 

and hedonism from the presentation of the gemara. There are many detailed 
requirements for this process: some focusing on the boy's theft, others on his 
consequent consumption. Both actions play their specific and integral parts 
within the whole. See the mishnayot in Sanhedrin 8 for a partial list. 

25. For a discussion of Maimonides' choice in placing these halakhot within the 
realm of Hilkhot Mamrim, see Elimelekh Polinksy's article "Parent-Child 
Relationships and Ta 'amei ha-Mitzvot in Rambam" (The Legacy Of 
Maimonides-Religion, Reason, and Community, Yashar, 2006). 

26. Negative commandment 172 begins this unit with the prohibition of impure 
meat; this list culminates with the prohibitions of leavened bread on Pesach in 
197-199. Immediately preceding the rebellious son's gluttony can be found 
or/ah (192), kelai ha-kerem (193), and yayin nesach (194); following it comes the 

prohibition of eating on Yom Kippur (196). 
27. "NJ.ti JJ)t ))Jj?J. YY.l~ )))'N n,m ;;10 i1t 1)n" (Deuteronomy 21:20). The 

Deuteronomic context also echoes our dialectic. The laws of the rebellious son 
follow several familial issues: the captured woman/wife (21:10-14), the hated 
wife, and unjust inheritance (15-17) are all halakhot centered around the 
home. At the same time, this unit also begins with hedonism-the capitula
tion to carnal desire yields the eshet yefat tohar. This point is made explicit by 
the Sifrei 218, which explains that the father's taking of the eshet yefat tohar 
affects the spiritual status of the home, ultimately resulting in the ben sorer 

u'moreh. 
28. Also see Abarbanel, who identifies the interplay of four themes. 
29. Translation follows Charles B. Chavel in Commentary on the Torah by Ramban 

(NY: Shilo Publishing House, 1971). 
30. Space constraints do not allow for a full exposition of Maimonides' position, 
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one that could explain the different emphases in each location. Briefly, it is 
possible to split between the two required actions (as he must steal and eat 
twice to be killed). The boy's fast eating (punishable by lashes) can be viewed 
as a reflection of his rebelliousness while his second constitutes the capital 
crime of gluttony. Indeed, Or Sameach Mamrim 7:1 emends the text of the 
Yerushalmi to account for progressively worsening actions: one punitive and 
one capital. This can also explain the Shiurei HaKorban Sanhedrin 8:1, who 
quotes Maimonides as believing that the rebellious son possesses dual azharot 
(explicit injunctions mentioned in the Torah), one related to theft and one tied 
to forbidden eating. Finally, this approach parallels R. Hayyim Soloveitchik's 
original premise in his Hiburon Mamrim 7:7, where he suggests that the rebel
lious son may stem from two separate michayvim (loosely translated as "impe
tuses"). Though he does not explain the exact nature of these theoretical dif
ferences, I believe our analysis would dovetail well with his understanding. 
Resuscitating R. Hayyim's initial approach lies well beyond the scope of this 
paper. I have also not dealt with Maimonides's presentation in the Moreb. 
Suffice it to say that on closer reading, the gluttony aspect only refers to the 
boy's death (the second eating). 

31. A broader explication of gemar din (the final verdict) lies beyond our scope. 
According to our assumption, a similar allowance of mehilah should exist in a 
case where one hits or curses his parents (as the affront relates to them, they 
should be given the possibility of forgiving the son). While this does not seem 
to be Maimonides's position, it is suggested by several later commentators, 
including the Minhat Hinukh. 

32. Commandment 275. 
33. Commandment 248. 
34. This anomaly may be indicative of a broader trend within the thought of 

Maimuni. In his chapter on Calmness, he draws a thematic parallel between 
hitting one's parents and the striking of any Jew (Feldheim 87). Accepting the 
literal reading of this passage mitigates some of the uniqueness of filial laws. 
Perhaps Maimuni might not have believed these halakhot deserve their own 
category. In his version of Mishneh Torah, striking one's parents would feature 
in H ovel U-Mazzik, not Mamrim. As we have seen, ben sorer u'moreh could be 
classified within Hilchot D eot, related to the character trait of gluttony. 

35. Another possibility, one proposed by Fenton to be a "large part" of Sefer 
HaMaspik, is that Maimuni was polemically forwarding his own agenda, co
opting Maimonides (by inference ex silentio) onto his side. I think this seems 
a bit forced, especially in light of the evidence that he does explicitly contra
dict Maimonides in other places. While he certainly was a man of great 
stature, it is possible he sometimes misunderstood or misconstrued his father's 
teachings. While he can and should be utilized for insight into the Mishneh 
Torah, he need not be its infallible interpreter. Though he is often quoted, his 
position is not always accepted: see the aforementioned KesefMishna !shut 1:2, 
where Maimuni's testimony is ultimately rejected. I will discuss this latter pos
sibility in the next section. 

' 
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36. See pp. 427 and 529. This claim echoes a similar one made by Maimonides 

regarding Aristotelian philosophy. 
37. Fenton, p. 144. 
38. See Fenton, p. 139, as well as his "Review of Dana's Kifaya al'abidin." For an 

extensive treatment of this issue, see Dov Maimon's nni1) v::i \!Jl::lDi1 rn'Jnl 
'::i p';,n ,nm'Jtnn i1iJ)\JtJ)>J1 n)ni (Akdamot 8, pp. 54-60). Thanks to Dr. 

Yehudah Mirsky for this source. 
39. Feldheim, p. 12. 
40. Hilkhot Shabbat 30:12. 
41. Unfortunately, the extant Sefer HaMaspik is but a small portion of the original 

work. Until the complete text is available, any claims regarding the book's 

nature are obviously limited. 
42. Debt Collection In Absentia: Halakhah In A Mobile and Commercial Age, Michael 

S. Rosenweig (Yeshiva University, 1996). 
43. Autobiography, Ch. V. 
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y following the philosophies of Rabbi Samson Raphael 
Hirsch and Rabbi Azriel Hildesheimer, late 19th and early 
20th century German Neo-Orthodox Jews thrived in a 
post-Emancipation society, absorbing German social and 
intellectual culture, yet maintaining a commitment to a tra

ditional Jewish lifestyle. Concurrent with the development of Neo
Orthodoxy was the proto-Zionist and early Zionist movements, which 
eventually resulted in the founding of the religious nationalist party of 
the Zionist Congress, Mizrahi, in the early 20th century. Mizrahi 
attempted to do for nationalism what Hirsch and Hildesheimer did for 
German culture-namely, to synthesize secular nationalism with tradi
tional Judaism. Hirsch and Hildesheimer encouraged their congregants 
to immerse themselves in German society in order to benefit from its 
social and intellectual culture, while at the same time demonstrating to 
Germans the holiness of the Jewish God. Mizrahi argued for participa
tion within the greater Jewish nationalist movement in order to obtain 
specific utilitarian nationalist objectives, while at the same time attempt
ing to steer the secular program on a more religious course. 
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Despite similarities between Neo-Orthodoxy and Mizrahi, 
German Neo-Orthodox rabbis and leaders were not necessarily recep
tive to the Jewish nationalist or even the religious nationalist enter
prise. This article will examine the positions of German Neo
Orthodoxy's eminent community leaders and spokesmen in the late 
19th and early 20th century in order to assess how they viewed the 
proto-Zionist or Zionist movement. Our analysis will illustrate that 
whereas the first generation of German Neo-Orthodox leaders to 
encounter the Jewish national movement expressed ambivalence, 
apprehension, or even adamant opposition to this program, the second 
generation adopted aspects of the first generation's positions while also 
embracing certain elements of Jewish nationalist thinking. This evolu
tion in attitudes can best be explained by changes in the sociological 
and intellectual atmosphere surrounding the German Jewish commu
nity in this period. As 20th century Jews facing an increasingly anti
Semitic German society became disinterested in the founding princi
ples of N ea-Orthodoxy, specifically the philosophy of Torah im derekh 
eretz and the pursuit of social emancipation, the second generation of 
German Jewish leaders were compelled to reconsider various aspects of 

, the Jewish nationalist program. 

The First Approaches 

The modern Jewish national movement began in the mid to late 19
th 

century. It is during this period that Moses Hess published Rome and 
Jerusalem, one of the earliest expressions of a secular Jewish national ide
ology. On the religious front, Hess was matched by Yehudah Alkilai and 
Zvi Hirsch Kalischer, Eastern European rabbis whose writings on mod
ern Jewish nationalism are undergirded by a strong sense of commitment 
to traditional rabbinic Judaism. Along with literary activity, by the 1870's 
there was a marked increase in Jewish settlement and philanthropic 
endeavors in Palestine, evidenced by the First Aliyah and the founding of 
the Miqveh Israel agricultural school by the Alliance Israelite 
Universalle. The fledgling efforts of early Jewish nationalists were cat
alyzed by a series of pogroms in Russia after the assassination of Czar 
Alexander II in 1881. Following this wave of anti-Semitic violence, for
mer maskil Dr. Leon Pinsker published Auto-Emancipation in which he 
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argued for the gathering of the Jewish nation into a confined location 
outside Europe in order to assuage European anti-Semitism. Auto
Emancipation was complimented by the nationalist writings of Moses 
Leib Lilienblum, Peretz Smolenskin, and others, and in 1882, the Hibbat 
Zion organization was established with Pinsker as its chairman. The 
Hibbat Zion constituted a precursor to the World Zionist Organization 
of the early 20th century. 

It is within this social climate that Rabbis Hirsch and Hildesheimer 
presided over major Orthodox congregations in Hungary and Germany. 
Hirsch served as rabbi in various principalities before leading the sepa
ratist congregation of Frankfurt Am Main from 1851 to 1888, whereas 
Hildesheimer became rabbi of Eisenstadt in Hungary before accepting 
the rabbinical position in Berlin in 1869, serving there until his death in 
1899. Despite being contemporaries who maintained a close personal 
relationship, they developed remarkably different approaches to a range 
of issues confronting traditional German Jewry in the late 19th century, 
among them being their perceptions towards philanthropic activity and 
Jewish resettlement in Palestine. 

While most agree on Hirsch's position, several scholars may have 
underestimated Hildesheimer's approach to the issue. A thorough analy
sis of both Hirsch's and Hildesheimer's attitudes reveals that whereas 
Hirsch was fundamentally opposed to any activity-besides traditional 
philanthropy-on behalf of religious Jews in Palestine, Hildesheimer 
was more receptive to broader philanthropic endeavors and even associ
ated himself with colonizing organizations towards the end of his life. 
Nevertheless, even Hildesheimer remained apprehensive towards full
fledged nationalistic activity. An examination of Hirsch's writings and 
Hildesheimer's actions, coupled with an analysis of the sociological and 
intellectual factors prevalent in later 19th century German Jewish 
Orthodoxy, reveals how these rabbinic leaders viewed the relationship 
between Jews and Palestine. 

Over the course of his rabbinic career, Hirsch developed a unique 
conception of Jewish nationality which was fully compatible with a 
post-Emancipation German Jewish identity. 1 Hirsch maintained that it 
was a religious Jew's duty to 'Join . .. as closely as possible to the state 
which receives us in its midst, to promote its welfare and not consider 
our well-being . .. separate from that of the state to which we belong."2 
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Hirsch's idea of the relationship between Jew and state went well past 
the traditional understanding of the Talmudic legal dictum dina d'mal
khuta, the general halakhic obligation to obey the laws of the govern
ment under which Jews resided, by extending it to a sense of genuine 
patriotism and love for the Fatherland: "But this outward obedience to 
the laws must be joined by inner obedience i.e., to be loyal to the State 
with heart and mind ... to guard the honor of the State with love and 
pride, to strive with enthusiasm wherever and whenever you can."3 

Hirsch's novel interpretation of dina d'malkhuta stemmed from his larg
er perception of the Jewish nation in which the Torah, not the land of 
Israel, is the sole source of Israel's nationhood. 4 As such, the Jewish 
nation has a unique, metaphysical character; by receiving the Torah, it 
has a spiritual vocation to obey its precepts and spread its values 
throughout the world. For Hirsch, this was best realized when the 
Torah served as the centerpiece for a Jewish state in the First and 
Second Israelite Commonwealths, and, now that the Jews have been 
exiled, Jews must mourn for "the lack of Torah observance which that 
ruin has brought about" in an effort to hasten the Messianic redemp
tion.5 Until then, however, it is critical that "every Jew and every Jewess 
should be ... a modest and unassuming priest or priestess of God and 
true humanity" in order to serve as an example for the neighboring gen-

' tiles and to sanctify God's name among the nations of the world.6 In 
this vein, Hirsch embraced Jewish citizenship within the German 
Reich, because it presented the ideal opportunity for Jews to fulfill their 
spiritual-national responsibilities. 7 

Thus, Hirsch's philosophy was entirely opposed to a national-polit
ical enterprise geared towards the founding of a Jewish state. Such a pro
gram was a gross misinterpretation of the essential elements of Jewish 
nationhood, since the Jews, according to Hirsch, were an extra-territori
al entity united by the Torah alone-other more conventional national 
elements such as land, language, or culture were irrelevant as far as the 
Jewish nation was concerned. Furthermore, any national program which 
did not exclusively promote the adherence to the precepts of the Torah 
was, for Hirsch, completely beyond the pale, because it therefore ignored 
the Jewish nation's essential mission to imbue the world with the values 
of the Torah. Israel's spiritual vocation in the pre-Messianic era was to 
dwell in Galut and continuously demonstrate to the gentiles the holiness 
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of the universal God, whereas full-fledged expressions of traditional 
Jewish nationhood-the ingathering of the exiles and the restoration of 
the Davidic theocracy in Israel-awaited the coming of Messiah. 8 

Hirsch was largely indifferent towards and, on occasion, even adamant
ly opposed to almost all initiatives concerning religious Jews in 
Palestine, with the exception of the traditional charity collection on 
behalf of the Old Yishuv, called the Ha!uka. 9 Jeschurun, the newspaper 
which Hirsch founded and edited, rarely published news on the religious 
Yishuv, and on many occasions criticized the nationalist ambitions of 
secular and religious German Jews. In light of its support for the settling 
of Russian Jewish refugees in Palestine,jeschurun even felt compelled to 
publish a disclaimer assuring their readership that this strictly humani
tarian project had absolutely no nationalist underpinnings. IO Rabbi Zvi 
Hirsch Kalischer, the early Zionist rabbi who promoted Jewish settle
ment in Palestine, sought Hirsch's support for his projects on numerous 
occasions but to no avail. Later in life, Hirsch even stated that 
Kalischer's activities were "a sin of no small accord."II 

Contrary to Hirsch, Azriel Hildesheimer was significantly more 
involved in organizations and initiatives concerning the Jews of 
Palestine. Throughout his rabbinic tenure in Eisenstadt and Berlin, he 
made charity collection and other philanthropic endeavors on behalf of 
the Old Yishuv a priority. In 1858, Hildesheimer founded the Society for 
the Support of Eretz Israel, which supplied housing to the homeless 
Jews of the Old City, and in 1870, he established a new organization to 
aid impoverished Jews in Palestine. On several occasions Hildesheimer 
attempted to found an orphanage in Jerusalem which would implement 
a German Neo-Orthodoxian educational program, much to the conster
nation of rabbinic leaders of the Old Yishuv and the European ultra
Orthodox community. I2 To some extent, however, Hildesheimer shared 
Hirsch's apprehension for nationalist initiatives in Europe and Palestine. 
While remaining considerably active in philanthropic activity on behalf 
of the religious Yishuv, Hildesheimer almost never expressed his connec
tion to the Holy Land in nationalistic terms. His devotion to communi
ty building and resettlement in Palestine seems to stem more from his 
deep connection to the Jewish religion, of which Hildesheimer believed 
Israel played a central role, and to the Jewish people, rather than to 
nationalistic considerations. I3 
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On the other hand, Hildesheimer's participation in religious Jewish 
settlement projects in Palestine is particularly noteworthy. At a Jewish 
emergency meeting in Berlin in response to the Russian pogroms of 1881 
and 1882, Hildesheimer was the only delegate to insist that Palestine, not 
America, was the best location for the resettlement of Russian refugees. I4 

He was instrumental in founding the religious yishuv Petach Tikvah in 
1882, providing it and other settlements, such as Rosh Pinah, with finan
cial support_ Is At the end of Hildesheimer's life, he founded the L'man 
Zion group in 1890, which was committed to the furtherance of voca
tional training within the Old Yishuv. I6 Furthermore, Hildesheimer was 
associated with several organizations that were Zionist or nationalist in 
orientation. Hildesheimer agreed to assume ownership of Kefar Katurah, 
a settlement outpost of the Bilu-a group of young religious Russian 
immigrants with nationalist aims-in order to circumvent Ottoman 
Turkish restrictions against Jewish pioneers purchasing land in 
Palestine.17 The Jerusalem-based Techiyat Yisrael, which promoted 
Jewish national consciousness by encouraging resettlement and econom
ic production in Palestine, and the Ezra association of Berlin, a cohort of 
young nationalistically-inclined Orthodox Germans interested in sup
porting Jewish resettlement and agricultural productivity in Palestine, 
were backed by Hildesheimer financially or otherwise. I8 In his letters and 

- essays, Hildesheimer repeatedly praises Kalischer and Rabbi Y.M. Pines 
for their indefatigable commitment to resettlement and even commends 
the Jewish nationalist Hibbat Zion organization.I9 

David Ellenson contends that Hildesheimer "viewed Eretz Israel in 
religious terms only," adding that "Esriel Hildesheimer was not a mod
ern Zionist."20 Yaakov Zur seems to agree with Ellenson when, in ana
lyzing the different German Jewish responses to the Zionist movement, 
the former speaks of the Orthodox community's "initial, relentlessly 
uncompromising opposition," referring to Hirsch and without explicitly 
addressing Hildesheimer.2I While Ellenson and Zur are partially correct 
in the sense that Hildesheimer was critical of both secular Jewish proto
nationalism and religious initiatives in Palestine to hasten the coming of 
Messiah, their assertions may fail to paint the complete picture of 
Hildesheimer's stance towards Jews and Palestine. His involvement in 
numerous resettlement enterprises, some of which were decidedly 
Zionist, may indicate that Hildesheimer was not opposed as much as he 
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was ambivalent towards a sense of religious Jewish nationalism in the 
Holy Land. The following comment made by Hildesheimer may help 
clarify the issue: "Zion is our homeland, and especially during this age 
of anti-Semitism, our only hope."22 Such a statement resonates in the 
writings of contemporary and later Zionists such as Lilienblum, Pinsker, 
and Herzl, all of whom concluded that a Jewish State must be pursued 
to alleviate European anti-Semitism. This is not to say that 
Hildesheimer was a proto-nationalist of the Pinsker mold; it may 
demonstrate, however, that his support for resettlement in Palestine was 
comprised of more than purely religious motivations.23 

Enlightened Jewish Germans 

Even though Hildesheimer was more involved in proto-Zionist activi
ties than Hirsch, both were unwilling to fully embrace Pinsker's politi
cal nationalism or Kalischer's and Alkalai's religious-nationalist mes
sianism. Hirsch's disapproval and Hildesheimer's ambivalence were 
rooted in complex social trends gripping the Orthodox Jewish commu
nities of Germany in the mid to late 19th century. Throughout this peri
od, German Jews were either lobbying for or trying to justify the grant
ing of emancipation from a German government which hoped to offer 
civil equality in exchange for the promotion of Enlightenment values. 
By championing the German Enlightenment concept Bildung-"the 
process of autonomous self-formation under the guidance of practical, 
i.e., moral, reason"-in the decades leading up to Emancipation, Jews 
enmeshed themselves within Germany's social and intellectual culture in 
order to achieve civic equality and, after Emancipation, to encourage 
social equality.24 Another vital aspect of German Emancipation was 
Korifession or "the marginalization of Jewish nationality and its transfor
mation into a purely religious phenomenon."25 While Orthodoxy never 
went as far as some Reform Jews who completely deemphasized Jewish 
nationhood, the effects of this Enlightenment concept still influenced 
Orthodoxy's attitudes towards Jewish nationhood.26 

By championing the concepts Bi/dung and Konfession, German 
Orthodox Jews increasingly identified with the German Reich, some
times viewing it as an ideal Jewish society. As one newspaper wrote 
when a new civil code came into force, "In broad outlines it coincided 
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with the laws of Hoshen Mishpat."27 Jews embraced their German eth
nicity, evidenced by the Frankfurt newspaper Der Israelit proudly pro
claiming in the face of anti-Semitic rhetoric, "We German Jews are 
Germans and nothing else" and "German by birth and inclination."

28 

Men served in the German army, rabbis preached about the Fatherland 
frequently, Orthodox schools stressed their Germanness, and loyalty to 
the Emperor was frequently expressed in the Orthodox press.

29 

Furthermore, as Jews enthusiastically adopted a German posture, it was 
only natural that a slight degree of their Jewish national identity dissi
pated. This development is somewhat present in Hirsch's perception of 
the Jewish nation in the exilic period, which he categorized as a 
Religionsnation or a people of divine rather than national type. 
According to Hirsch, in the pre-messianic period, Jews are to be scat
tered among other nations in order to sanctify God's name in front of 
the non-Jewish world. Full expressions ofJewish nationhood will only 
be realized in the messianic age; until then, however, Jews are encour
aged to embrace their status as German citizens so that they can better 
fulfill their divine vocation.30 In this sense, Hirsch substituted Jewish 
national identity, which he suspended to the distant eschatological 
future, with a strong degree of German national identity, demonstrating 
to what extent Bi/dung and Konfession influenced 19

th 
century German 

- N eo-Orthodoxy. 
Thus, it is not surprising that these two leaders of 19

th 
century 

German Neo-Orthodoxy exhibited unreceptive attitudes towards the 
nascent proto-nationalist movement. In the wake of the Emancipation, 
expressions of overt nationalism may have jeopardized Orthodox 
Judaism's sometimes tenuous position in German society, the latter of 
which many Orthodox Jews including Hirsch and Hildesheimer cher
ished. Both Hirsch and Hildesheimer heavily identified with the 
German Reich, making it all the more difficult for them to embrace an 
ideology which called for the rejection of the Fatherland and the estab
lishment of a separate Jewish polity. These sociological factors shaped 
Hirsch's oppos1t10n to Jewish nationalism while inhibiting 
Hildesheimer's warmer attitude towards Jewish nationalist initiatives in 
Palestine. As the sociological factors changed in the years ahead so, too, 
did the positions of German Neo-Orthodoxy regarding nationalism. 
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The Nationalist Shift 

In the early 20
th 

century, several noteworthy individuals emerged as lead
ers of the German Neo-Orthodox community. In his later years, Hirsch 
inaugurated the FV (Freie Vereingung fur die Interessen ds Orthodox 
Judetum), an organization composed of delegates from various German 
Orthodox communities who worked to coordinate religious practices, 
financial support for smaller communities, and political representation 
before the state. Jacob Rosenheim succeeded Hirsch as chairman of the 
FV, subsequently reconstructing it into a broader organization which 
would rival its non-Orthodox counterparts, the ecumenical CV 
(Centralverein deutscher staatsburger Judischen laubens) and the secular 
Zionist ZVID (Zionistiche vereingung fur Deutschland), by representing 
a broader contingency of Orthodox communities in Germany. Rabbi Dr. 
Isaac Breuer, grandson of S.R. Hirsch, was another prominent member of 
the FV and an outspoken leader of Neo-Orthodoxy. In response to the 
burgeoning influence of the World Zionist Organization (WZO) and 
the concomitant religious-nationalist Mizrahi party, Breuer and 
Rosenheim moved to establish Agudat Israel in 1911, an anti-Zionist 
organization comprised of religious Jewish delegates which hoped to rep
resent religious Jewry across Europe. 

Hildesheimer left successors to match those of Hirsch. His son, 
Rabbi Dr. Hirsch Hildesheimer, assumed editorship of the influential 
newspaper judische Presse, while at the same time lecturing at his father's 
rabbinical seminary and serving as leader of the Berlin Orthodox com
munity. One of Azriel Hildesheimer's top students, Rabbi Dr. Marcus 
Horovitz, moved from Berlin to become rabbi of the non-separatist 
Orthodox community in Frankfurt, much to the displeasure of Hirsch's 
separatist descendants, Isaac Breuer among them. Rabbi Nahman 
Anton Noble, another close student of Azriel Hildesheimer, succeeded 
Horovitz as rabbi of the Frankfurt community, served as chairman of the 
Union for German Rabbis, and was involved in early 20th century 
Wissenschaft des judentums. 31 

These leaders faced challenges unlike those of their predecessors, 
and while in some ways they carried on the intellectual mantle of Hirsch 
and Hildesheimer, in other ways they developed some unique perspec
tives of their own. The issue of Zionism was coming to the fore in early 
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20th century Germany. As the WZO increased in power and popularity, 
Zionist groups and the Mizrahi party made significant inroads in the 
German Orthodox community. The leaders of the succeeding genera
tion confronted a Zionism much different than the Jewish proto
nationalist movement facing Hirsch and Hildesheimer in the prior cen- · 
tury. In dealing with these new challenges, they appropriated some of 
Hirsch's and Hildesheimer's specific ideas and responses in order to for
mulate new notions concerning the growing Zionist movement. While 
20th century Germany was home to significant reactionary measures in 
response to Zionism, specifically the Agudah, the Orthodox Jewish 
leaders succeeding Hirsch also exhibited opinions which were signifi
cantly more Zionist in outlook than anything Hirsch himself would 
have fostered. 32 At the same time, the spiritual descendants of Azriel 
Hildesheimer took the next step in support of Zionist activities, further
ing Hildesheimer's commitment to settlement in the Holy Land and 
even accepting some of the objectives of the burgeoning Zionist move
ment. An analysis of how these leaders both incorporated the outlooks 
of Hirsch and Hildesheimer yet differed from them, coupled with an 
examination of the various social currents spurring their specific posi
tions, will provide a glimpse of how these prominent German Orthodox 
leaders perceived Zionism in the early 20th century. 

For Jacob Rosenheim, the secular political Zionism of the WZO 
and even the religious Zionism of Mizrahi were antithetical to 
Orthodox views. Rosenheim claimed that the Zionists presented 
nationalism as the essence of Judaism, almost as if it were a new brand 
of Jewish religion akin to the Reform Judaism of the 19th century, 
whereas for Orthodoxy, nationalism is an ancillary component of 
Judaism which fits into a broader religious framework. 33 Rosenheim 
writes, ''A total inversion of traditional values takes place: what until now 
was regarded as mere means to an end becomes the object, and that 
which was formerly the object becomes the means."34 He repudiated 
Mizrahi for the very same reason: by working with the WZO, Mizrahi 
was essentially reinforcing the Zionist concept that religion was a pri
vate matter-according to Zionism, the nation is primary, faith or 
adherence to the Torah is not required.35 These attitudes echo Hirsch's 
influence on Rosenheim, for Hisrch had argued repeatedly that the 
Torah is the binding force ofJudaism, so much so that Hirsch was com-
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pelled to separate his Frankfurt congregation from the larger German 
Jewish communal municipality, claiming that Jews who reject the 
Torah's absolute authority were in effect not Jews at all and could there
fore not be included in a Jewish kahal. Thus, Rosenheim's critique of the 
WZO and Mizrahi: if a nationalist enterprise operates outside the four 
cubits of the Torah, it should be rejected by the Orthodox community. 

To present him as an uncompromising anti-Zionist, however, would 
fail to adequately portray Jacob Rosenheim. Despite the fact that he was 
instrumental in transforming the FV into the largely anti-Zionist 
Agudah organization, certain elements of Rosenheim's thought were 
remarkably nationalist in orientation; he is best described, in the words 
of Mordechai Breuer, as an anti-Zionist Zionist.36 The role of philan
thropic and resettlement activities in Palestine remained a contested 
point in the nascent Agudah organization, and whereas Eastern 
European representatives were generally opposed to such endeavors, it 
was Rosenheim who conceived of the Agudah as a competitor to the 
WZO and who pioneered religious philanthropic and resettlement work 
in Palestine. 37 While serving as chairman of the FV, Rosenheim reor
ganized the "Pekidim and Amarkalim Fund for the Holy Land," con
structing a modern welfare system based on stricter policies of distribu -
tion.38 As leading spokesmen for the Agudah, Rosenheim moved to 
establish religious schools and youth groups committed to religious 
resettlement in the Holy Land.39 These efforts represent a marked 
departure from his predecessor Hirsch, resembling more the actions of 
Hirsch's Berlin counterpart, Azriel Hildesheimer. 

The differences between Rosenheim and Hirsch are most evident in 
the former's writings on Zionism. In one article, Rosenheim outlines the 
various aspects that Zionism and Orthodoxy share in common: the 
importance of reawakening national consciousness, resettlement in 
Palestine, and the revival of Jewish character and culture.40 In another 
essay, Rosenheim recognizes the inherent holiness of the land Palestine, 
yet he insists that it is the Jews' duty to respond to this holiness by advo
cating for the institutionalization of halakha in Palestine.41 In these 
writings, Rosenheim both incorporated and departed from Hirsch's 
thought: while Rosenheim insisted that the Torah must be the public 
constitution of a Jewish polity, he supported resettlement in Palestine 
under certain religious conditions and even maintained that not only the 
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Torah but also the Holy Land served as a central component in contem
porary Jewish nationhood. A resolution passed at Rosenheim's (and 
Isaac Breuer's) behest at the 1918 Agudah conference is perhaps most 

reflective of the difference between him and Hirsch: 

The Jewish religion and the Jewish nation form an inseparable unity ... . 
Our task it prepare the Jewish nation and the Jewish land for their reuni
fication under the sovereignty of God and his Torah .. . . [This] demands 
its settlement with Torah-true Jews .... While the Diaspora exists, Eretz 
Israel must become the spiritual center of the nation united ... under 

God's law.42 

This is nothing less than a full-fledged nationalist expression of the pur
suit of resettlement in Palestine and the establishment of a Jewish poli
ty, the statement's religious-fundamentalist undertones notwithstand
ing. Equally noteworthy is the idea that a Torah-based community in 
Israel would serve as the "spiritual center" for the Diaspora, a concept 
similar to Ahad-Haam's Zionist philosophy which had Israel serving as 
the center for a larger cultural revival in world Jewry. Rosenheim was 
particularly interested in the cultural Zionist programs of Ahad-Haam 
and Martin Buber, and the incorporation of a facet of the culturalist's 
decidedly anti-religious Zionist philosophy into a profoundly religious 
nationalist program illustrates just how far this anti-Zionist Zionist 

- drifted from the Frankfurt camp of Hirsch.
43 

A similar paradigm is presented in the writings and activities of 
Hirsch's grandson, Rabbi Dr. Isaac Breuer. In his earlier years, Breuer 
expressed opposition and even vehemence for the Zionist program: 
"Zionism is the most terrible enemy that has ever arisen to the Jewish 
nation ... Zionism kills the nation and then elevates the corpse to the 
throne."44 Yet Breuer soon became more receptive to certain Zionist ten
dencies, couching his writings on the subject of Jewish peoplehood in 
remarkably nationalistic terminology: "Only from the healthy mother soil 
can a human blossom and develop. One who denies his people and thus 
his history ... is doomed to misfortune because individual happiness ... 
rests in ethnicity."45 Although Breuer departed from the thinking of 
Hirsch by recognizing the inherent importance of the Holy Land for 
Orthodox Jews, his increasingly religious-nationalist philosophy was 
indeed grounded in the key principles of his grandfather's thought: name
ly, the central role that traditional Jewish law played in the concept of 
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Jewish nationhood. Nevertheless, Breuer also differed from Hirsch in that 
he applied Hirsch's "nation of the law" philosophy to a religious-national
ist program. In other words, unlike Hirsch, Breuer believed that the unity 
of the Jews was one of religion and nationality. Breuer sought to merge 
commitment to Torah with Jewish nationhood through the restoration of 
a Jewish state in Palestine with religious law as its constitution.46 

Breuer saw the realization of his program as decidedly imminent 
and dependent on immediate Jewish action. As Breuer wrote in 1922, 
"Zionism seemed to me no longer an attempt ... to bring about nation
al reform of our people ... but it seemed to me at the same time an 
instrument in the hand of the God of metahistory to let ... the Jewish 
nation become more active than it had been [in the past] ... to let it 
ripen toward its promised goal more actively."47 Breuer viewed World 
War I and the Balfour Declaration as the incipient reverberations of the 
messianic era, and he repeatedly wrote about what he considered to be 
Orthodox Jewry's most important task: to prepare the Jewish masses for 
the revival of a Jewish homeland grounded in traditional law in 
Palestine. 

48 
In this sense, Breuer was arguing for a national rebirth which 

incorporated strict adherence to the Torah in the spirit of his grandfa
ther, yet Breuer also empathized with a broader nationalistic interpreta
tion of Judaism akin to Zionism. 

Thus, Jacob Rosenheim and Isaac Breuer represent the intellectual 
heritage of Hirsch, while at the same time they assimilated Hirsch's phi
losophy within a more nationalistic conception of Orthodox Jewry. In 
light of the founding of the Agudah organization in 1911, this synthe
sis presented somewhat of a paradox. Since it was established in 
response to the burgeoning Zionist movement, the Agudah was some
what reactionary in nature; yet, for at least Rosenheim and Breuer, the 
Agudah would champion a religious-nationalist stance that, when com
pared with the philosophy of Hirsch or the Eastern European Agudah 
representatives, was remarkably novel in its outlook. This nationalist
progressive shift in orientation among the Frankfurtists is equally evi
dent in the activities of some of Hildesheimer's proteges and successors, 
who moved to broaden their teacher's tepid attitude towards Jewish 
nationalism. 

Azriel Hildesheimer's son, Hirsch Hildesheimer, continued and 
even furthered the cause for resettlement in Palestine. Hirsch 
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Hildesheimer's Judische Presse was the lone German Orthodox newspa
per to express support for the proto-Zionist Hibbat Zion organization, 
and Hirsch Hildesheimer remained active in Hibbat Zion throughout 
the organization's existence.49 He transformed the judische Presse into 
the most Israel-oriented Jewish newspaper in Germany and also exhib
ited a constant commitment to resettlement, founding the Ezra youth 
group in Berlin in 1884 in order to support Jewish agrarian settlement 
in Palestine.50 While Hirsch Hildesheimer steered clear of political 
Zionism and the Mizrahi movement, even turning down an invitation 
from Theodore Herzl to speak at the First Zionist Congress, he 
remained relentlessly devoted to practical resettlement in Israel.51 In 
fact, part of the reason why he turned downed Herzl's invitation was the 
worry that public involvement in the congress would compromise reset
tlement initiatives.52 Despite the fact that Hirsch Hildesheimer 
expressed some reservations for Jewish nationalism akin to his father, his 
redoubled dedication to colonization in Palestine fits neatly in a period 
in German Neo-Orthodoxy marked by a wider interest in Jewish 
Palestine, as evidenced by Rosenheim and Breuer. Additionally, after 
Hirsch Hildesheimer's death in 1910, thejudische Presse became increas
ingly nationalist in orientation by identifying more with the WZ0.53 In 
fact, in 1919, the newspaper became the central organ of the Mizrahi 

- party, before ceasing publication in 1923.54 While no direct correlation 
can be made between the pre- and post-1910 judische Presse's, it is 
indeed possible that the seeds of the newspaper's radical shift in view
point were sown in the early days of the newspaper when Hirsch 
Hildesheimer consistently advocated resettlement and continually 
reported news from Palestine. 

Pronounced shifts in nationalist perception are evidenced by some 
of Azriel Hildesheimer's other prominent students. Rabbi Nahman 
Anton Nobel, who Mordechai Breuer refers to as "a star pupil of [Azriel] 
Hildesheimer," was among the first German rabbis to embrace the reli
gious Zionist movement and was a cofounder of the Mizrahi party, the 
religious-nationalist party of the WZ0.55 Additionally, Rabbi Marcus 
Horovitz, one of Hildesheimer's closest students, delivered a speech to 
the first Agudah conference in which, contrary to the pervading anti
Zionist atmosphere, he applauded various aspects of the WZO. To be 
sure, Horovitz remained wary of the WZO, whose secular character 
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compelled him to JOm the Agudah opposition. Nevertheless, in his 
address at the Agudah conference, he praised Zionists for hoisting the 
banner of Jewish nationalism in the face of the prevalent contention that 
the Jews did not constitute a nation, even referring to Max Nordau as a 
"bal teshuva" and affirming that "if Nordau and his colleagues could be 
this enthusiastic about religious Judaism, I hereby thank God for 
Zionism."56 Horovitz also respected the WZO's attempts to provide the 
European Jewish community with physical salvation from European 
anti-Semitism and spiritual salvation from European emancipation and 
assimilation.57 His feelings about the dire condition of European Jewry 
in the early 20th century may be revealed in his efforts to aid the Old and 
New Yishuv in Palestine-his unwavering commitment to resettlement 
rivaled that of Azriel and Hirsch Hildesheimer.58 In this sense, Horovitz 
represents the next step in Azriel Hildesheimer's line of thinking: 
whereas he shared with his teacher a degree of apprehension regarding 
the Jewish nationalist enterprise, in his speech to the Agudah conference 
Horovitz demonstrated that he was at least slightly receptive to the 
nationalist initiatives of the Zionist party. 

Self-Criticism, Anti-Semitism, and Mizrahism 

The shift to a more Zionist or nationalist perception among Neo
Orthodox leaders fits neatly within the greater sociological context in 
which the second and third generations of Neo-Orthodoxy found 
itself-in what Mordecahi Breuer has termed the "New Orientation."59 

Beginning at the turn of the century, many societies in Europe, 
Germany among them, experienced growing cultural pessimism, a lack 
of trust in authorities, cynicism and uncertainty regarding the present 
condition of society, the expectation of an approaching newer and bet
ter world, and a marked shift towards the irrational; all of these senti
ments manifested themselves in the German Orthodox community as 
well. 60 The ramifications of this sweeping wave of cynicism found par
ticular expression in the Orthodox community in its self-criticism of 
Hirsch's founding concepts of Neo-Orthodoxy, such as Torah im derekh 
eretz , which many began to regard as hackneyed and unrealistic. 61 

The intellectual support for Hirsch's philosophy-namely, early 19th 

century Enlightenment principles such as Bi/dung-lost significance in 
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an age of self-criticism and reevaluation, leaving in its wake an intellec
tual vacuum that produced widespread assimilation or new approaches 
to living an Orthodox Jewish life in Germany. Breuer explains, 
"Mysticism, Torah study, and Eastern European Jewry were ... forces 
that mightily attracted Orthodox Western Jewry and provided them not 
with a rather stale ideology of Bi/dung but with fresh nourishment."

62 

As Breuer duly notes, German Orthodox Jews also turned to the Zionist 
movement in light of the social and intellectual upheaval of the early 
20th century.63 This would explain why all the examined leaders, whether 
they hailed from Hirsch's separatist circle or from Hildesheimer's rab
binical seminary, were at least slightly inclined towards Jewish national
ism, leaving behind Hirsch's and Hildesheimer's apprehension to proto-

Zionism in the late 19th century. 
The significant rise in political anti-Semitism in Germany in the 

late 19th century and early 20th century directly contributed to the disil
lusionment in the German Orthodox community during the New 
Orientation era. The Jews of Hirsch's period clung to the principles of 
Enlightenment and liberalism, hoping that after the Emancipation 
equal treatment under the law would prevail in Germany, thereby neu
tralizing anti-Semitism. The problem with this was that as Germany 
moved into the 20th century, its political sector slowly abandoned liber-

- alism for ethnic nationalism, and with the rise of more conservative 
political movements came the infiltration of politicized anti-Semitism 
into German politics.64 In place of the mid-19

th 
century liberal notion 

of Enlightened Jews living equally under German law in a post
Emancipation society was the anti-Semitic construction of the Jews "as 

a racially foreign, inherently inassimilable element."
65 

With the onset of the 20th century, Jews were disenchanted with the 
Hirschian appropriation of Enlightenment concepts Bi/dung and 
Konfession, as it became clear that social Emancipation would never fol
low civic Emancipation in an anti-Semitic German society. Alan 
Mittleman has argued that the German Jewish super-organizations of 
the early 20th century-the CV, the ZVfd, and the FY-directly result
ed from the rise in anti-Semitism, as Jews of all denominations sought 
organized defense in the public sphere against the new anti-Semitic 
threat. 66 Be that as it may, it seems just as likely that the rise in Zionism 
in the German Orthodox community was another consequence of 
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politicized anti-Semitism. Jews of the New Orientation era abandoned 
the mid-19th century hope that they would finally be accepted in 
German society. As patriotism for the Fatherland waned in response to 
politicized anti-Semitism, Jews looked inward for new identities, of 
which nationalism was an obvious choice-hence, the rise in Zionism in 
the early 20th century. This development is encapsulated by the quote 
from Isaac Breuer in which he characterized the Jews' relationship to the 
German state as "German citizenship ofJewish nationality."67 

A final explanation for German Orthodox leaders' turn to Zionism 
or Jewish nationalism in the New Orientation period may be found in 
the article's opening discussion about the similarity between Hirsch's 
Neo-Orthodox philosophy and the Mizrahi religious-nationalist party 
of the WZO. Mizrahi was founded in 1902, at around the same time 
that German Orthodoxy was withdrawing from the era of Hirsch and 
Hildesheimer. It is possible that although certain aspects of religious 
nationalism remained inimical for German Orthodox leaders, the com
monality between some of Mizrahi's central tenants and those of 
Hirschian Neo-Orthodoxy helped facilitate the transition from Hirsch's 
anti-Zionist stance to a more nationalistic outlook among Hirsch's 
descendants: namely, that of the anti-Zionist Zionists like Breuer and 
Rosenheim. One of the more obvious similarities lies in how both 
Mizrahi and Neo-Orthodoxy responded to modernity-not by isolating 
themselves from it but rather by viewing it as a means to improve the 
condition of world Jewry.68 In this sense, both movements attempted to 
integrate secular concepts, whether it was nationalism or Bi/dung, into 
the Jewish fold. 

In addition, there seems to be a similarity between Hirsch's concept 
of sanctifying God's name in the secular world and Mizrahi's prime jus
tification for participation with unobservant Jews in a Jewish national
ist enterprise-by associating themselves with the WZO, Mizrahi 
hoped to bring wayward, assimilated Jews back to an observant 
lifestyle.69 In other words, members of Mizrahi were spreading Torah 
values in a secular Jewish world in the same way that the followers of 
Hirsch's Torah im derekh eretz philosophy were spreading Torah values 
in a secular German world. 

Finally, both movements have messianic undertones, even if they are 
not overt. In terms of Hirsch, Mordechai Breuer remarks, "He sum-
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rr10ned his readers to work together for the furtherance of humanity, for 
the 'salvation of the world' -and thus his ideology of culture became a 
universal message of salvation that he proclaimed with almost messian
ic pathos ... Torah im derekh eretz was not ... not only a formula ... for 
the eternal actuality of the Torah, but for Israel and the world to merit 
redemption."70 In response to the sometimes vituperative critique of 
anti-Zionist Orthodox leaders, the messianic inclination inherent in 
religious-nationalist circles was usually repressed by Mizrahi's leading 
figures.71 There remained, however, a small contingency of religious
nationalists that "elevated the messianic dimension," the most famous 

being Rabbi Avraham Yitzhak Ha-Cohen Kook.
72 

These similarities may point to an explanation of why Hirsch's intel-
lectual descendants assimilated some form of Jewish nationalism during 
the New Orientation. While they remained completely opposed to 
Mizahi's participation in a secular program which was indifferent to the 
precepts of the Torah, the subtle commonalities shared between Hirsch's 
Neo-Orthodox philosophy and the Mizrahi may have helped the likes 
of Breuer and Rosenheim meet Mizrahi halfway, by incorporating a pro

found sense of nationalism into a Torah-centric program. 
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Toward an 
Understanding 

of Rabbi Hayyim 
Solo:i)eitchik 's Zionism 

n 1901, Rabbi Elijah Rabinowitz founded HaPeles, a monthly 
popular rightwingjournal in Russia famous for its militant oppo
sition to Zionist factions . Five years later, Rabinowitz re
launched his publication as a weekly newspaper, renaming it 
HaModia. Rabinowitz and his fellow journalists saw their journal 

as a means to "combat the cultural programme and the plan to capture 
the communities by the Zionist Movement and its Orthodox arm, the 
Mizrachi." Rabinowitz became renowned for this editorial stance, 
despite the fact that he himself participated in the first Zionist Congress 
in 1897. The first issue of HaModia included a letter of support for the 
newspaper undersigned by some of the most influential rabbinic figures 
in Europe. After first offering warm approbation for Rabinowitz, the 
letter stated that "it is obligatory and a great deed for all those for whom 
it is within their means to bring HaModia into their homes." Among the 
undersigned luminaries on the letter were Rabbis Abraham Mordecai 
Alter of Gerrer, Hayyim Ozer Grodzinski of Vilna and Hayyim 
Soloveitchik of Brest-Litovsk.1 

That Soloveitchik's name appeared on such a letter comes as no 
surprise. Rabbi Hayyim's father, Rabbi Yosef Dov Soloveitchik, himself 
a scholar of great repute, was known to be an antagonist of the Zionist 
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forerunners. The elder Soloveitchik-respectfully called the Beit 
HaLevi, the title he gave to his Talmudic works-categorized proto
Zionists in the same field as the hasidic Jews; a growing sect he believed 
spelled the end for Jewish life. Thus, Rabbi Yosef Dov said of Moses 
Hess and his cohorts: "They are a new sect like that of Shabbatai Zevi, 
may the names of evildoers rot." Further, Rabbi Yosef Dov commented 
on his shock to learn that many righteous men were affiliating them
selves with this group that attempts to do nothing short of "destroying 
religious Judaism." Scholars of European Orthodoxy have generally 
assumed that Rabbi Hayyim Soloveitchik adopted his father's ideolog
ical stance on Zionism, and in turn, passed the Beit HaLevi's tradition 
onto his son, Rabbi Velvl. Most forcibly, Shlomo Avineri has opined 
that "there is little to distinguish the approach of Rabbi Hayyim 
Soloveitchik of Brisk at the birth of Zionism from that of Rabbi Velvl 
Soloveitchik after the establishment of the state."2 

Avineri's assessment of Rabbi Hayyim Soloveitchik's position can be 
backed by a collection of Soloveitchik's published correspondence. Two 
of his most extended and elaborate discussions on Zionism are repro
duced below: 

Regarding the 'Zionist cult,' which has now banded and united togeth
er by force .... Have they not a bad reputation in their own communi
ties, and is not their purpose to uproot the fundamentalists of [our] reli
gion-and to this end also to take control of all the Jewish communi
ties? ... The people ofisrael should take care not to join a venture that 
threatens their souls, to destroy religion, and is a stumbling block to the 
House of Israel.3 

A few years later, on August 25, 1899, responding to a letter from a 
Rabbi Moses Jacob, Soloveitchik repeated his words while also acknowl
edging just how deep Zionism had sunken its teeth into eastern 
European Judaism: 

I read your words on the issue of the 'Zionist cult' which has now become 
strongly consolidated. I am not ashamed to say that seeing that each of 
its members has earned an evil reputation in his place of dwelling, I do 
not know of ways to confront them. They have already proclaimed their 
goal to uproot the basis of the Jewish faith. And to attain it, they have 
made inroads in all places of Jewish settlement so as to enlist other Jews 
to assist them.4 
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There is further evidence of Soloveitchik's anti-Zionist stance from 
his time as a member of the faculty at the Etz Hayyim Yeshiva in 
Volozhin. There were several attempts in the 1880s to start a Hovevei 
Zion student organization in the Volozhin Yeshiva. The first group was 
founded in 1885 to discuss and philosophize about Zionist ideas after 
students were done with their Torah study for the day. The group num
bered fifty students by the time Rabbi Naphtali Zevi Yehudah Berlin, 
the head of the school, forced them to disband. Although Berlin, known 
more commonly as the Neziv, was a supporter of the early Hovevei Zion 
movement, he believed that such an organization did not belong in his 
yeshiva for risk that students may become distracted from their studies. 
Rabbi Hayyim, on the other hand, was known to be vocal about his ide
ological opposition to any Zionist "cell" that developed in Volozhin. For 
this reason, when Soloveitchik competed with Rabbi Hayyim Berlin for 
the reigns to Volozhin after the Neziv's passing in 1893, there was a 
boisterous cluster of Zionist students who made it their business to sup-

port Berlin over Soloveitchik.
5 

Notwithstanding, there is reason to believe that Soloveitchik's posi-

tion on Zionism was more nuanced than we would otherwise be led to 
believe. To demonstrate this thesis, examining Soloveitchik's involve
ment in the early plans to establish the Agudath Israel, a rightwing 

- Orthodox organization in pre-World War II Europe, is instructive. As 
well, we should note that despite his considerable role in starting 
Agudath Israel, in Gershon Bacon's The Politics of Tradition: Agudat 
Yisrael in Poland, 1916-1939, a pioneering work on the history of the 
Agudath Israel, Soloveitchik's name is never mentioned. It seems that 
Soloveitchik essentially removed himself once the organization was 
launched. This too, then, must be given due consideration in our study. 

In large part, the formation of the Agudath Israel in 1912 was in 
response to rabbinic opposition to Zionism at the end of the nineteenth 
and the beginning of the twentieth centuries. At the start of the 1900s, 
Polish rabbis vigorously published pamphlets designed to antagonize 
Religious Zionism. Among a plethora of attacks, these published works 
claimed that increased popularity in Zionism was due to common peo
ple's "search for a shortcut on the path to the final redemption." 
Religious Zionism, they would have it, "dressed in the garb of tradition
al Jewish longings for Zion and the Messiah" but in effect was merely a 
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foolish and useless shortcut toward a long-term dream. One such pam
phlet put out by Rabbis Shlomo Zalman Landau and YosefRabinowitz, 
Ohr la-Yesharim, argued along these lines when the authors wrote that 
each community rabbi did more to improve the Jewish people's situation 
than the entire Zionist movement with all its money, publicity and fan
fare. Then, in 1911, when the Mizrachi supported Tenth Zionist 
Congress adopted a resolution that pledged to begin educational activi
ty in the Diaspora, many Central European Mizrachi loyalists resigned 
from the movement. Indeed, the more conservative Mizrachi members 
chose to embrace Herzl's Political Zionism only so long as its goal func
tioned in concert with Religious Zionism's messianic aspirations.6 

As Matthias Morgenstern has stated quite clearly,Jacob Rosenheim, 
one of the founders of the Agudath Israel organization, was especially 
interested in working with as many members of the Orthodox and even 
Zionist communities as possible. He therefore contacted these former 
German Mizrachi members to help form his new organization. 
Moreover, Rosenheim, in his attempt to make his institution acceptable 
to these men, resisted all efforts from internal and external forces to turn 
the Agudath Israel into a "special-purpose association" and an "anti
Zionist combat organization." Rosenheim was convinced that the only 
way to keep Orthodoxy in Europe safe was by unionizing the leaders of 
its dispersed and varied communities.7 

To their surprise, when Rosenheim and his fellow westerners con
tacted rabbinic leaders from Lithuania, Poland and Russia, they were 
taken aback by the other side's lack of interest. Especially Lithuanian 
rabbis, led by Rabbi Hayyim Soloveitchik, warned their other easterners 
of the Nee-Orthodoxy preached by German Jews. Soloveitchik and his 
party stressed that forming a union would be a concession to secularism 
and European nationalism, something very much in vogue within liber
al circles at this time. Moreover, these central Europeans, it was alleged, 
would try to use the associations made by the establishment of the 
Agudath Israel to impose secular education on Jewish youth in eastern 
Europe. The matter finally came to a head in the town of Katowice, 
where some three decades prior the Hovevei Zion first met to start their 
Zionist organization, 228 mostly rabbinic figures met to establish the 
Agudath Israel. The delegates hailed from Austria, Belgium, 
Byelorussia, Congress Poland, England, France, Galicia, Germany, 
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Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Moravia, Palestine, Russia, Switzerland and 

the Ukraine. 8 

Although participants at the assembly hailed from an assortment of 
locales, David Vital writes that all attending could be placed into one 
of two salient categories. The first was a young group of central 
European Jewish scholars who valued worldly cultures and subscribed 
to educational models that boasted eclectic curricula. Many of the rab
bis from this class were formerly members of the Mizrachi movement 
but sought a new direction after the events of the Zionist Congress of 
1911. As for the men who comprised the second and larger group of 
participants at the initial Agudath Israel meeting, they were older and 
claimed eastern Europe as their home. These rabbinic luminaries 
abhorred virtually everything that was beyond their insular world of 
Torah and Orthodoxy. They were present at the Agudath Israel meet
ing only reluctantly because of a "newly heightened sense of national 
responsibility." Led by Rabbi Hayyim Soloveitchik, these eastern 
European rabbis submitted a list of demands to Rosenheim for their 
further participation in the Agudath Israel program. In fact, it was 
Soloveitchik who drew up the list of eighteen conditions by which 
Rosenheim would have to agree upon before the great sage would 

cooperate with plans to start the Agudath Israel.
9 

Therefore, one of the most critical points in the formation of the 
Agudath Israel was an ideological compromise made by these two 
sides. To be sure, there were prominent eastern European rabbis who 
saw the need early on to form a national organization. In the first years 
of the twentieth century, Rabbi Hayyim Ozer Grodzinski wrote that 
"the recent great revolution and the devastation visited upon our peo
ple have moved all the best in Jewry to consider the condition of the 
people and how it might be improved." Grodzinski followed up these 
words by suggesting that "an organization that would address "the 
questions facing the nation in an orderly fashion and in a spirit appro
priate to those who keep the faith." Around the same time that 
Grodzinski wrote this, a group of leading Lithuanian rabbis met in 
August 1909 to discuss the possibility of forming a unified organization 
that would represent European Orthodox Judaism . The attendees at 
this meeting were Grodzinski, Rabbis Eliezer Gordon of Telshe, 
Abraham Alter, Shalom Schneersohn of Lubavitch, Shlomo Breuer and 
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Hayyim Soloveitchik. In the end, however, the part1c1pants at this 
exclusive gathering could not agree on an appropriate way to establish 
a national Jewish organization. Nevertheless, it was not until the con
ference in Katowice when a significant number began to think along 
the same lines as Grodzinski and acceded to those ideologues who 
regarded the Jews as a nation.10 

Likewise, Rosenheim and his fellow German members of the 
Agudath Israel were careful to appease their counterparts and limit the 
mission of the organization to less ideological credos. And of those 
philosophical points that the Agudath Israel pledged to devote energies 
toward, they were by and large ones that Orthodox Jews generally agreed 
upon. Accordingly, no official statement was made regarding Zionism in 
Katowice nor was the topic of secular studies broached at that time. A 
carefully worded resolution passed at that initial 1912 meeting demon
strates this point: 

The purpose of the Agudath Israel is the solution of the respective tasks 
facing the Jewish collectivity, in the spirit of the Torah. In accordance with 
this purpose, it sets itself the following goals: (1) the organization, concen
tration and unification of dispersed parts of Orthodox Jewry, especially of 
the Jews in Eastern and Western Europe; (2) the generous promotion of 
Torah studies, and ofJewish education in general, in countries where this 
promotion is needed; (3) the improvement of economic conditions of the 
Jewish masses, not only in Palestine, but wherever they suffer want; (4) 
they organization and promotion of emergency aid in cases of necessity; 
(5) the advancement of a press and literature in the traditional Jewish spir
it; (6) a representative forum for all Jews adhering to the Torah; this forum 
will parry the attacks directed against the Torah and its adherents. 11 

What can be gleaned from Soloveitchik's hesitation to join the 
Agudath Israel in its early goings is his clear opposition to forming 
Jewish organizations. Soloveitchik was careful to stay away from affiliat
ing himself with movements and spokesmen who would readily feel 
obliged to speak on behalf of all members of the institution-including 
Soloveitchik. Perhaps, for this reason, Soloveitchik was not satisfied with 
the Neziv's response to the students attempt to start a Hovevei Zion 
chapter in the Volozhin Yeshiva. The Neziv validated the good intentions 
of the group but outlawed it for pedagogical reasons. Soloveitchik simi
larly wished to outlaw the Hovevei Zion club, but his personality refused 
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to permit him to step into the rank and file; faculty were expected to 
adhere to the decisions of the Rosh Yeshiva. To be sure, Soloveitchik 
served a more elevated role than the other teachers in Volozhin. While 
they were all considered to be top-tier rabbinic scholars, none compared 
in scholarship, pedigree and popularity to Rabbi Hayyim. However, there 
was something else that motivated Soloveitchik to speak up against the 
establishment at times: his uncomfortableness when others spoke for 
him, carte blanche. All other factors just contributed to this condition.12 

In this light, a different profile of Rabbi Hayyim's position on 
Zionism emerges. To illustrate, Rabbi Meir Berlin's account of 
Soloveitchik demonstrates the latter's openness to discussion with other 
differing personalities; even those with fervent Zionist beliefs. Berlin, an 
eventual Mizrachi leader, reported to his relative, Rabbi Hayyim 
Soloveitchik, that a prominent Zionist leader from Palestine requested an 
audience with the famed rabbinic scholar. "What should I be concerned 
about?" Soloveitchik responded, sensing the worried tone in Berlin's 
voice. "If he is willing to listen to my views, then why shouldn't 1!"13 

Moreover, it is telling that such an episode is not recounted for 
Soloveitchik's father, the Beit HaLevi. Indeed, as we have stated earlier, 
Rabbi Yosef Dov treated his Zionist opponents the same way he 
behaved toward his hasidic adversaries-he unyieldingly ignored them 

- both and refused every request for an audience. In the last decade of his 
life, one of the primary recipients of the Beit HaLevi's wrath was the 
Hovevei Zion movement. The elder Soloveitchik campaigned for 
Orthodox rabbis to rescind their support for the movement. While most 
followed Soloveitchik's instructions, one prominent figure who refused 
to do so was Rabbi Samuel Mohilewer. Mohilewer was one of the early 
members of Hovevei Zion and went so far as to join Theodore Herzl's 
World Zionist Organization in 1897 when other Orthodox rabbis 
would not. Yet, although he was respected as a gifted orator and schol
ar, Mohilewer was always viewed as an iconoclast who, among his other 
beliefs, stressed the need for dialogue between Orthodox rabbis and 
leaders of the maskilim. Rabbi Yosef Dov must have sensed that 
Mohilewer's views were dangerous to European Jewry when he stated 
publicly that "even a young child can see their grave mistakes" that 
Mohilewer was making in his pro-Zionist stances.14 

Years later, after Rabbi Yosef Dov's death in 1892, Rabbi Hayyim 
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wished to attend Mohilewer's funeral in 1898 to offer a eulogy for the 
Zionist leader. Family members and prominent members of the com
munity attempted to dissuade Soloveitchik, arguing that were he to 
appear at Mohilewer's funeral, it would be construed that Soloveitchik 
had reversed his position on Zionism. Soloveitchik was unconvinced 
that attending Mohilewer's funeral would carry with it such an outcome. 
However, due to the fact that other "more feeble-minded people" would 
interpret Soloveitchik's presence in such a manner, Rabbi Hayyim ulti
mately decided not to travel to the funeral. Nevertheless, here again we 
find another example of Rabbi Hayyim's willingness to converse with 
individual members of the Religious Zionist camp so long as it was not 
done under the banner of institutionalized organizations.15 

What then motivated Soloveitchik's hostility toward institutional 
Zionism as testified by his published letters and opposition to the 
Hovevei Zion club in the Volozhin Yeshiva? As is well known, many 
Lithuanian rabbis, including Rabbi Hayyim Soloveitchik, opposed 
Rabbi Isaac Elhanan Spektor's leniency in 1889 to use grains harvested 
in the sabbatical year. One of the staunchest detractors of Spektor's so
called "Heter Mehirah" was Soloveitchik's relative and colleague at 
Volozhin, the Neziv. Thankfully, one writer's account of his many con
versations with Soloveitchik throws light on Rabbi Hayyim's extra
halakhic position on the matter. Indeed, after the writer, Jacob Mark, 
prompted Soloveitchik's comments by raising the Neziv's opposition, 
Rabbi Hayyim responded: 

My grandfather [the Neziv] is not alone in his adamant proposition to 
leave the land in Palestine fallow. I too have supported this position for a 
long time and continue to do so. However, the actions taken by students 
in Kharkov have caused me to cease my protests. I recall vividly that these 
university students entered into the Great Choral Synagogue in Kiev. 
They picketed all day and openly confessed their sins that were very far 
from Judaism. They called out their slogan: "House of Jacob, let us go and 
let us go forth!" One of their members named Louis would cry out at that 
moment: "Let us go and return to God." Come my brothers and let us 
begin to be punctilious in our observance of the Sabbath and Kashruth . 
. . . They arrived in the Land oflsrael and did not improve on their ways, 
even a little bit .... Instead, they scattered apostasy throughout our Holy 
Land. Certainly, we need to oppose Zionism so long as these people stand 
at the head of its leadership.16 
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Soloveitchik was referring to the twenty-five alumni of Kharkov 
University who founded Bilu (Hebrew abbreviation for Beil Ya'akov 
lekhu ve-nelkha) in the early 1880s. Although its duration and lasting 
legacy were minimal, Bilu was a Zionist society dedicated to redeem the 
Land of Israel and reestablish a Jewish state. Zeev Dubnow, one of the 
group's original members, once remarked that "the ultimate aim [ of 
Bilu] is to build up this land oflsrael and restore to the Jews the politi
cal independence that has been taken from them for the past two thou
sand years." With this lofty goal in mind, it is easy to understand how 
these radicals, almost immediately upon touching down on Palestinian 
soil, were seen as a major ideological threat to rightwing religious camps. 
The religious camp's lack of support is one reason that a cooperative vil
lage, called Gedera, south of Jaffa was essentially the group's lone 
achievement. And, as Mark records in his dialogues with Rabbi Hayyim, 
Bilu did not fare much better in Europe. There, conservative religious 
Jews did not take well to Bilu activists' well known for their intense 
propaganda. Soloveitchik's enmity for Bilu jibes with a statement attrib
uted to Rabbi Shmuel Schneersohn of Lubavitch. Schneersohn opined 
that had Bilu members followed "in the light of God," he himself would 

have followed their lead and settled in Palestine.17 
Surely, Soloveitchik did not oppose Bilu's mission statement as artic-

- ulated by Dubnow. Soloveitchik's grandson, Rabbi Joseph B. 
Soloveitchik, who spent years studying with his grandfather before 
enrolling in the University of Berlin, described his forebear's attitude 
toward Zionism in the following terms: "He always played with the idea 
that once he had married off his children, he would hand over his rab
binate to one of his sons, and settle in the Land oflsrael, buy an orchard, 
and fulfill the commandments pertaining to the Land of Israel." Were 
Rabbi Hayyim to have interviewed individual members of Bilu, perhaps 
he would have found that many of them were genuinely Orthodox. 
However, like Rabbi Shmuel Schneersohn, Soloveitchik was unbending 
in his opposition to any Zionist establishment where its spokespeople, in 
his view, did not conform to his strictures of Orthodox Judaism. Further, 
it is for this reason, perhaps, that Rabbi Hayyim refused to see any merit 
to hosting a Hovevei Zion club in the Volozhin Yeshiva. For his students, 
any involvement in a movement that sought to maintain ties with other 
external organizations threatened the ideals and integrity of the students 
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and the yeshiva with which Soloveitchik was associated.18 

What then was Rabbi Hayyim's approach to Zionism? In their writ
ings, a few of Soloveitchik's relatives have sought to impose a positive 
view of Zionism onto Rabbi Hayyim. Rabbi Meir Berlin has testified to 
the fact that Soloveitchik's home was "surrounded by a spiritual aura of 
the Land of Israel." Although he opposed organized Zionist move
ments, this did not prevent Soloveitchik from becoming "the singular 
rabbinic figure to completely exert himself in taking an active involve
ment for the sake of the Land oflsrael." Consequently,Jewish fundrais
ers from Palestine-like school administrators and directors of orphan
ages, for instance-would make it a point to contact Soloveitchik to 
request donations from the wealthy Jews of Lithuania. Similarly, in 
Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik's words, Rabbi Hayyim, through his pio
neering halakhic analyses of laws related to Israel, "was perhaps the 
greatest lover of Zion in his generation." However, as articulated by his 
grandson, Rabbi Hayyim's "love of Zion and Jerusalem" were totally 
unconnected and ran in counter-distinction to Chaim Weizmann-the 
so-called founder of Synthetic Zionism and first president of Israel: 

If you think it is easy for me to get used to the partly heretical, partly 
"enlightened," and partly Russian-revolutionary testament of Chaim 
Weizmann in the last chapter of his book [Trial and Error], where he 
develops his ideas of the spiritual image of the State of Israel-you are 
wrong! And endless distance separates the outlook of Chaim Weizmann 
and secular leaders from my outlook. I cannot understand their view
point. How can one in any way dream about rebuilding of the Land of 
Israel without the Lord oflsrael?19 

Indeed, Rabbi Soloveitchik's above comments parallel his comments 
delivered as part of a eulogy for his uncle, Rabbi Velvl Soloveitchik. In 
this speech, Rabbi Soloveitchik addressed the political agendas of his 
uncle and grandfather regarding Zionism. "My uncle was completely 
removed from the socio-political overtones [of Israel]. It can be said, 
however, is that the State did not find a place within its halachic system 
for his particular halachic perspective." In this way, Rabbi Soloveitchik 
believed that his uncle was the true heir to his grandfather's world view. 
Both men viewed situations through a Torah-exclusive lens, refusing to 
account for any external factors and influences. In a word, according to 
his relatives, Rabbi Hayyim never opposed Zionism as an ideology-just 
the institutionalization of Zionism as a synthetic national movement.20 
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Of course, it is impossible to fully accept these descriptions of Rabbi 
Hayyim's view. Beyond the fact that neither family member can find 
suitable evidence to back their claim that Rabbi Hayyim was in some 
way a true Zionist, both Berlin and Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik became 
strong proponents of Religious Zionism and may have wished to rein
terpret Rabbi Hayyim's approach to suit their cause. However, there is 
likewise no evidence that Soloveitchik held the views of other more ide
ologically virulent anti-Zionists. In particular, one of Soloveitchik's most 
outstanding disciples, Rabbi Elhanan Wasserman of Baranowicze 
denounced Zionism as a "wrong turn'' in the history of the Jewish peo
ple in the Exile. Wasserman fervently believed that just as the 
Enlightenment had failed to elevate the Jew to the status of his fellow 
gentile citizen, so too, Zionism as a national movement could only be 
doomed to failure. Moreover, Hasidic sects, led by Rabbi Shalom Dov 
Schneersohn, the Lubavitcher Rebbe, attacked Zionism on extra
halakhic and theological grounds. Begging for a more passive role for 
humankind in the bringing about of the messianic age, the Lubavitcher 
Rebbe believed that a Jewish national movement was completely uncon
nected to a return to the Land oflsrael. The Rebbe's messianic expecta
tions were for a messianic savior to come about and perform miracles. 
"Zionism," Shlomo Avineri writes about Schneersohn's view, "appears to 
be a blatant violation of the oath sworn by the Jewish people to wait 
patiently until the End of Days" and a "betrayal of the religious norm of 
exile." In the following generation, the Lubavitcher Rebbe's view was 
adopted with even greater vigor by Rabbi Joel Teitelbaum, the grand 
rebbe of Satmar. The Satmar Rebbe went so far as to describe all 

Zionism as secular and heretical to Jewish values.
21 

Another anti-Zionist with similar views to the ones expressed by the 
Lubavitcher and Satmar rebbes was Rabbi Hayyim Eleazar Shapira of 
Munkacs. Moreover, not only did the Munkacer Rebbe wage a struggle 
against Zionism, he took the opportunity to attack the Agudath Israel 
organization, as well. Shapira warned his followers that while Agudath 
Israel rabbis openly displayed a great deal of piety in their organ, 
HaModia, they were in fact no different than the Zionists. Shapira 
stressed to his listeners that they should not believe the claims made by 
the leaders of Agudath Israel because "in their hypocrisy they have done 

us more harm than all the wicked of the earth."
22 

By contrast, Rabbi Hayyim's antagonistic comments on Zionism 
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consistently appear to be directed at the members of the "Zionist cult" 
who have earned a negative reputation from their interaction with the 
religious leaders; not Zionism as a national ideology. Yet, one cannot 
help but notice that through Shapira's attacks, Rabbi Hayyim 
Soloveitchik's fear of affiliating himself with the Agudath Israel was 
realized. Soloveitchik was well aware that the ultra-traditionalists in the 
rightwing camp refused to differentiate between all types of institution
alized movement. To men like Shapira, all Jewish organizations, by 
virtue of carrying basic institutional features-i.e., advertisements, 
newspapers, etc.,-were to be considered essentially secular. 
Soloveitchik demonstrated that he at least partially shared this view 
when he retreated from taking active involvement in the Agudath Israel 
after serving as one of the instrumental figures who allowed the organ
ization to get off the ground. Our argument has been that Soloveitchik 
maintained the same outlook for the Zionist movements. In his heart, 
Rabbi Hayyim deeply subscribed to many of the views held by those in 
the Religious Zionist camp. He profoundly yearned to sit by an orchard 
in Palestine along with his other co-religionists, and shared their ambi
tion to help bring about a messianic redemption. Nevertheless, 
Soloveitchik never could feel comfortable joining a movement where he 
would be forced to compromise on some of his views and sit beside indi
viduals whom he believed shared no part of his version of Religious 
Zionism. 
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Saadya Gaon and 
Mainionides on 
the Question of 

Divine Attributes 

hough separated chronologically by several centuries, two 
of the greatest Jewish thinkers, Saadya Gaon and 
Maimonides, were faced with some of the same theologi
cal questions. Their ideas often reflect the philosophical 

_ trends of their times, trends which they then adapted to 
Judaism. Saadya, it is often stated, was heavily influenced by the tenets 
of kalam, a contemporaneous Muslim theological movement which pro
posed a rational approach to religious philosophy. That claim is easy to 
justify, as even a cursory look at Saadya's writing will reveal the markings 
of kalam thought. Maimonides, on the other hand, rejected kalam, pre
ferring the Aristotelian philosophical school. A particularly illustrative 
example of the differences between them appears in their respective 
treatments of the problem of anthropomorphic descriptions of God and 
the related issue of ascribing attributes to God. Saadya and Maimonides 
approach this issue in slightly different ways, a manifestation of their 
underlying philosophical discrepancies. Yet there is a good deal of over
lap in their arguments regarding divine attributes. In fact, after analyz
ing their writings, we find that identifying Saadya with kalam and 
Maimonides with Aristotle may be accurate overall but is something of 
an oversimplification of the reality. 

53 
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In order to appreciate Saadya's relationship with kalam, we must first 
take a brief look at the intellectual environment in which he worked. 
Saadya, upon arriving in what is now Iraq from his native Egypt, found 
there a raging spiritual conflict. Religious doctrine was seen as opposing 
the propositions of rationalist philosophy, and people from all religious 
groups, whether Muslims, Jews, or Christians, found themselves con
fused and unsure of what to believe.1 To add to the confusion, in 
Baghdad, where Saadya wrote his Sefer Emunot Ve-Deot in 933, many 
different sects of Christianity and Islam, as well as Zoroastrianism, 
Manichaeism, and Indian philosophy, were all competing for intellectu
al and spiritual dominance.2 One popular intellectual movement which 
grappled with these issues was kalam. 

Kalam, literally meaning speech or discussion, represented an 
attempt by Muslim theologians to reconcile religion with a rationalist 
worldview. As Haggai Ben-Shammai points out, it differs from other 
schools of philosophy in that it contains a significant polemical element. 
Followers of kalam, known as mutakallimun, often engaged in debates 
and arguments, not pursuing knowledge for its own sake, but rather as a 
form of religious practice.3 Kalam, as a theological movement, divided 
into many different sub-groups, the two main ones being the mu'tazilite 
and ash'arite schools. Briefly, the difference between mu'tazilites and 
ash'arites was that the latter tried to read the Qyran literally, while the 
former used a method of allegory to interpret verses which presented 
philosophical problems. 4 In general,Jewish philosophers, Saadya includ
ed, tended to follow the more rationalist mu'tazilite form of kalam. 5 

It is not difficult to find evidence of Saadya's concurrence with the 
ideas ofkalam. Firstly, the structure with which he organizes Emunot Ve
Deot bears a striking resemblance to the writings of the mutakallimun. 
He begins with an argument for rationalist thinking, proceeds to a dis
cussion of the nature of creation and the nature of God, and moves from 
there to his theories about free will and the phenomenon of reward and 
punishment. It is significant that his treatment of divine attributes and 
God's unity leads into his discussion of God's justice, as that is a distin
guishing characteristic of kalam writings.6 By organizing his work in a 
way so typical of the mutakallimun, and specifically of the mu'tazalites, 
Saadya is demonstrating his acceptance of their method of theological 
reasoning. 
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In addition to similarities in form, Emunot Ve-Deot resembles mu'
tazilite works in substance as well. Saadya was the first Jewish thinker 
to fully develop the distinction between rational and revealed laws, a 
staple of mu'tazalite thinking.7 He offers four proofs of creation, proofs 
which can be found in the works of the mutakallimun.

8 
An additional 

resemblance to kalam can be found if we keep in mind Ben-Shammai's 
comment that the purpose of kalam was at least partially to engage in 
polemical, often apologetic, debate. Isaac Husik contends that Saadya 
wrote Emunot Ve-Deot as a defense of Jewish beliefs. Saadya, he says, 
does not concern himself with the question of pure metaphysics, as 
other philosophers do, but rather focuses only on those aspects of phi
losophy which impact his argument for the Jewish faith.

9 
If we accept 

both Ben-Shammai's claim about the purpose of kalam as well as 
Husik's assertion regarding the purpose of Emunot Ve-Deot, we find 
that Saadya's reason for writing was the same as that of the 

mutakallimun. 
Let us now take a closer look at how Saadya dealt with anthropo-

morphism and attributes of God, an issue which challenged his concep
tion of the nature of God's unity. Anthropomorphic passages in the 
Bible and the Talmud which ascribe physical properties to God present
ed a serious problem for Jews throughout history, but, according to 

- Harry Wolfson, the problem intensified under Muslim rule. Islamic 
writers considered Jews anthropomorphists, and Saadya felt he had to 
refute that accusation.10 To make matters worse, even the Karaites, 
whose literal interpretations of the Torah so angered Saadya, accused the 
Rabbanites of possessing anthropomorphic tendencies.11 In response to 
this, Saadya repeatedly and categorically affirmed that any passage 
which describes God in an anthropomorphic manner must not be read 
literally.12 Saadya was not unique in saying that, and while that was the 
approach of the mutakallimun, it was also the approach of most other 
philosophical-religious schools and therefore it cannot tell us much 

about Saadya's relationship to kalam. 
More instructive than Saadya's discussion of physical descriptions of 

the divine is his treatment of conceptual attributes ascribed to God, a 
difficulty to which the mutakallimun devoted much effort. Wolfson 
identifies two problems that adherents to kalam found with divine 
attributes. First, they had to deal with what Wolfson calls the ontologi-
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cal question. When the Qyran speaks of God knowing or living, is it 
implying that knowledge and life are qualities which, though perhaps 
inseparable from God, are at least somewhat independent? Then there 
is also the semantic aspect of the problem, which Wolfson sees as two
fold. First, we can say that God "knows," but we can also say that a per
son "knows."To what extent is the meaning of the "knowledge" the same 
for God as it is for people? The other element of the semantic problem 
is the question of how best to formulate the relationship of God to the 
attributes predicated of Him.13 Muslim theologians dealt with these 
issues in several different ways. 

Three different schools of thought developed within Islamic philos
ophy regarding the problem of divine attributes. One school, called the 
"Likeners" by their detractors because they likened God to people, 
believed that attributes of God truly represent completely independent 
entities, a belief Wolfson compares to that of some Christians who 
believe that the Trinity represents a tritheist system. Another group did 
not believe in anthropomorphism but did believe that divine attributes 
described in the Qyran represented real beings within God. These 
beings, they maintained, are non-divine and inseparable from God, 
therefore maintaining divine unity. Others rejected this approach as 
well, arguing that the claim that there exist certain independent beings, 
even if they themselves are not divine and cannot be separated from 
God, destroys God's unity. They concluded that divine attributes must 
be merely different names for God, each one simply explaining God in 
a certain way. 14 

Saadya, it is clear, sided with the third position. He believed that 
divine attributes are themselves ontologically insignificant, and are sim
ply various terms for God's essence, echoing the view of the mu'taza
lites.15 In fact, Saadya's stance on divine attributes so resembles the mu' -
tazalite one that Ben-Shammai goes so far as to say that Saadya and the 
other "Jewish mutakallimun," as he terms them, who took this position 
were taking part in a debate primarily between Muslims and not so rel
evant to Jewish views at the time. He contends that Saadya'a formula
tion of his solution to the problem of divine attributes is strikingly sim
ilar to that of the mu'tazalites, a formulation chiefly designed to count
er the views of the ash'arites. Ben-Shammai argues that if we want to 
view Saadya's position in a Jewish context, we would have to assume the 
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existence of Jews who shared the ash'arites' opinions on this matter, an 
assumption Ben-Shammai seems not to believe is accurate.16 

Ben-Shammai's argument, however, may be something of an over
statement. Bearing in mind Altmann's description of the intellectual and 
spiritual confusion rampant in 10th century Baghdad, we can conclude 
that even if there did not exist a group of Jews with views parallel to 
those of the ash'arites,Jews would have been aware of the ash'arite view. 
It is conceivable that Saadya, in dealing with the issue of attributes, was 
indeed writing mainly, if not exclusively, for a Jewish audience. Maybe 
there were no "Jewish ash'arites," but Jews did live in this bewildering 
spiritual milieu, and Saadya likely wanted to clarify exactly what he felt 
to be the Jewish opinion. As Altmann himself says, Saadya "could have 
named his book, like Maimonides over 200 years later, a Guide of the 

Perplexed."17 Perhaps Saadya used anti-ash'arite formulations not 
because he was actively choosing sides in an intra-Islamic argument, but 
because he wanted to differentiate the Jewish opinion on attributes from 
any other views to which Jews were being exposed. Ben-Shammai is cer
tainly right, though, in strongly identifying Saadya's position regarding 
divine attributes with the mu'tazalite school. 

According to Wolfson, on the question of divine attributes, 
Maimonides began where Saadya ended. Saadya, and the mutakallimun 

- in general, did not address the logical problem of God's attributes, and 
in fact created an additional difficulty. Saying that attributes are merely 
names for God may help preserve God's unity, but by equating all divine 
attributes with God's essence, the mutakallimun are basically just equat
ing God with God.18 For example, we can take the phrase "God's knowl
edge" and say that "knowledge is God;" that knowledge is just a way of 
referring to God. But once we assume that knowledge equals God, then 
the statement "knowledge is God" is merely saying "God is God." 
Maimonides solves this problem in several different ways, the first of 
which is to argue that divine attributes should be read as verbs or 
actions. 19 To return to the example of "God's knowledge," Maimonides 
is suggesting that we interpret that phrase as "God knows." 

As Wolfson points out, Maimonides likely based this answer on 
Aristotle, who dealt with a similar logical dilemma. Aristotle cites an 
opinion which suggests that a statement which defines the subject and its 
predicate as different presents logical problems, as it would imply that the 
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subject, itself one, is many. The solution some people found to this prob
lem, Aristotle reports, is to change the statement "the man is walking" to 
"the man walks."20 Wolfson argues that Maimonides borrowed this solu
tion from Aristotelian philosophy and applied it to the uniquely religious 
issue of divine attributes and the unity of God.21 If true, that would 
reflect the unmistakable imprint of Aristotle on Guide of the Perplexed, an 
imprint quite apparent in Maimonides' other answer to the logical aspect 
of the problem of divine attributes, the solution of negation. 

In this solution, Maimonides contends that we can indeed say that 
divine attributes are identifying God and not simply describing His 
actions, but only if we understand them in their negative sense. 
Maimonides explains that if we are told that a certain object is a man, 
we know that it is not a plant or a mineral. That, he says, is the only way 
to understand God's attributes as identifying Him.22 However, 
Maimonides develops this idea further. Wolfson draws our attention to 
the wording of Maimonides here, explaining that Maimonides does not 
say that God's attributes refer to the negation of their opposites, but 
rather the negation of their privations.23 This significant formulation is 
discussed more extensively by Zvi Diesendruck. He explains that the 
idea that attributes should be read as negations of their opposites was 
already developed extensively in the works of the mutakallimun. 
Maimonides' contribution was to introduce the concept of privations 
into the discussion of divine attributes.24 

The difference between opposites and privations is that a negation of 
privation means that the quality in question cannot be applied to the sub
ject at all, not merely that the quality does not to apply to the subject. To 
illustrate this point, Diesendruck cites Maimonides' examples of "sweet
ness," which cannot be described as crooked or straight, and "voice," to 
which the terms salty or insipid cannot be applied. Applying this concept 
to our discussion, Diesendruck explains that when we say "God is one," 
we do not merely mean "God is not many," but that "God is non many" 
and quantitative descriptions simply cannot be applied to Him.25 

By using privations, Maimonides solves another problem. If we say 
that "God is living" means that "God is not dead," and we are dealing 
with opposites and not privations, then "God is not dead" logically goes 
back to meaning "God is living," and we are faced with the same prob
lem we had originally.26 However, if we employ the concept of priva-
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tions, we can say that "God is not dead" means that the quality of death 
cannot be applied to God at all. The difference between opposites and 
privations is another example ofMaimonides'use of Aristotelian philos
ophy. Aristotle developed this idea in his M etaphysics,27 and Maimonides 

applied it to the problem of God's attributes. 
Based on what we have seen to this point, it seems Saadya firmly 

sides with kalam, specifically the mu'tazilite version, while Maimonides 
is more in line with the Aristotelian school. However, the divide 
between the two of them may not be so distinct. Firstly, kalam itself may 
have owed a great deal to Aristotle. Though the works of Aristotle had 
not yet been translated into Arabic by the time the most prominent 
mutakallimun were active, Wolfson suggests that there exists much evi
dence suggesting that Aristotelian philosophy had indeed reached 
Muslim lands by then. Specifically, regarding the question of divine 
attributes and their challenge to God's unity, some mutakallimun based 
their solutions to this problem on ideas borrowed from Aristotle.

28 

In particular, Wolfson cites the examples of Abu al-Hudhayl and 
Nazzaro, mu'tazalite thinkers who disagreed about how best to explain 
the nature of divine attributes. Nazzam preferred to say that "God is 
knowing not in virtue of knowledge," meaning that God's knowledge is 
not at all separate from God; when we speak of it, we are referring to 

- God Himself. Abu al-Hudhayl, in contrast, states explicitly that "God is 
knowing in virtue of knowledge;" that is to say, God's knowledge does 
exist outside of God Himself. Yet, despite their differing conclusions, 
both Nazzam and abu-Hudhayl maintain that divine attributes relate to 
God "in virtue of Himself." Wolfson points out that the term in Arabic 
which they both use for "in virtue of Himself" is a direct translation of 
a Greek phrase found in Aristotle's M etaphysics. He therefore contends 
that we can understand the differing views of Nazzam and Abu al
Hudhayl as a disagreement about how to interpret this Aristotelian ter
minology.29 If Wolfson is correct, it would prove quite difficult to com

pletely separate Aristotelian philosophy from kalam. 
Saadya himself certainly did not ignore Aristotle. He may not have 

been acquainted with all of Aristotle's ideas, but he was familiar with 
many of Aristotle's important works.30 In his treatment of divine attrib
utes, Saadya at one point suggests that perhaps the attributes can only 
be explained as describing God's actions. Guttmann proposes that this 
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is a response to the logical problem that arises if attributes are under
stood as identifying God; namely, that we would logically just be saying 
"God is God."31 Recall that this is the same problem which spurred 
Maimonides to suggest the Aristotelian idea that attributes should be 
understood as verbs or actions, the same idea which Guttmann quotes 
Saadya as advancing here. 

At the same time that there is evidence suggesting Saadya employed 
Aristotelian concepts in his writing, there is evidence that Maimonides 
himself was not free of mu'tazalite influence. Maimonides formulates 
his denial of divine attributes in two ways; the first, that "God's essence 
is His knowledge and His knowledge is His essence," and the second, 
that "He is knowing not in virtue of knowing." Both of these formula
tions, Wolfson notes, have their roots in mu'tazalite works.32 This is 
especially astounding, considering that Maimonides categorically dis
misses kalam as a source for Jewish philosophy, speaking quite critically 
of the "Geonim and Karaites" (it is interesting to note that he groups 
them together), who get their ideas from the Muslim mutakallimun.33 

Yet, while Maimonides devoted much time to refuting kalam, it is 
not at all clear that he accurately represented the views of the 
mutakallimun. In part I, chapter 73 of Guide of the Perplexed, 
Maimonides outlines 12 principles of kalam thought. Upon examining 
his treatment of kalam, it becomes clear that there are serious discrep
ancies between his account of kalam and the actual writings of the 
mutakallimun, and on a number of occasions, he ascribes beliefs to them 
which prove difficult to find in their actual works. Michael Schwarz cau
tions that any attempt to explain these discrepancies can claim only to 
be conjecture, but he does provide several suggestions. Perhaps 
Maimonides simply was not interested in representing the entire range 
of mutakallimun's thinking. Or, keeping in mind Maimonides' sarcastic 
tone in describing kalam, maybe it can be argued that he purposely mis
represented the mutakallimun's views in order to make them seem more 
outlandish. 34 

In light of these discrepancies, it should not surprise us to find ideas 
of the kalam in Guide of the Perplexed. If we accept Schwarz's first sug
gestion-that Maimonides simply left out many mainstream kalam 
ideas-we can explain that the kalam ideas which find their way into his 
work were not part of the system of kalam which he ridicules in his writ-
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ing. If we agree with Schwarz's second suggestion, that Maimonides 
deliberately altered kalam thinking for the sake of argument, the pres
ence of some kalam ideas also can be easily explained. Maimonides did 
consider the mutakallimun's general framework of thinking false and 
therefore decided to attack them, but perhaps he did accept some indi
vidual ideas of the kalam and simply did not say so for polemical rea
sons. In fact, according to Ben-Shammai's contention that kalam served 
a more polemical function than philosophy did, Schwarz's second sug
gestion would imply that Maimonides' purposes for writing were closer 
to those of the mutakallimun than they were to the philosophers.

35 
So 

while Maimonides' adoption of mu'tazalite formulations of divine 
attributes may initially seem strange, it can more easily be understood 

after an exploration of his attitude toward kalam. 
It is not the purpose of this article to suggest that kalam and 

Aristotle were the only influences on Saadya and Maimonides. There is 
no question that the Talmud played a significant role in developing their 
philosophies. As Altmann explains, many of the dilemmas that Muslim 
thinkers had when confronted with Greek philosophy were already dealt 
with by the Talmud, which experienced that confrontation earlier.

36 

Therefore, later Jewish thinkers like Saadya and Maimonides were able 
to rely on Talmudic sources in resolving their philosophical questions. 

- Yet there is little doubt that they did look to kalam and Aristotle for 
many issues, including the question of divine attributes. And by looking 
at their respective discussions of this question, we find that the differ
ences between the two of them might not be so clear-cut. While Saadya 
may have primarily based himself on kalam, he does incorporate shades 
of Aristotle, and similarly, Maimonides does allow some mu'tazalite for
mulations into his mostly Aristotelian treatment of this problem. 
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Michael Cinnamon 

Glorification to 
Defamation: 

A Literary Analysis 
of II Samuel 3:6-30 

n many biblical narratives, the narrator withholds details from 
the reader; as much as the narrator relates, he nearly always leaves 
significant information unsaid. Robert Alter describes the 
process of constructing accurate, holistic pictures of biblical char
acters as "a process of inference from fragmentary data ... and 

this leads to multiple or sometimes even wavering perspectives on the 
characters."1 Meir Sternberg also talks about biblical narrative as "a sys
tem of gaps that must be filled in."2 By strategically providing and with
holding information, the narrator puts forth his own interpretation of, 
and spin on, the narrative and the characters within it. These ambigui
ties often cause the reader to reexamine and reevaluate his positions on 
the characters and content of a narrative. In this ,respect, intentional 
ambiguities allow a close reader who is already familiar with a particular 
narrative to view that narrative with fresh eyes, for the ambiguities make 
the reader question the accuracy of a prior interpretation. The character
ization in the narrative of II Samuel 3 follows these models. In this case, 
the information which the narrator provides and withholds combines to 
influence our perceptions of the narrative's characters. 

The characters of our chapter are developed through two main 
devices: uncertainty and contrast. The uncertainty stems from ambigui-
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ties within the narrative, and leads to 'wavering' perceptions of the char
acters, especially of the narrative's protagonist, Abner. Since the narrator 
often deprives us of key information about Abner, we cannot come to 
many conclusions about his character as portrayed in our story. As we 
will see, the lack of information about Abner leads us to be more sym
pathetic to him. The narrator also develops the characters in II Samuel 
3 through contrast or opposition; by using a complex system of heroes, 
villains, and foils, the narrator seeks to persuade us of Abner's worthi
ness relative to the other characters in the story. We will find this to be 
particularly evident in the narrator's characterization ofJoab. As the nar
rator thoroughly denigrates Joab and other characters, Abner is glorified 
by contrast. The narrator's account and the account's missing pieces, 
then, cause us to view Abner in a positive light. Moreover, by evoking 
favorable reactions to Abner, the narrator is able to even further dispar
age Joab. The contrast goes both ways, then: Joab is vilified so that 
Abner may be acclaimed, and Abner is acclaimed so that Joab may be 
further vilified. We will now conduct a literary analysis of the chapter in 

order to examine these points. 
The narrative prepares us for conflict from the start, as verse six 

relates that Abner was "'.rn"-{\!J n,J.J. pmnn" ("strengthening himself with
in the House of Saul"). Abner was actively' building his own power base 

- from among the supporters of the House of Saul, the people who should 
have been rallying around Ishboshet.4 This phrase also recalls the chap
ter's first verse, where David is described as "pm~ 1':m1" ("growing 
stronger") and begins, in a literary manner, to form the connection 
between David and Abner which will dictate much of the narrative's 
course of events. Ishboshet is not named in this verse; indeed, he is not 
mentioned by name until verse eight, even though he has an active role 
in verse seven. He will not play a major role in this narrative, for the nar
rator portrays him as a weakling controlled by Abner.5 From verse six, 
then, we begin to gain an understanding of the relationships between 
the major political and military powers among the Israelites: the influ
ence of the House of Saul (Ishboshet) rapidly wanes, while at the same 
time the respective positions of Abner and David wax. Most important
ly, the weakness of Ishboshet contrasts with the strength of Abner, fur

ther highlighting Abner's growing power and authority. 
In the next verse, an unnamed person (who, at the end of the verse, 
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we discover is Ishboshet) accuses Abner of sleeping with the concubine 
of his father, the late King Saul. The narrator, however, inserts a large 
gap into this story by never telling us whether Abner actually slept with 
Rizpah. It could be that Abner slept with Rizpah, either out oflust or in 
order to advance his political position. It could also be, however, that 
Abner never slept with Rizpah, and that Ishboshet was looking for an 
opportunity to sully Abner's name and halt the spread of his power base. 
To be sure, from Abner's response of "rn-nn n\!./Nn 1w ,:,y 1j)!lm" ("you 
have reminded/ charged me this day of/with the sin of the woman") in 
verse eight, it seems that Abner's transgression may have been genuine, 
but that Abner did not think Ishboshet would bring it into the open. 

Whichever the case, Abner reacts with great anger in verse eight, 
seeming genuinely surprised that Ishboshet would dare accuse him. 
Maybe Abner was feigning insult, using it as a pretense to desert the 
foundering House of Saul even though he had actually slept with 
Rizpah, or maybe he was insulted because of the false accusation. A third 
possibility is that Abner had slept with Rizpah years earlier,6 and he was 
surprised that Ishboshet had brought it up now. 

It is not nearly as important to determine which one of these sce
narios was in fact the case as it is to recognize that the narrative gap has 
generated considerable confusion. This confusion ultimately works in 
Abner's favor, as the reader is uncertain who to blame for the confronta
tion between Abner and Ishboshet. 7 Whatever Abner did or did not do, 
the material provided by the narrator leaves us, at least taken at face 
value, with the distinct impression that Abner was wronged. As a result, 
Abner vows to aid David, and, once more, Ishboshet is powerless to act. 

Abner formally offers his services to David, and David responds 
positively, requiring only that Abner bring with him Michal, Saul's 
daughter and David's one-time wife. This request was likely meant to be 
either a test of Abner's loyalty or, more practically, to give David a polit
ical boost in the eyes of the people. 8 Interestingly, though, in the next 
verse David makes the same request of Ishboshet. Ishboshet carries out 
David's request in verse fifteen, taking her )N'D)!l OYY.:l \!J'N OYY.:l nnp,1" 
\!.11) p." Even though Abner does take some action, in verse sixteen, 
when he commands the grief-stricken Paltiel to return home, Ishboshet 
performs the main action in this section. It is Ishboshet who foolishly 
strikes a severe blow to the House of Saul by handing David a link to 
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the throne. It is Ishboshet who cruelly brings grief to Paltiel. Once 
again, the character of Abner benefits from the contrast; the narrator 
portrays Abner positively by comparison. Ishboshet is made to look like 
a cruel fool, and there is stark contrast between Paltiel, whom the narra
tor describes as filled with sorrow at the loss of his beloved Michal, and 
David, whose reunion with Michal apparently does not merit a single 
word of description. 9 The only character who emerges from this scene 
morally unscathed is Abner. 

Following this, Abner moves to gather support for David by appeal
ing to the rest of the people, and then to Ishboshet's own kinsmen, the 
tribe of Benjamin.10 Verses seventeen and eighteen, where Abner speaks 
to the elders of Israel, bear some resemblance to verses nine and ten, 
where Abner decides to switch his allegiance over to the House of David. 
Each time, Abner discusses the transfer of kingship to the House of 
David, and each time, Abner seems to reveal his altruistic side. In verses 
nine and ten, he presents Davidic rule as something God wants. By aban
doning the ailing House of Saul and supporting the rising House of 
David, Abner claims that he is performing God's will. In verses seventeen 
and eighteen, when he is appealing directly to the people, Abner com
bines the motif of the will of God with that of the will of the people. He 
presents Davidic kingship as something that the people want. 

- In both cases, Abner seems to be acting not from political concerns 
but from concerns about the will of God and the will of the people. 
However, we must question Abner's motives.11 The narrator never 
explicitly says that these were Abner's thoughts; we learn about these 
"altruistic" motivations from Abner's own dialogue. In general, dialogue 
is not as trustworthy as a direct statement by the narrator. Therefore, this 
part of the narrative reveals less the narrator putting a positive gloss on 
Abner's actions than it does Abner doing so himself. Still, the narrator 
chose to include Abner's stated motivations, probably because it fits well 
with his overall agenda-to portray Abner in a positive light. 

After this, Abner finally comes face-to-face with David, and then the 
intrigue really begins. In verses 20 and 21, Abner and his entourage arrive 
at David's camp, David throws them a party, and they leave to gather 
more support for David. This seems to have been a rapid sequence of 
events, with barely any time for Abner and his men to even catch their 
breaths before going on the road to campaign for David. Remarkably, the 
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narrator reveals nothing about negotiations between Abner and David, 
and conceals any agreements at which they may have arrived, along with 
the conditions of those agreements. This massive narrative gap lays the 
groundwork for the tension that begins to be felt in these verses, and 
which grows steadily throughout the rest of the story. 

Was this new campaign by Abner simply an endorsement in 
exchange for money or some other reward? Did David and Abner come 
to some sort of understanding in which David promised Abner a posi
tion of power once the issue of kingship was settled? Vanderkam points 
out that while we know what Abner promised David, namely to secure 
further support from the people, we do not know what David promised 
Abner. 12 Joab, who arrives on the stage in verse 22, was surely bothered 
by these questions. 

The lack of information about what occurred at the meeting 
between David and Abner resonates in our minds as we read the next 
few verses. Verses 21, 22, 23, and 24 all end with some variation of .11.J\!/. 

D.? .\!/:1 .:>.? .m, which builds on this gap. The narrator uses this phrase 
when the peaceful departure actually occurs, then again when Joab 
returns, again when Joab is told that Abner met with David, and finally 
in a slightly altered manner (without the D.?.\!/, which may be foreshad
owing the story's end) when Joab berates David. It could be that the 
purpose of this repetition is to convince the reader that David was not 
involved in the murder of Abner; the narrator records three times that 
David sent Abner away peacefully.13 However, the tension generated by 
the lack of information about the meeting between David and Abner 
mounts when we see this phrasing repeated, for the repetition also 
makes us think of some back-door collusion involving David and Abner. 
Why else would the king have sent away his chief rival unharmed? 

These suspicions and tensions grow even greater when we find out, 
in verse 23, that Joab was out of the camp when the meeting took place. 
It almost seems, and it certainly must have seemed to Joab, that David 
managed to finish his work with Abner just before Joab returned. What 
deal did David want to make with Abner that precluded Joab's presence 
at the negotiations? As soon as Joab returns, in verse 23, he is informed 
of the "clandestine" meeting. Who told him, and why did they tell him? 
Maybe Joab's men told him about the meeting to keep him aware of 
possible threats, or maybe it was someone else, reporting to Joab in the 
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hope that Joab would draw his own conclusions-conclusions similar to 
our own suggestions of conspiracy-and take action against Abner.

14 

The actual message to Joab supports this second possibility. The mes
sage does not detail the full story of Abner and David's communication, 
the delivery of Michal, and the party (not your usual mark of a conspir
acy) which David had held for Abner and his men. Rather, the inform
ant simply says, "m?\!/:1 1?'11ilfl?\!/'11?Dil ?Ni) p ,nN i·n" ("Abner son 
ofNer has come to the king, [t]he [king] sent him forth, and he went in 
peace"). It appears that the informant wanted Joab to believe that some-

thing sinister was happening. 
Once Joab arrives and begins to take action, the narrative becomes a 

mass of gaps, confusion, and contrasts. We have already seen the narra
tor use gaps and contrasts to enhance our positive outlook on Abner's 
character. Now, though, the gaps and contrasts have a second function: 
the destruction of Joab's character. The narrator means for us to emerge 
with an extremely negative perspective on Joab; this will eventually be 
the ultimate support for the strength of Abner's character. What better 
way to make the reader feel sympathy for Abner then by making the 

reader feel disgust for, and revulsion to, his killer? 
Joab's thought process when he returned and heard that Abner had 

met with David is similarly ambiguous. Numerous ideas could have been 
going through Joab's head: maybe, as we have said, David was plotting 
with Abner and planning on giving Abner Joab's position.Joab would be 
especially worried about this, because the whole episode occurred while 
Joab was on the battlefield, the ideal time to arrange a coup. Joab's own 
worry, as he expresses to David in verse 25, is that Abner was tricking 
David into revealing military secrets, and was actually working as a spy 
for Ishboshet. Of course, as we have already seen, the words of the char
acters are not as reliable as those of the narrator, so Joab's professed con
cern for David may actually be a thinly veiled attempt to fortify his own 

position in David's inner circle. 
Another obvious, yet significantly absent (at least until verse 30), 

factor is that Abner and Joab have a past. In the previous chapter, 
Asahel, brother ofJoab and Abishai, was slain by Abner. In that episode, 
Abner seems most honorable, slaying Asahel only after giving him two 
warnings, two chances to halt his pursuit. Fresh in our minds, this inci
dent cannot be ignored, however much the narrator tries to minimize it. 
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Asahel is not even mentioned until after Joab has killed Abner, but we 
cannot dismiss the possibility of personal vendetta as motivation for 
what is to come. It may be that Joab was trying to paint the meeting 
between David and Abner as conspiratorial, or voicing his concerns 
about Abner as a spy, in order to have a legitimate pretense to avenge 
Asahel's death.15 

Joab sends his men after Abner, who has gone to rally more support 
for David, and brings Abner back. The narrator makes sure that we 
know that '\_,,, N? 1n" ("David did not know"), continuing the process 
of arguing against Davidic complicity in the death of Abner.16 David 
would have had much to gain from the death of Abner, who until this 
point had been the mainstay of the House of Saul, and the narrator goes 
to great lengths throughout the story to ensure the readers that David 
was not involved.17 

Then comes a flurry of action-Joab makes his move. Verse 27 finds 
Joab leading Abner, who has just been brought back to Hebron by the 
agents of Joab, aside on the pretext of talking to him ",':;,v:::i", probably 
meaning quietly or alone, and then striking him in the "vmn" the same 
place that Abner struck Asahel, killing him. Perhaps the most significant 
phrase of this verse, though, comes at the very end, after the action has 
just taken place. The narrator suddenly declares that Joab has killed 
Abner "1,nN ?NnVY 01:::i" ("for the blood of Asahel his brother"). The 
heretofore unmentioned link between Abner and Joab, the intense per
sonal history between the commanders who had previously faced each 
other on opposite sides of the battlefield, is suddenly brought to the 
forefront by the narrator. As we have already noted,Joab had other rea
sons for wanting Abner dead, either because he was afraid of Abner 
usurping his position in David's inner circle or because he honestly 
believed that Abner was a spy. Yet the narrator chooses to attribute Joab's 
actions to the only emotion which, reading this narrative by itself, we 
should have completely overlooked: vengeance. 

However, it seems that even the narrator is not completely sure of 
Joab's motive. Verse 27 says "1,nN ?NnVY 01:::i nn,1" ("he died for the 
blood of Asahel his brother"). The narrator does not write inN !'lN :1,n,1" 

"1,nN ?NnVY 01:::i ("he killed him for the blood of Asahel his brother"), 
that Joab killed Abner out of vengeance. From the precise words of the 
narrator, it seems that Asahel being avenged may have been more a 
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result of Abner's death than a motive for Joab killing him. Until verse 
30, then, the narrator never explicitly says that Joab killed Abner out of 

vengeance. 
Thus Joab's motive in killing Abner is possibly the most unclear part 

of this narrative. The only problem Joab ever voiced was his fear that 
Abner was a spy, but the narrator seems only to recognize the motive of 
vengeance, as does David in his curse in verse 29. We are inclined, as 
always, to give more credence to the narrator's opinion than to the 
claims of a character; we must remember, however, that throughout this 
narrative the narrator is trying to put a positive gloss on Abner. lfJoab 
was genuinely worried that Abner was a spy, this would certainly not 
only mean that Joab attempted to take proper action; it would also cast 
a shadow over what we had viewed as Abner's good intentions, and 
make us rethink our position on Abner's character. By portraying 
Abner's assassination as an act of vengeance, we lose respect for J oab and 
feel sympathy for Abner. Furthermore, by leaving Asahel out of the 
equation until after the assassination, the narrator successfully bypasses 
any sympathy which we as readers would feel towards Joab. The narra
tor hides the inner turmoil which J oab would have been going through 
before he slew Abner, as well as the powerful emotions Joab would have 
felt during the assassination. We are shown only the aftereffects, the loss 

- of innocent life caused by Joab's desire for vengeance. 
Even the potential to view Joab's vengeance as noble is taken away 

by the narrator's description of the assassination and especially by the 
narrator's ultimate condemnation of Joab. In verse 27, the narrator's 
description makes Joab's slaying of Abner seem like cowardly treachery. 
Leading him off to the side, away from witnesses, under the pretense of 
having a personal conversation,Joab takes the opportunity to almost lit
erally stab Abner in the back. The reader, already made to recall Asahel's 
murder because of the word "vmn" and the phrase "':;,NnVY 01:::i !'1D'1 

1,nN" cannot help but remember that Abner was considerably more hon
orable when he slew Asahel. Whereas Joab committed premeditated 
murder using cunning and deceit, Abner did not initiate the conflict 
with Asahel, and twice gave him the chance to turn aside (II Samuel 
2:21-22). Then, when providing the reader with a final summation in 
verse 30, the narrator writes that Joab (and Abishai) slew Abner ",VN ':;,y 

"n)Jn':;,r.:n 1w:::in onmN ':;,NnVY nN nmn ("because he had killed Asahel 
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their brother in Gibeon in the war'). This last word pronounces the nar
rator's resoundingly clear judgment on Joab: Abner killed Asahel fairly, 
in war, according to the rules of engagement, after giving him fair warn
ing. What is left unspoken but obvious is that Joab killed Abner out of 
vengeance, during peacetime, through deceit.18 The narrator's position 
regarding the assassination of Abner is clear. Abner did not deserve this. 
Relative to Joab, he was a good person. 

One last gap which the reader might easily overlook in all of the 
confusion regarding Joab's motive is the role Abishai played in Abner's 
death. In verse 29, David places a curse "1,::iN n,::i ?N1 ::tN1' \!JNl ')y" ("on 
Joab and to his entire House"). Why does he place the curse on Joab's 
whole family? We find the reason in the next verse, when the narrator 
relates that Abishai had a hand in the assassination. Until verse 30, 
Abishai had not been mentioned at all, yet now the narrator suddenly 
relates that he was a key player in the preceding events. By removing 
Abishai from the picture until the end of the narrative, the narrator 
manages to bypass an issue which would have made our condemnation 
of Joab less severe. If we had known when we were forming our initial 
opinion ofJoab and his actions after the murder took place, that Abishai 
had aided in, or possibly even taken part in the planning of the assassi
nation, the blame would not have fallen entirely on Joab. The narrator's 
decision to leave Abishai out of the story until David's curse causes us to 
view Joab more negatively. 

Without the narrator's spin, we might have felt sympathy for Joab. 
After all, his suspicions that David would favor Abner had merit. Abner 
was bringing more with him than Joab ever could, namely Michal and 
the support oflsrael. Furthermore,Joab had just lost a brother to Abner, 
albeit in war. But the narrator ensures that we sympathize only with 
Abner, and feel only revulsion for Joab. He·uses narrative gaps in order 
to maximize on our negative feelings towards Joab, thereby provoking 
positive feelings towards Abner. 

But why does the narrator seek to lionize Abner and vilify Joab? It 
is possible that the narrator's bias toward Abner and vendetta against 
Joab stem from later conflicts between Joab and the Davidic line. As we 
have noted, the narrator contrasts Al5ner and Joab, making the reader 
emerge with more positive feelings for Abner. At the same time, though, 
the contrast also serves to make the reader have a more negative reaction 
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to Joab. These negative views of Joab may actually be the ultimate goal 

of the narrator. 
To understand why the narrator wishes to defame Joab, we must 

understand the narrator's relationship to Joab, and to the House of 
David in general. Throughout this narrative, we have seen the narrator 
clearly supporting the Davidic line. During the course of action, the nar
rator reveals to the reader that David was not involved in killing Abner. 
After Abner is killed, David curses Joab in verse 29; moreover, the main 
function of verses 31 through 39 is to show that David was not pleased 
with the death of Abner.19 By distancing David from the killing, the 

narrator evinces his support of the House of David. 
Joab, however, was not always supportive of the House of David. 

Aside from killing Abner, Joab murders Amasa under similar circum
stances. Amasa had been Absalom's general, and after Absalom's death 
David appoints Amasa to a high position in his own military.

20 
Joab, 

perhaps seeing another threat to his position, slays Amasa.
21 22 

This, 
then, is another case where Joab seems to be working against the inter
ests of David. The culmination ofJoab's anti-Davidic activity, though, 
comes soon after David has died. In I Kings 1, we find Joab abandoning 
Solomon, the divinely chosen successor of the Davidic line, in favor of 
Adonijah, another of David's sons. This is the ultimate betrayal of the 
House of David, and may be the source of the narrator's general nega-

tivity toward Joab.23 

In light of this evidence, we can suggest that one of the main func-
tions of this narrative is to delegitimize the actions of Joab by continu
ously portraying Abner in a positive manner. By using confusion as well 
as contrasts with other characters to glorify Abner and subsequently 
contrasting Joab with his figure, the reader emerges with an image of 
Joab as unwholesome, not acting in the best interests of David, and 
guilty of murdering Abner in cold blood. Thus begin the narrator's 

efforts to discredit Joab. 
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Notes 

1. Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative, 126. 
2. Meir Sternberg, The Poetics of Biblical Narrative, 186. 

3. The word ptrinr.i is reflexive-he was "strengthening himself." Word Biblical 
Commentary (vol. 11, p. 55) presents an interesting, but probably less correct, 
alternative. They agree with my general observation that ''Abner is portrayed 
in our sources as a positive hero", and use this to translate pmnr.i as "kept faith
ful to". Presumably, the reasoning is that since the narrator has taken a liking 
to Abner, he would not want to present Abner as maliciously undermining the 
support oflshboshet. However, it could be that we should view Abner's under
mining of Ishboshet itself as a positive action. Abner seeks to wrest political 
control from the weakening, divinely abandoned hands oflshboshet and place 
it into the rising, divinely supported hands of David. Alternatively, it could be 
that although the narrator chooses to portray Abner in a positive manner, the 
narrator recognizes that some of Abner's actions in this narrative are not 
entirely altruistic. 

4. I Chronicles 8-9 refer to Saul's son as Eshba'al, but I will rely on the text of Samuel. 

5. Cf. James C. Vanderkam, "Davidic Complicity in the Deaths of Abner and 
Eshbaal: A Historical and Redactional Study", Journal of Biblical Literature, 
Vol. 99 No. 4 (Dec., 1980), pp. 529-530, and}. P. Fokkelman,NarrativeArtand 
Poetry in the Books of Samuel, vol. III, Throne and City, pp. 70-72. 

6. This would explain the line "\!J)'.:,,!:J '.:iiN\!J'.:ii" ("Saul had a concubine") - Abner's 
transgression occurred when Saul was still living. In this case, either Saul did 
not know about Abner's affair, or he knew and chose not to act, perhaps 
because of Abner's value to him. Alternatively, the narrator could be using the 
phrase "ulsha'ul pilegesh" to further remove Ishboshet from the scene. 

7. For similar possibilities, as well as other possibilities, which illustrate the 
tremendous amount of confusion this gap has generated, see Word Biblical 
Commentary, vol. 11, p. 56; Fokkelman p. 72; The Anchor Bible, II Samuel, pp. 105-6, 112. 

8. The Anchor Bible, 114. It is generally recognized that the relationship between 
David and Michal had always been based more on pragmatic political con
cerns than on love, at least on the part of David, so it is unlikely that the moti
vation was purely to regain a lost wife. 

9. Alter, 122. 

10. Fokkelman, 87; Word Biblical Commentary, 60. 
11. Fokkelman, 74. 
12. Vanderkam, 531. 

13. Word Biblical Commentary, 60; The Anchor.Bible, 117. 

14. Vanderkam (532-3) believes that this may actually have been David's motive 
in inviting Abner to his court in the first place. David would have been aware 
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of the bad blood between Abner and J oab following Abner's killing of Asahel. 
He would have anticipated the tension caused by Abner joining D avid's forc
ing, especially if David promoted Abner above Joab. I think it more likely, 
though, that the narrator believes that David's motives in this regard were rel
atively pure, and sought to make use of Abner. 

15. Fokkelman (page 96) raises another interesting possibility, that Joab's person
al feelings toward Abner (stemming from the Asahel incident) may have led 
Joab to conclusions (namely, Abner acting as a spy for Ishboshet) which he 
might have dismissed had he been thinking more clearly. 

16. See above, note 13. 
17. This process continues in verse 28 when, after hearing thatJoab killed Abner, 

David immediately announces that he was not involved. This is a central 
theme in the narrative's denouement, verses 31-39, but one in which I am not 
interested at this point in the study. For more on this, see the article by 
Vanderkam, as well as P. Kyle McCarter,Jr., "The Apology ofDavid",journal 
of Biblical Literature, Vol. 99, No. 4 (Dec. 1980), pp. 489-504. 

18. Cf. Fokkelman, 104. 
19. Cf. Vanderkam. 
20. II Samuel 19:14. 
21. II Samuel 20:10. 
22. F. H. Cryer, in "David's Rise to Power and the Death of Abner: An Analysis 

of 1 Samuel XXVI 14-16 and Its Redaction-Critical Implications", Vetus 
Testamentum, Vol. 35 (Oct., 1985), pp. 392-3, believes that this story has ele
ments which emphasize David's innocence (although he believes that it is a 
secondary addition). He is presumably referring to the fact that David's name 
is not mentioned in conjunction with Joab's actions in the slaying of Amasa; it 
would seem that David did not know that J oab was planning this. This could 
then be another example ofa storywhere Joab acted of his own will to elimi
nate someone favored by David, putting him at odds with the House of David. 

23. Like Cryer, Anderson believes that the narrator's attempts to denigrate Joab 
are secondary, but Anderson believes that they are meant to justify Solomon's 
directive to kill Joab in I Kings 2 ( Word Biblical Commentary, 55). 
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Ruth as Naonii: 
A Close Reading of 

the Book of Ruth 
with Naonii as 

the Main Character 

L 

he story of Ruth is a very complex one, including familial 
shifts in the form of intermarriage with foreigners (1:4), 
loss of family (1:3,5), familial estrangement (1:14), a pos-
sible love affair (chapter 3), n,11,0 marriage (4:l-13a), and 
childbirth (4:136), culminating in a presentation of 

David's pedigree (4:176-22). In complicated narratives like this, the 
reader is inclined to identify the main character, the individual around 
whom the story is centered. Indeed, the search here is no simple task, 
as the characters interact with each other in a variety of ways, and inci
dents that happen to one are by extension also relevant to the other 
characters. 

A basic reading of the Ruth story would probably have one believe 
that the main character is Ruth. The traditional name of the book itself 
(as preserved in B. Batra 146) is Ruth, indicating that early interpreters 
viewed her as the focus of the story. 1 Additionally, there are long stretch
es of narrative that seem relevant only to Ruth. Ruth's escapades in the 
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field in chapter 2 and the granary in chapter 3 relate only to her and 
Boaz. One could construe the book of Ruth as a romance story centered 
around her, in which she loses her first husband and sets out with her 
mother-in-law to a foreign land, manages to find love and stability with 
the wealthy land-owner Boaz, and ultimately has a son with him. Her 
conviction to stay with Naomi and embrace the Jewish nation is anoth
er focal point that could be underlined: Ruth serves as a model of famil
ial and ethnic commitment. 

Other perspectives on the issue exist, however. For Adele Berlin,2 
viewing the Ruth as the central character is too simplistic. In her gener
al survey of characters in biblical literature, she first presents three cate
gories of people who appear in the Bible: 1. the agent, whose job is to 
further the plot; 2. the type, who has a character role but it is limited in 
complexity; 3. the character, who "has a broader range of traits (not all 
belonging to the same class of people), and about whom we know more 
than is necessary for the plot."3 Berlin discusses4 three characters in the 
Ruth story-Boaz,5 Naomi and Ruth, chosen based on their extensive 
involvement in the plot, as well as two supportive 'type' personalities, 
Orpah and Ploni the redeemer, whose main purposes are to serve as foils 
to Ruth and Boaz. 6 

Regarding the tagging of a primary personality in the. story, Berlin 
- renders a split decision. She says that Naomi is presented as the "central 

character in the book,"7 but the main point of interest in the story is 
Ruth. In other words, there will be a literary focus on Naomi as the pri
mary character in the story, and certain formulations will reflect that, but 
the person whom the reader identifies and empathizes with most is 
Ruth. In Berlin's own words, 

The distinction between perceptual point of view and interest point of 
view is important in the Book of Ruth, for Ruth is the focus of the inter
est point of view. Certainly she is Naomi's main interest throughout the 
story. But, more than that, she is the focus of the reader's interest. The 
reader wants to know what will happen to Ruth more than he wants to 
know what will happen to Naomi.8 (Berlin, 84) 

This is a noteworthy split,9 and it provides an intriguing reading of the 
book of Ruth. However, it is possible to find a middle path between 
Berlin's view and the first position presented above. 
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Naomi can be presented as not just the primary personality of the book, 
but as the main point of interest to the reader as well. A first indication 
that she is the foremost character in the narrative is the fact that she 
spans the whole length of the book. She first appears in the opening 
verse about the travel to Moav (1:1) and is still the topic of discussion at 
the end of the book, in the description of having a son born to her 
(4:17), (which is followed by a discussion of her noteworthy descendant 
David's genealogy).

9 
This stands in contrast to Ruth, who is only intro

duced to the narrative following the death of Elimelekh. Additionally, as 
Berlin has pointed out, all of the characters are referred to by names that 
focus on their relation to Naomi. Aside from the introduction, 
Elimelekh (1:3), Mahlon and Kilyon (1:5) are all referred to as Naomi's 
husband and sons. Ruth and Orpah are similarly referred to as daugh
ters-in-law of Naomi (1:6) or as accompanying her (2:7), Boaz is called 
a relative of Naomi's on her husband's side (2:1) and the baby born at 
the end is called a son to Naomi (4:17). Additionally, Naomi is the one 
making all of the decisions-she decides to return to the land of Israel 
(1:7), originally without her daughters-in-law, and she is the one (in the 
beginning of chapter 3) who introduces Ruth to Boaz and the possibil
ity of his redeeming the field and marrying her. Thus, everything sur
rounds Naomi, she is present through the story, characters are named in 
relation to her, and she makes key decisions throughout the narrative. 

The contentions that have been made until this point mainly speak 
to the central character in the story and not the main point of interest. 
However, a strong argument can be made to present Naomi as the main 
point of interest in the story, as well. A major question and source of ten
sion throughout the book is whether Naomi will be restored to her pre
vious position or not. She leaves the land oflsrael, loses her husband and 
then her sons. The first deficiency is fixed, by Naomi's own initiative, in 
her voluntary return to the land of Israel. However, she still is missing a 
husband and, more acutely, a son. Naomi expresses (in the context of her 
daughters-in-law's situations) the fact that she does not see herself hav
ing another husband or children in the following passage (1:12): 

,r,,,;, m mpn 'J ~' ,r,,1:JN ,:, ~'NJ mm1:J ,mpt ,:, pJ ,mJ mJ~ 

.D')J '111)' 0)) ~'NJ il)'Jil 
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Naomi conveys both the fact that she is past marriageable age and the 
reality that she is too old to bear children. 11 Reference is made to a lack 
of 'hope' for having children, marking her unhappy state. Her gloomy 
disposition is noted by residents of her hometown Bethlehem, who, 
upon her return (1:19) ask "is this Naomi?" Her response to them is no 
happier ( 1 :20): 

))N .1N):) ') 'P~ 11:Jil ,:, N,):) ') )N,p )/:)))) ,:, il)N,pn JN 1il')N 11:JNm 
,p~1 'J m:i.1 p1p,1 '1:JY) ,:, mN,pn ill:JJ p1p, ,n,~n opn1 ,n:,:,n ilNJl:J 

_,:, ))1il 

She asks to be called not Naomi but Marah, because God has embit
tered (1m1) her verily. The tragedy of Naomi's loss of family is only fur
ther underscored by the contrast to her daughters-in-law's situation. 
Naomi is very strident in asking her daughters-in-law to return, as she 
commands them (m:i\!J) three separate times (1:8,11,12) and an addi
tional time to Ruth (,:11\!J) and she employs strong language (,n)J ?N). 
One gets the feeling that this strength is due to Naomi's conviction that 
their lives can be restored to their pre-marital status, as she says when 
commanding Ruth and Naomi to return to their fathers' house, while 
hers cannot. This explains the following half-verse (1:13): 

.p1p, 1' 'J ilN~' ,:, Q:,):) 1Nl:J ,:, 11:J ,:, ,nn JN 

- Naomi tells her daughters-in-law not to stay with her because it is very 
painful for her to see them12 with a full life still ahead of them and the 
capacity to undo the ills of their husbands' deaths, while Naomi has no 
such recourse. Throughout this whole ordeal, the reader sympathizes 
with Naomi and experiences the pain that she must be feeling following 
the collapse of her life. (It is thus ironic that, after Naomi's loneliness is 
sharpened by Ruth and Orpah's comparatively better situation, the way 
Naomi improves her situation is expressly through Ruth herself.) 

Throughout most of the second chapter there is not much change in 
Naomi's situation. The first verse in the chapter mentions that Boaz was 
a relative of Naomi's husband, but that relationship does not surface 
again until the end of the chapter (2:20). Most of the chapter discusses 
Naomi's and Ruth's subsistence plan, how Ruth would collect charity 
gleanings. The long description of Ruth's interactions with Boaz and his 
workers there does not seem to connect with the first chapter signifi
cantly. The reader has been told of the connection between Boaz and 
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Naomi's family but the characters do not yet realize this. The long 
description of the charity gleaning serves as a suspense builder for the 
end of the chapter, when Naomi finds out that the friendly farmer is 
family. Once Naomi makes the connection to Boaz, there is suddenly a 
method of resolving her problems. This is brought to life in 2:20, as 
Naomi learns that the field-owner was the familiar and familial Boaz, as 
she joyfully blesses God 

o,nr.m mn onrm riN nun JtY NJ 'l~N pip,'.:, Nm 1nJ 

and then explains to Ruth that he is a relative and a potential redeemer. 
This verse is a direct reference to 1: 13 and 1: 19, when Naomi had 
invoked God (using both sdy and ykwk) in her suffering, and she now 
blesses Him for providing a solution to her problems. And this divine 
1tJn stands to help 'the living and the dead,' because it is a 1tJn of 
redemption, of taking the place of the deceased.13 The threshing floor 
scene in the third chapter continues with the development of the rela
tionship between Ruth and Boaz, except that Naomi and Ruth move in 
the direction of actualizing the relationship with a n'::mo process. These 
scenes in the second and third chapters may present Ruth and Boaz at 
the center of the action, but Naomi's status is what really occupies the 
back of the reader's mind throughout, as he awaits some solution to her 
problem, the prospect of which appears at the end of the second chapter. 
This model is discussed by Berlin14 in the context of King David, pre
senting him as the main focus throughout all of II Samuel though the 
various women in his life present themselves as the main actors for short 
sections of the book. Here too Naomi remains the main character and 
point of interest, though Ruth is doing most of the acting in these scenes. 

The i171N) story (4:1-15) reflects the next stage in Naomi's plan to 
restore her prior situation of marriage, and it has many interesting points 
to it. First, the process clearly references the biblical procedure of levi
rate marriage (m:P), though without mentioning that particular word. 
Additionally, the procedure here follows the same overall form as that of 
m:P,15 and some terms used here are taken from the on, laws but it may 
not be m:P entirely. The reference to JNi\!J'J. 1)'.)\!J Nii='' (4:15) is parallel 
to JNi\!J'J. 1tl\!J Nij7)1 (Deut. 25:10), though the first refers to the son and 
the second to the place and/ or process of i1~'7n, the alternate choice to 
01J.'. Additionally, the shoe is mentioned both here (4:7-8) and in the 
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context of legal n~,'.:,n (Deut. 25:9). The potential redeemer first backs 
out on his opportunity for n':nN), and then Boaz marries Ruth through 
the redemptive process. What is interesting here is the question of 
whom the process is supposed to redeem. There is reference several 
times to the nr.m n\!JN (also a quote from Deut. 25:5), but it is unclear to 
whom this refers exactly. Obviously, Boaz is marrying Ruth and not any
one else, so one would expect that it is her husband 11'.:,nD who is being 
redeemed. However, the story points in other directions. First of all, the 
connection of the marriage to the redemption of the field which was 
originally Elimelekh's indicates that this is a package deal of redeeming 
everything that once belonged to the family patriarch. This is under-

scored in the following verse (4:9): 

17D'JNJ 'l~N )) TlN ,r,,)jJ ,:, m,n oriN 0'1Y 0Yi1 ))1 O')jJtJ tYJ ,DN'1 
.'DY) ,m ,1'.Jnm ,1,7)) .~N )) TlN1 

The primary redeemed party is Elimelekh, and his sons are an after
thought. This gives one pause when considering the next verse (4:10): 

1ri'.Jn) '.JY nnn o~ o,pn'.J n~N'.:1 ,'.:, ,n,)p 11'.JnD n~N n,JNDn nn nN mi 
.m,n onN onY 1mpD ,y~m ,,nN oYD nnn o~ !'1'1)' N'.:11 

Who is the deceased party whose name is being restored? The verse 
could easily have explicitly mentioned Mahlon as the restored party 
(
1
1':mD D\!J o,pn'.7), but it does not, instead referring to the broader 

'restoration of the deceased's name,' which including restoring his name 
through a grandson. The most compelling point is the connection in 
verse 10 between the redemption of the deceased and his portion ofland 
(1n'.7m JY !'1Di1 D\!J o,pn'.7). This connection indicates that the person 
whose memory is being restored is Elimelekh, former owner of the field, 
and that Naomi his wife is the beneficiary of the restoration.17 Now that 
it has been established that the primary living redeemed party in this 
marriage and field restoration process is Naomi, by extension it casts 
Naomi as the main living player in this story, while Ruth is a mere proxy. 
By virtue of her position as a younger woman of childbearing age, she is 

able to serve the role of preserving Elimelekh's existence.
18 

This point of Ruth serving as a proxy for Naomi is only further 
proven by the relationship between Naomi and the newborn baby. In 
4:14, immediately after the birth to Ruth is described in technical med-
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ical terms, the women tell Naomi that she has received her redemption: 
the child will restore her and Ruth is greater than seven sons. The fact 
that the baby is considered redemption for Naomi and especially the 
invocation of the an, language of JNi\!J'J )Y.)\!J NijJ' indicate that the 
whole story of mJ, and bearing a son was really about Naomi, not Ruth. 

Thus, the reader bears witness to an interesting chain of events in 
Naomi's life-Naomi leaves the land ofisrael and loses her husband and 
sons. She then chooses to return to the land of Israel, regains the fami
ly's possession of the field, and at the end, at the great climax of the 
book, she restores her male progeny as well. Thus, we see Naomi's pro
gression from a woman who has lost everything to one who has replaced 
everything, concluding with a high of satisfaction and closure for both 
Naomi and the reader. 19 · 

IIL 

However, the question of motive in the story remains-why provide a 
story, albeit an interesting one, of how Naomi lost everything and then 
regained it? What broader purpose does this story serve? Some have 
claimed that the main purpose of the book is to justify its last few verses 
(4:17-22), the genealogy traced back from David. There is strong support 
for this in the fact that the last five verses in this genealogy, 4:18-22, 
have no connection at all with the story and are only relevant to David. 
If the story is about finding David's lineage, then it makes sense to trace 
it first through his great-grandmother Ruth the convert, and then to 
trace the more standard roots back to Judah. 20 

The need for an explanation of David's pedigree could be for one of 
two reasons. One possibility is, as claimed by Feeley-Harnik,21 that 
David has his progenitor Ruth leave from Moab to Israel in order to 
parallel Moses' exile from his Egyptian homeland to Israel. This, she 
claims, allows for a justified transition to monarchical leadership that 
was at issue in David's time. 

Alternatively, one could suggest that the motive was different. David 
was the progenitor of the first and biggest Jewish dynasty in history, and 
it would only make sense that the Bible ensure that his pedigree appear 
clean and not problematic.22 This comes up most poignantly for David, 
being that his lineage includes a convert great-grandmother, and espe-
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cially so given that she originates in Moab, a nation that Deut. 23:4 says 
cannot enter the Jewish nation through marriage.23 Thus, there is a need 
to justify David's lineage, and that is what the book of Ruth sets out to 
do. On a most basic level, it presents Ruth's conversion as preceding her __ 
marriage to Boaz.24 However, the text may extend beyond that. The 
approach of reading of the book of Ruth as Naomi's quest to restore her 
earlier life may significantly clarify the issue of David's pedigree. If that 
is the accepted way of reading the book, then the issue of Ruth-'the 
elephant in the room'-is circumvented. David is not considered a 
descendant of Ruth; she was just a cog in the engine, a part of the 
process that restored lineage to Naomi and Elimelekh, David's true pro
genitors. If this is the case, then David's ancestry has been purified, with 
the reassignment of Ruth's status from matriarch to proxy. This is most 
fitting, because the connection from David to Naomi ensconces him as 
a multiple-generation Bethlehemite, which is the way David is intro
duced in I Samuel 17:12. In this vein, there seems to have been an addi
tional measure taken to ensure the purity of David's genealogy. The 
blessing given to Ruth upon her redemption compares her to Rachel and 
Leah who built the House of Israel and to Tamar from the house of 
Peretz. The idea here is to try to naturalize Ruth as an Israelite citizen. 
She is placed into the house of Israel and Peretz, and this- is the same 
Peretz who is the starting point for David's other wing of ancestry in 
verses 4:18-22. Thus, the attempt to purify David by naturalizing Ruth 
runs its full course-she is made into a full-fledged member of the hous
es ofisrael and Peretz, the houses of which David is a descendant.25 

Iv. 

Now that Naomi has been established as the main character, we can take 
this opportunity to analyze the book's presentation of the character traits 
she possesses, and the contrasts with her foils. One theme that pervades 
the entire plot (as discussed earlier) is her insistence on restoring every
thing she possessed originally. 26 She feels a need to repossess her field, 
to be married again vicariously, and to replace her lost progeny. She is 
associated with passive verbs in the first chapter: iN\!Jm-and she 
remained (1:3,5), J\!Jm / J)\!JJ / ')J'\!Jil / il)J\!J-returning (1:6, 7, 8, 10, 
11, 12, 15, 21, 22), regarding both Naomi and her daughters-in-law, and 
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should serve to make Ruth the most central character in the book, not neces
sarily the individual whom the reader identifies with as a point of interest. 

9. Another interesting treatment of this issue is presented by Athalya Brenner in 
her "Naomi and Ruth," Vetus Testamentum 33 (1983), 385-397. She claims 
that Naomi and Ruth play the major role at alternating parts of the story and 
they share complementary life situations (an old and experienced woman with 
her younger counterpart), and that the two jointly form the focus of the book. 

10. There is a question whether these last five verses are original to the text or not, 
as will be discussed later (n. 20). 

11. This comment is actually made in the context of convincing Ruth and Orpah 
that they have no reason to wait for her to bear another son before they marry, 
but that may just further demonstrate the deep-seated bitterness that Naomi 
feels about her situation. 

12. This interpretation translates o:m as 'because of you,' and understands that 
Naomi is jealous of her daughters-in-law. There are a couple of other, more 
mainstream, readings, either that Naomi sympathizes with her daughters-in
law or that o:,r.:, is to be translated 'than you,' that Naomi is claiming her pain 
is greater than that of her daughters-in-law. These two alternate interpreta
tions are presented on p. 16 n. 1 of"Two Multivalent Readings of the Ruth 
Narrative," Bernstein, Moshe,JSOT 50 (1991), 15-26. 

13. Compare with Ibn Ezra's explanation that the ,on God had done with the 
dead was to grant Elimelekh the position of judge. It is unclear what impelled 
Ibn Ezra to make this claim, though it may be based on the juxtaposition of 
the days of the judges and the man from Bethlehem in 1:1. 

14. pp. 32-33. 
15. This is not the place to discuss discrepancies between the two or between 

either and the Halachic system. For more on the issue of Pentateuchal law and 
law in Ruth, see Beattie's (Beattie, Derek Robert George. "The Book of Ruth 
as Evidence for Israelite Legal Practice," Vetus Testamentum 24 (1974) 251-
26 7) summary of the medieval and modern literature on the topic and his con
clusions, where several issues are raised: 1. Why is the redemption of the field 
connected to the marriage of Ruth? 2. How could this be levirate marriage if 
Boaz was not a brother-in-law (and is that necessary)? 3. Was Ruth's original 
marriage to Mahlon prior to her conversion, and would that preclude the exis
tence of a m:P situation? 4. Does the law in Ruth follow the law promulgated 
in Deuteronomy? 

16. Note here the connection of1,nN 0)))'.) nm, mun,:,, NJl to Deut. 25:6 nnr.:,, NJl 
JN,\Um 1)'.)\U, and also the connection between 1nJm J)) nr.:,n O\U o,pnJ and 
Deut. 25:7's JN,\U'l O\U ,,nNJ o,pnJ. 

17. Assuming Elimelekh is the redeemed party, verses such as 1nr.:,N J)) l!l):> n\U,!ll 
(3:9) and ll\J lJN)' ON (3:13) can be explained as meaning that Ruth is an 
actor in the ge'ulah process, but not that she is the redeemed party. 

18. There are a couple of verses that seem to indicate otherwise, but which can be 
explained. In 3:9 Ruth says to Boaz nnN JN) ,:, 1nr.:,N J)) l!l):> n\U,!ll, and Boaz 
replies in 3:13 that JN)' ll\J lJN)' ON. However, it is possible to explain that 
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both talk about Ruth as an actor in the redemption process, but the true ben

eficiary from the redemption is Naomi. 
19. This is very similar to the story line of Job, where he loses all his worldly pos

sessions and family and health, only to regain them (doubly) at the end. The 
distinction between these two narratives is that, while Ruth is about Naomi's 
quest to regain what she had lost, the story of Job is all about the philosophi
cal arguments presented by a man who has lost everything, and the story of 
Job's loss and recovery (the Lord taketh away, the Lord giveth?) is just the 
frame within which the philosophy is contained. Another example of Job-like 
material in Ruth appears in Naomi's blaming of God in 1:20-21 and her bless-

ing of God in 2:20. 
20. Rashi ( 4: 19) suggests that the description of David's paternal lineage is 

brought in to parallel the discussion of his maternal lineage. Some might argue 
that the section tracing David back to Judah (4:18-22) is a later addition, and 
that therefore the original text offers no such proof. (This understanding of 
4:18-22 is seen favorably by Edward F. Campbell [p. 169-73] in his Ruth: A 
New Translation with Introduction, Notes, and Commentary, Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday, 1975.) To this there are two responses. First would be to follow the 
approach of Berlin (p. 109-110), that the genealogy is original to the text 
(though she goes on to say that it serves to connect the book of Ruth to the 
rest of the Bible). Additionally, even if it really is the case that the original text 
did not include 4:18-22, this point could still be made regarding the current 
literary unit of Ruth. J.M. Sasson in Ruth (Baltimore and London, 1979) dis
cusses the literature on this issue (p. 178-87). 

21. Her article ("Naomi and Ruth,'' in Text and Tradition: The Hebrew Bible and 
Folkore, ed. Susan Niditch, Scholars Press, Atlanta, Georgia, 1990, p. 163-184) 
discusses the meaning of having David's genealogy come from this book about 
women, and in the first half of the article she provides an interesting compar
ison to Moses and the women in his early life. The second half of the article, 
however, goes on to speculate without any basis all sorts of irrelevant claims in 

the realm of gender theory. 
22. This issue is distinct from the question of technical viability to be a ruler, and 

relates to combating public perception, not legal norms. 
23. This point is made in a midrash in Yevamot 766. In the story, claims are made 

against David that he is of illegitimate birth, and also that Ruth could not have 
married into the faith. The latter problem is solved by the derashah of ",1Nm 
n,1Nm NJ\" that a Moabitess is excluded from the prohibition. Incidentally, 
this law solves both the technical, legal, question and (at least partially) the 

issue of perception. 
24. There is a dispute among the medieval commentators about when Ruth actu

ally converted-only when coming back with Naomi (Rashi 1:16) or earlier, 
prior to her marriage to Mahlon (Ibn Ezra, 1:2). 

25. Alternatively, it is possible to understand like Bernstein (23), who suggests that 
this is a standard blessing for marriages in Bethlehem. 

26. D. F. Rauber discusses this theme in his article "Literary Values in the Bible: 

• 
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that word definitely qualifies as a leitwort in the first chapter.27 She does 
not go out in the fields to collect alms, preferring to stay at home. When 
she learns of Ruth's interaction with Boaz, Naomi focuses on the poten
tial to utilize him for his duty of restoring the inheritance, seeing him as 
a redeemer and not a love interest.28 She is interested primarily in 
returning things to their original status quo. Thus, her conservative 
nature is a consistent theme throughout the book. 

On the other hand, this is contrasted by the other two main charac
ters in the book, Ruth and Boaz.29 Ruth is clearly more ready to go out 
on a limb and take risks, as evidenced by her leaving her homeland for 
Israel. She actively goes and collects fallen sheaves in the fields, which 
results in her finding Boaz. Furthermore, as discussed above, she seeks a 
romance with Boaz, even going the extra step at the granary.30 So we 
find that Ruth is active and uninhibited, which might be reflective of her 
youthful exuberance. 

More of a contrast is apparent regarding the character Boaz, who 
functions as a foil to Naomi. Both of them are from the previous genera
tion, and this connection is underlined in several parallels between Boaz 
and Elimelekh. Both are called ish,31 both presumably live in the same 
area, and the familial relationship between them functions as yet another 
connection.32 Despite their shared background and age, however, Naomi 
and Boaz _have opposite character traits. Naomi, as above, was very conser
vative, while Boaz was more of a risk-taker. He takes the initiative of sin
gling out Ruth (2:5) and arranging for her to receive special treatment 
(2:6-10). He seems to welcome Ruth when she appears in the granary 
scene (3:9), though what is done appears improper. He agrees to redeem 
the fields though it is not necessarily a profitable business deal (it was risky 
enough to scare off the other potential redeemer), and he even seems to 
convince the other redeemer not to redeem the fields so that he can do so 
himself Thus, we see that Boaz was very proactive and ambitious, though 
he was connected to Naomi, who did not share those traits.33 

V. 

In summation, this author claims that Naomi represents not only the 
main character of the book, but the main interest of the reader as well. 
The reader accompanies Naomi on her journey to recover her loss of a 
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husband, children, and homeland, which is accomplished through the 
actions of Ruth and with Boaz's kind redemption. This journey is impor
tant because of the end of the book, which establishes David's genealogy 
through the valid Naomi and not the questionable Ruth. In terms of the 
characters involved in the story, Naomi represents a more conservative 
and passive actor, more concerned with recouping what is hers. On the 
other hand, Ruth and Boaz take more active roles, ironically all culminat
ing in a result that helps Naomi, namely, the restoration of her n';,m. 

Notes 

1. This is not an absolute proof. There are books in the Bible where the charac
ter's name in the title of the book does not correspond to his being the main 
character. For instance, Samuel dies a third of the way through the book bear
ing his name, and David seems to be the main character, as he is central for 
approximately two thirds of the book. [At best one could describe the book as 
presenting the transfer of power from Samuel to (Saul and) David, but even 

this seems to focus on the end of the story.] 
2. Poetics and Interpretations of Biblical Narrative, Sheffield: Almond, 1983, 

reprinted Winona Lake, Indiana: Eisenbrauns, 1994. 

3. Berlin, p. 32. 
4. Berlin, p. 86. 
5. It is possible to present Boaz as not a full-fledged character but rather as one 

who blandly fits the bill of a successful redeemer. He always goes out of his way 
to help Ruth, both in the field and in his later status as redeemer, and does not 
seem very complex. Compare this with Edward Greenstein's article "On 
Feeley-Harnik's Reading of Ruth" in Text and Tradition: The Hebrew Bible and 
Folkore, ed. Susan Niditch, Scholars Press, Atlanta, Georgia, 1990, p. 187-188, 
where he presents Boaz's act of redemption as heroic and monetarily sacrifi
cial, lending texture and detail to the character through this dilemma. 

6. Da'at Miqra (Five Scrolls, ed. F. Meltzer, Hebrew, The Society for the 
Publication of the Bible with a Traditional Commentary, Jerusalem, 1973, 
Ruth) p. 8 has an interesting character analysis in the book of Ruth, present
ing three ordinary characters (Orpah, the youth standing by the harvesters, and 
the redeemer) who do what is expected of them and three extraordinary ones 
(Naomi, Ruth, and Boaz) who go beyond the call of duty. In this fashion, 
Orpah serves as a foil to Ruth and the youth and redeemer serve as foils to 
Boaz, as they highlight the piety and integrity of the main characters. 

7. Berlin, p. 83. 
8. One argument promulgated for this claim is the above-mentioned fact that 

Ruth appears in every major scene of the book. I believe that, if anything, this 
works against Berlin's argument. Being the most often mentioned character 
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The Book of Ruth" (JBL vol. 89, no. 1). He speaks of the restoration by the 
end of the story of everything that was lost at the beginning, though he does 
not specifically focus on Naomi (he claims that Naomi's restoration is parallel 
to the restoration of the land from famine to fertility), and he also portrays this 
theme as representing a strong and continuous literary methodology by the 
author of the book. 

27. Interestingly, there is a related leitwort in chapter 4- we find the similarly 
sounding verb to sit J.\!n appear multiple times at the beginning of the chapter 
( 6 times in 4:1-4) as well as one case of the :mu verb ( 4:3), and the end of the 
chapter (4:14-15) immediately after the birth of the child, where there are four 
words, each of a distinct root, with the J.\!J sound in them-:P\!JY.lJ ,n'J.\!Jil 
nYJ.\!JY.l ,1n:i\!Jr.i. 

28. Berlin p. 90, quoting Sasson, says that "In instructing her daughter-in-law to 
prepare herself for Boaz, Naomi shares not one word about the latter in his 
function of redeemer ... Ruth broached the subject of redemption ... unin
structed by Naomi and, as it turns out, insufficiently informed about Boaz's pre
cise position in the chain of possible redeemers." The only problem with this 
analysis is that, in a previous scene where Ruth first tells Naomi about Boaz and 
his field, she proclaims "he is of our redeemers" (1)JNlY.l, 2:20), so this seems to 
undermine Sasson's point. In general, it would not make sense for Ruth, who 
just learned of the redemptive potential in Boaz and who had no vested inter
est in it, to be more focused on the redemption process than Naomi. 

29. An interesting unifying theme (presented by Bernstein) between the two of 
them is ';,,n. The verse originally calls Ruth an ';,,n n\!JN (3:2) and Boaz a ,nl 
';,,n (2:1) and then the end of the book includes a blessing that they ';,,n n\!JY 
nm:>NJ. ( 4:11). 

30. It is not clear exactly what happens there, but whether a consummation of 
their relationship occurs or not, (discussed by Moshe J. Bernstein in his afore
mentioned article) Ruth is presented as having gone farther than Naomi asked 
of her. [Regarding the question of what did happen, many point to the word 
'threshing' as a euphemism for the sexual act, and Bernstein (18) points to 
many words in chapter 3 as double entendres. One point I did not see dis
cussed was the usage of the word "nr.i,Yn," literally meaning "the pile," but 
which has the same root letters as the word "r.,;y," naked. This may be a hint 
to the fact that it was Boaz's nakedness that was being uncovered (which is the 
meaning of the word ':Jlm, as Bernstein mentions), which in Leviticus 18 many 
times refers to the sexual act.] 

31. This is further emphasized by the midrashim (quoted by Rashi 1:1) that say 
that Boaz was one of the judges and that Elimelekh was a philanthropist of the 
Jewish people, and, in fact, both are called "o),:>" by the midrash. 

32. Aside from the establishment of a foil, this also serves as foreshadowing, as 
Boaz serves to replace Elimelekh in the on, process. 

33. This contrast between Boaz and Naomi may be reflective of gender roles, 
where the male is more active and the female more conservative. If so, this may 
weaken Feeley-Harnik's argument that the book of Ruth reflects a feminist 
angle due to the proactive part of women. 
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~ a ~ he Talmud (Bava Batra 130b) records the following state

ment of Rava to his students: 
1iWi.nvn x':J ,NJ•'!l n,:i ,n,~m 1J"Dv':J ,,n N)'11 NfJtJ!l ,nx 'J 
N)11n - x':J ,x1 ,1J':J N)mN NDlJ\J ,';, n,x ,x ,,xr.,p':J 1nmx1 1)) 
,n,)m 1,m,n x':J ,m ,mm mlJ,iJ'TI lJ,vm x':J ,nnm ,nx':J ;,:i 

,xr.,))\J 1J':J N)mN mn xr.,';,1 onn x,m ,x, - mlJ,fJ'TI )),vm x':J 
3'nN,, ''l 'll~ Tl~ ?,t',N ),,,., )'N, - Tl' l'~ ,,m,n N., '~l ,~m 

When a legal decision of mine comes before you [in written form], and you 
see any objection to it, do not tear it up before you have come before me. If 
I have a [ valid] reason [for my decision], I will tell [it to] you; and if not, I 
will withdraw. After my death, you shall neither tear it up nor infer [any 
law] from it. "You shall neither tear it up" since, had I been there, it is pos
sible that I might have told you the reason; "nor infer [any law] from it"

because a judge has but what his eyes can see."
1 

This is a broad, far-reaching and powerful statement whose ramifica
tions extend from the fields of halakhic jurisprudence and axiology to 
basic issues of intellectual and moral integrity. I would like to explore 
and explain those ramifications, especially with regard to the field of 
jurisprudence. The significance of this statement lies not only in its con-
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tent, but also perhaps to a greater degree in its context. By "context" I 
refer to the extent to and manner in which Rava acted in accordance 
with his principles in real life situations, the environment in which this 
statement was made, the people and personalities to whom it was direct
ed, and the reaction and resistance to the ideas it expressed. 
Understanding this context will aid us in grasping the statement's mean
ing and the significance of its being said. More than just a matter of 
abstract philosophy, the ideas expressed in this statement led Rava to 
concrete measures in the area of pesak (halakhic decision making), which 
often put him at odds with his colleagues. 

Let's begin then with an analysis of the statement itself. First, Rava 
instructs his students that if they encounter a ruling2 of his with which 
they disagree, they should not reject it outright, but should rather 
address their objections to him. Rava pledges to consider the students' 
objections, then to uphold his ruling if he finds a satisfactory basis for it, 
or else to withdraw it. The first part is a rather basic and hardly note
worthy principle of intellectual propriety; one should not form a conclu
sion, and certainly not act on that conclusion, without first exhausting at 
least all readily available avenues of verification. To reject a ruling of 
one's master without first consulting him, when it is certainly plausible 
that he has a satisfactory explanation, is clearly wrong. 

The statement's second component, Rava's pledge to consider his 
student's objections and uphold or retract his ruling accordingly, is more 
interesting. We could with no trouble imagine a perfectly respectable 
authority figure who, at least under normal circumstances, would 
demand obedience to himself and acceptance of his rulings even when 
they are found objectionable. He could in many cases argue that main
taining his authority and prestige is necessary for the proper function
ing of the community he serves, and that to allow his rulings to be chal
lenged and potentially overturned every time a student objects would 
undermine that authority and prestige. He would argue that the benefit 
of his community's confidence in his authority outweighs any risk of 
error. In fact, the Talmud has a term for this issue, "ziluta d-bei dina," the 
concern for which is discussed in several passages.3 It was precisely this 
idea (or at least some form of it) to which Rava objected. 

To Rava, it seems, an axiom of halakhic decision making is that all 
rulings should be correct. To uphold a ruling which one knows to be 
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erroneous is surely unacceptable. Moreover, one must actively engage 
himself and others in an effort to ensure the correctness of his rulings. 
Concerns about the community's confidence in authority, or any other 
concerns, are outweighed by a strong commitment to intellectual hon- _ 
esty and integrity. Rava, then, was in the first clause of his statement 
expressing a dual responsibility and commitment. His students should 
not reject his rulings without first exhausting all avenues for verification, 
and Rava himself concomitantly pledged to always consider objections 

to, explai,n, and if necessary reject his own rulings. 
The latter half of Rava's statement contains two components. The 

first, that if after his death his students encounter a ruling of his with 
which they disagree, they should not "tear it up, since, had I been there, 
it is possible that I might have told you the reason" is again an expres
sion of intellectual integrity, albeit a considerably more subtle one, but is 
also largely a matter of proper juridical practice. Though the student dis
agrees with the ruling, it is certainly possible that the ruling is in fact 
correct, and it would therefore be inappropriate, or judicially irresponsi

ble, for the student to proactively reverse the de facto ruling. 
The second component, however, states that when it comes to the 

student's future rulings, they are in no way bound to those of their mas
ter. While they are prohibited, presumably for reasons of proper judicial 
practice0 , from reversing decisions already made, Rava's students are 
under no obligation to accept them as precedent either. When judging 
their own cases, they have no duty to override their own judgment. 
Moreover, and this is the most significant point, they are enjoined from 
doing so. Many would argue that it is obligatory for one to accept the 
rulings of those wiser than he, and even more would argue that it is at 
least permissible to do so. Rava though presents a contrary obligation: it 
is forbidden, at least on a practical plane, for a judge to compromise the 
conclusion of his own intellect in favor of his master's authority. Rava is 
here advocating a combination of intellectual honesty and judicial 
integrity. A judge should possess sufficient intellectual honesty and 
responsibility to not reverse a de facto ruling, as he should acknowledge 
the possibility that the error is in fact his own. Concurrently though, it 
is the judge's intellect alone which may form the basis for a new judicial 
decision, and any compromise of that constitutes a breach of integrity, 

intellectual, judicial, or otherwise. 
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This brings us to Rava's concluding aphorism, "for a judge has but 
what his eyes can see."This aphorism has over time given rise to a vari
ety of interpretations. In this context, it would seem to be a positive 
formulation of the principle underlying the immediately previous pro
scription. In his deliberations, a judge is allowed only "what his eyes can 
see," or those considerations that are products of his own intellect, and 
may and should disregard those of others, regardless of those other's 
intellectual superiority or greater authority. In addition to this, Rava may 
have intended something more with his aphorism. We will see that, to an 
extent greater than his colleagues, Rava believed that pesak must take into 
account the pragmatic realities and circumstance of the decision. This has 
two possible applications here. First, it could constitute further argument 
against the inappropriate use of precedent. Since a pesak can be affected 
by the circumstance in which it is made, appeal to precedent will always 
be problematic, as no two cases and their respective circumstances are 
entirely identical. Second, "for a judge has but was his eyes can see" may 
be a direct argument for a judge's taking circumstance, or "what his eyes 
can see," into account. In the sequel, I will use records of Rava's judicial 
activity as well as other statements of his to illustrate the conceptual 
breadth and practical ramifications of these ideas. 

There is a series of three parallel passages in masekhet Hullin which 
preserve a clear record of a dispute between Rava and his students and 
colleagues as to the proper use of precedent in pesak. Specifically, Rava 
rejects in these passages what are known as "klalei ha-psak," principles 
which govern the choice of which authority's rulings should be used as 
precedent. In addition, we find in these passages disputes as to the scope 
of considerations allowed in halakhic deliberation. These passages are 
parallel in the sense of sharing common structure and form. Since the 
aforementioned dispute is the most prominent shared content, it is plau
sible that the formulation of these passages was intended deliberately for 
the purpose of preserving a record of this dispute. 

Before we dive into the passages themselves, just why the issue of 
klalei ha-pesak would be so tendentious should be made clear and explic
it. A klal ha-pesak says that for any case about which there is a dispute 
between Rabbi X and Rabbi Y, we should always follow the ruling of 
Rabbi X. Why? Presumably, and in some cases explicitly, it is founded 
upon an appeal to Rabbi X's superior competence in the relevant mat-
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ters, or perhaps some reason why Rabbi Xis or should be endowed with 
greater authority. And presumably, the point is that in more cases than 
not, the ruling will come out right. Other benefits may include standard
ization of pesak, as well as simple court efficiency. But what if one 
believes, in a particular case, that Rabbi Y is in fact correct? How could 
a procedural regulation force a judge to decide contrary to what he 
believes is right? Even if a judge was unsure as to the correct ruling, 
someone like Rava might still object to the reliance on procedural rules 
in place of a genuine decision, in what may be seen as essentially abdi-

cating one's judicial responsibility. 
Here then is the first passage, found in Hullin 49b: 

\1.nn)) )l'{)'.)J ,NJ.l j)'.)N .NJ.11 nmp':J NnN1 ,N)'.)\'.) ::i.':Jn n)'.)m:J1 J.i)) N)nn 

':JY non n11nn ,11y1 ,omo ,m N)'.)\'.) ::i.':Jn ,n\!.J\!.J ::i.1 l)'.)N Nn1 N1n m':J 

n1)'.)N nN) ,Nn))j)l-{1 Nl)O)N) ,J.l :NJ.lJ N!J!J J.l ':J"N .JNl\!.J) J\!.J O)))'.))'.) 

1':JNl\!.J' ':J\!.J mm)'.) ':JY non n11nn 

There came before Rava the case of a perforation that was stopped up by 
unclean fat. Said Rava, "What have we to fear?" After all R. Sheshet has 
ruled that even unclean fat can also stop up; and moreover, 'The Torah 
spares the money of Israel'. Whereupon R. Papa said to Rava, "Rav; and 
moreover, it is a Torah prohibition, and you say 'The Torah spares the 

money of Israel'!" 

- The passage begins with a question posed to Rava as to the permissibili
ty of a particular item. Rava's response is a permissive ruling, expressed by 
"what's there to worry about?" a blunt dismissal of the question. Rava then 
provides two justifications for his ruling. First, he cites the permissive 
opinion of Rav Sheshet on the matter as support and precedent for his 
own. Second, he marshals the principle of "ha-Torah hasa al mamonan she/ 

yisroel," which essentially states that halakha does not impose unnecessary 
economic hardship.4 Apparently, Rava was claiming that though in fact 
there is no reason to rule stringently, even if there were it should be disre
garded on the grounds that it would impose undue economic hardship.

5 

Rava dismissed the question as if the permissive ruling were a given, 
but it is clear from his need to justify his position, and more so from his 
colleague's response, that this was merely rhetorical. In fact, the opposite 
was true: it was the permissive ruling which, given the commonly 
accepted norms of pesak, required justification. It was precisely his ruling 
for which there was "what to worry about," and Rava was fully aware of 
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this. The strength of his rhetoric betrays not confidence but rather an 
awareness of the controversial nature of his ruling. 

Rav Papa, a student and colleague of Rava's, responds to Rava's rul
ing tersely and with a clear sense of astonishment. Rav Papa's statement 
contains three items. Ftrst, he simply states "Rav," referring to the great 
authority known by that title. Rav Papa is responding to Rava's citation 
of the permissive ruling of Rav Sheshet with a precedent to the contrary, 
as Rav had ruled stringently in this case. It was a given to Rav Papa that 
in the case of conflicting precedents from Rav and Rav Sheshet, the 
opinion of Rav is always to be followed. This was a klal ha-pesak to 
which Rav Papa adhered, and which in Rav Papa's eyes was normative. 
That such a klal existed is in no way surprising, as the Talmud states 
explicitly in Nidah 24b that "The halakha accords with Rav in matters 
of prohibition." Rava though apparently did not feel bound by this klal 
ha-pesak, rather considering himself free to follow the precedent of his 
choice, in this case the permissive ruling of Rav Sheshet. We will see 
that he may not have felt the need to follow precedent at all. 

The second component of Rav Papa's objection is to simply state the 
fact that the question was one ofTorah law. It seems this should be read 
in conjunction with the third component; Rav Papa was expressing his 
astonishment at Rava's use of the "ha-Torah hasa" principle in a case of 
Torah law. This testifies to a rather fundamental dispute between Rava 
and Rav Papa as to the scope of considerations allowed in the process of 
halakhic deliberation. Rava felt that even in a case of Torah law, factors 
of economic circumstance could determine the outcome of pesak. To Rav 
Papa though,pesak cannot allow, at least not to as great an extent as Rava 
advocated, factors external to halakhic reasoning. The parameters of this 
dispute cannot be deduced with precision from this passage, but that 
such a dispute existed is clear. 

Here is a second parallel passage, again from Hu/fin 49b: 

,NJ, iDN .NJ"\1 il'DP? NnN ,N\!.JJ)11 Npntn i1') ))))N Npn)) vm,m 
o,Dm ,1"i1 ,))))) 01\!.JD 0)"\)t?N 0'P\!.JD i1\!.J)\!) pn1 ,N1n ?il) \!J1n') 'ND? 

!'.JN,\!.J' '.Jv mmD '.J:..i ;,on ;,,mil ,11:..,1 ,onmD o,pvDi1 '.J:, ,N\!.J1 ,J'.Jnm 

i1,1ni1 n,DN nN) ,m\!.J!l) m:,01 ,1WD\!.J ', :NJ"\) pn~, iJ 1Dm Ji '.J"N 

??N,\!.J' '.Jv mmD '.Jy ;,on 

Manyomin, a pottery dealer, once left uncovered a pot of honey. He came 
to Rava [to enquire about it], and Rava said, "What have we to fear?" In 
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the first place, we have learnt: Three liquids are prohibited if left uncov
ered, viz., water, wine, and milk; and all other liquids are permitted. In the 
second place, 'The Torah spares the money of Israel'. Whereupon R. 
Nahman bar Yitzhak said to Rava, "Rabi Shimon, and moreover it is a 
question of potential mortal danger, and yet you say, 'The Torah spares the 

money of Israel'! 

The structure here is the same as in the previous passage. Rava rules per
missively, saying "What's there to worry about?" then justifies his ruling 
by first citing precedent and then the "ha-Torah hasa" principle. This 
time, Rav Nahman bar Yitzhak, another student and colleague ofRava's, 
objects in the same manner as Rav Papa, first citing, by name alone, a 
dissenting authority, and then citing a reason why "ha-Torah hasa'' 
should be obviously inapplicable. In this case, it seems that the first mat
ter of dispute was a klal ha-pesak which favored any opinion of Rabi 
Shimon over one of Rabi Meir, the presumed author of the Mishnah 
quoted by Rava.6 Again, Rav Nahman bar Yitzhak considered this klal 
normative, and thus felt it sufficient to state "Rabi Shimon" as an objec
tion. Rava though, to the shock of his colleague, did not feel bound by 
this klal. Rav Nahman bar Yitzhak then objects to Rava's application of 
"ha-Torah hasa" in this case, on the grounds that it involves potential 
mortal danger and one should therefore be required to rul_e stringently, 

_ favoring the side of safety. Again, where precisely the parameters of the 
dispute as to the applicability of "ha-Torah hasa" lie is unclear; what we 
can conclude confidently is that Rava felt considerably more license to 
employ economic considerations in his pesak than did his colleagues. 

Here is the final parallel passage, from Hullin 76b: 

iDN1 ,N1n ?)i1) v1n,, 'ND) ,NJ"\ ,DN ,NJ"\1 i1'Di-'? 1nN1 )))i 1'1') mm 

mmD '.J:..i ;,on ;,,1ni1 ,11:..i1 ,no!lJ 1i1'?Y wm mvp;,'.J 1!110\!.J 1'1') ,1m1, ', 

n,DN nN) ,Nnn,)N1 Ni)O'N) ,v,p'.J p v", ,NJ"\) N!l!l Ji 'J''N .)Ni\!.J' )\!) 
7.p,nv,N n;,'.J vm,'.J 'ND 

[The case of a fracture which was covered for the most part with flesh and] 
tender sinews came before Rava. Said Rava, "What have we to fear?"In the 
first place, Rabi Yohanan has declared that in respect of the sinews which 
later will become hard people may be counted in to partake thereof in the 
Passover offering. Secondy, 'the Torah spares the money of Israel." 
Whereupon Rav Papa said to Rava, "Rabi Shimon ben Lakish, and more
over it is here a question involving a Torah prohibition, and you say, 'what 
have we to fear?"' He [Rava] remained silent. But why did he remain silent? 
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Has not Rava himself declared that the law agrees with Rabi Shimon ben 
Lakish ony in those three cases? In this case it is different, for Rabi 
Yohanan retracted his view in favor of that of Rabi Shimon ben Lakish. 

The basic form here is the same. Rav Papa objects to Rava's ruling on 
two counts: Rava's use of precedent and his application of "ha-Torah 
hasa." Here though, it is doubtful that there was an accepted klal ha
pesak favoring Reish Lakish over Rabi Yohanan; if anything, the oppo
site was true.8 A different, considerably more intriguing explanation of 
Rav Papa's "Reish Lakish" objection emerges from the ensuing discus
sion. A fact we should note first is that unlike the previous passages, in 
this case we are told that Rava fell silent in response to his colleague's 
objection, apparently conceding the point. Why did he concede here but 
not previously? 

The Talmud itself asks why Rava conceded, given his stated opin
ion that the halakha generally accords with the view of Rabi Yohanan 
over that of Reish Lakish,9 and answers that Rava was aware that Rabi 
Yohanan had in fact conceded to Reish Lakish in this case. If Rabi 
Yohanan had in fact retracted his opinion, we certainly understand Rav 
Papa's objection to its use as precedent, and we understand too why 
Rava, left without precedent for his ruling, would himself retract. The 
remaining question is though, on what basis did Rava make his original 
ruling? If Rava accedes, in the face of Rav Papa's objection, that his rul
ing requires precedent, or that it is illegitimate to decide against the soli
tary, contrary precedent of Rabi Yohanan, how did he justify his ruling 
originally? 

It would seem that in fact, Rava felt his ruling did not require 
precedent, and further, he need not address contrary precedent. Rava 
believed that he had the autonomy to decide halakha with his own 
intellect, on his own authority. He was not bound to uphold precedent 
of earlier authorities, at least among theAmora'im, with which he found 
fault, "for a judge has but what his eyes can see." In the previous pas
sages, Rava also stressed his autonomy, rejecting procedural rules which 
would limit his freedom in choosing between various precedents. Here 
he goes a step further, rejecting the need to address contrary precedent. 
In the previous passages, we are not told that Rava conceded to his col
leagues. Presumably, Rava stood his ground in the face of his colleague's 
critique. Here though, Rava is not as confident in his position. Some 
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combination of lesser conviction on the part of Rava or more forceful 
resistance from his colleague's resulted in Rava's unwillingness to main-

tain his position. 
What we learn from this passage is that Rava's rejection of the 

necessity of precedent for pesak, and his emphasis of the individual 
judge's autonomy were not only unique in his circles, but even radical. 
That Rava's rulings were rejected sharply by his colleagues is nothing to 
marvel at; the Talmud is replete with harsh objections. But that Rava 
would back down at his colleague's objections, without offering any 
defense, shows either that he himself was not confident enough in his 
position, or that his colleagues resisted it with unusual vigor. Either 
way, it is clear that Rava's position was perceived as radical by himself 

and his colleagues. 
Here is one more example of this phenomenon, from Eruvin 47b: 

n,'J ,r.iN .m")m p.tm'J xnnr.i ,n'J m'J Nl\!J ,xn:n:m'J 1nx1 nJ11mn 

)')1i,J )'N )jJ) )~!)n :JN))'.)\!) l)'.)N n11n, J.i lY.lN1 n,mn ,xr.i :NJ.lJ N))J.l 

l)'.)N )'J.N lJ. N"n J.l iY.lN1 ,))n1' )J.iJ nJ'Jn ))n1' )J.11 JN1)'.)\!J1 Nm ,nn)J.\!) 

!JN1\!J'1 Q)JYJ. 1\JN )jJ)1 D'JYJ. n,,t) ,n!l)J.\!) )')1i,J nJ) )~!'.Jn :))n1' )J.l 

mr.iN YJ.lNJ 1n1,1'J N!lJlJ.)'.) n'J1J1 ,N!lJlJ.)'.) ))].J 1)].1t'J :NJ.l l)'.)N 11n 

Some rams arrived at Mabrakta and Rava permitted the inhabitants of 
Mahoza to purchase them. Said Ravina to Rava: What [authority is it that 
you have] in your mind? That of Rav Yehudah who said in the name of 
Samuel that a gentile's objects do not acquire their place for the Sabbath? 
Surely, in a dispute between Samuel and Rabi Yohanan the halakha is in 
agreement with Rabi Yohanan, and Rabi Hiyya bar Abin has laid down in 
the name of Rabi Yohanan: The objects of a gentile acquire their place for 
the Sabbath, a restriction having been imposed upon those of a gentile 
owner as a preventive measure against the infringement of the law in the 
case of those of an Israelite owner? Rava thereupon ruled: Let them be sold 
to the people ofMabrakta since in their case all Mabrakta is deemed to be 

only four cubits in extent. 

Again, we find Rava ruling leniently against an accepted klal ha-pesak, but 
retracting upon censure from his colleague Ravina. We can't know why 
he retracted in this case but not in the first two Hullin passages; any num
ber and variety of circumstances may have affected this decision. What is 
clear is that this provides further evidence for what we have already 
learned, that Rava rejected the binding nature of klalei ha-pesak, and that 
this position was regarded as radical by him and his contemporaries. 
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In truth, we need not content ourselves with oblique inferences from 
anecdotes only; we have a direct record of an explicit debate between 
Rava and his colleagues on a matter of klalei ha-pesak. Here is a passage 
from Eruvin 46a: 

.• ,Ji mpr.n • 'Ji) ,,,n, mpr.n ,,n, /:n)'.) ')n ,N)')'.)N 1mn NjJJt1 ,lnD~'N 

,1)Ji11)J)i)Y ,,,:m ,"]NJ NJi n)J i)'.)N .NJ N)'.))N ,O'Ji O)jJ)'.)J 1,n, JJN 

,NJiJ N!l!l Ji n,J i)'.)N ?O'Ji mp)'.)J ,m, 'J nm 1,n, mp)'.)J ,m, 'J n)'.) 

Ji i)'.)N ... • 'Ji mp)'.)J ,,n,J 1,n, mp)'.)J ,,n, 1'J 1J ')\!.I NJ 1ni1J1 

1,n, 1'] ))\!) NJ 1)Ji1J) :NJiJ pn~, i] 1)'.)n) Ji nJ )i)'.)N) ,NJiJ N)\!.Ji\!.J)'.) 

?O'Ji mp)'.)J ,,n, 1'J ,,m, mp)'.)J 

It was required because it might have been presumed that the statement 
applied only to an individual authority who differs from another individual 
authority or to several authorities who differ from several other authorities, 
but o to an individual authority who differed from several authorities. Said 
Rava to Abaye: Consider! The laws of eruv are Rabbinical. Why then 
should it matter whether an individual authority differs from several other 
authorities? Said Rav Papa to Rava: Is there no difference in the case of a 
Rabbinical law between a dispute of two individuals and one between an 
individual authority and several other authorities? ... Said Rav Meshasheya 
to Rava (or, as others say, Rav Nahman bar Yitzhak said to Rava): Is there 
no difference in the case of a Rabbinical law between a dispute of two indi
viduals and one between an individual authority and several authorities? 

In this passage Rava rejects the application in cases of Rabbinic law of 
the root of all klalei ha-pesak, the Biblically rooted injunction to follow 
the majority opinion. This was no technical debate; the rhetoric and 
sharp formulations betray a significant ideological dispute. 
Unsurprisingly, it is none other than Rav Papa and Rav Nahman bar 
Yitzhak, the same Amoraim from the Huf/in passages, who appear as 
Rava's disputants. What we are beginning to see is that this dispute was 
not a onetime occurrence. The amount of evidence from varied forms 
and contexts suggests that this was a persistent, significant, and princi
pled debate. 

• • • 

Was Rava a fourth century Conservative rabbi, or perhaps an Eliezer 
Berkovits type? Clearly, a handful of anecdotes and statements is insuffi
cient to justify any such labels. We have scant knowledge of the parame
ters Rava used in applying his beliefs, and we can't even be certain of the 
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extent of his conviction in them. We certainly don't know how he would 
have applied them today. Perhaps then, our primary accomplishment is 
not the discovery of any individual's views, but rather a glimpse at a con
versation about fundamental issues of Halakhic axiology and jurispru
dence, a conversation no less relevant in our day than in Rava's. 

Notes 

1. All translations are taken, at times modified, from the Soncino English trans

lation of the Tamud. 
2. It is somewhat unclear whether the term piska de-dina refers to an actual court 

decision or an abstract ruling. I have followed the lead of virtually all commen
tators in regarding it is the former. This is supported by the fact, pointed out to 
me by Dr. Yaakov Elman that there was significant reluctance in Talmud era 
Persia to commit halakha to writing, whereas there was no such reluctance to 
writing court records, which served a practical function as proof to the court's 
decision. In addition, the "tear it up" idiom is often used with regard to court 
documents. One potential problem with this interpretation is the rule of "toeh 
b-shikul ha-dat," recorded in Sanhedrin 33b, which states that if a ruling is found 
to be mistaken due to an error in reasoning, the ruling stands. According to this 
rule, Rava should not have demanded the reversal of his mistaken rulings, pre
suming of course that we are not dealing exclusively with toeh b-devar mishnah. 

- 3. See Bava Batra 31b and Ketuvot 26b. 
4. It should be noted that Rava did not invent this principle. It is found already 

in Sifra, Parashah 5. 
5. Whether the conclusion would be that the prohibitive ruling must be incor-

rect or that though it may be correct it should nonetheless be ignored is imma-

terial here, though I certainly favor the former. 
6. For a brief discussion of the extent to which this klal was accepted by the Bavli, 

see Halivni, Ephraim Betzalel, Klalei Psak BaHalacha, Bar Ilan University, 

Ramat Gan, Israel, October 1991. 
7. Despite the ubiquitous Vilna Shas's reading "Rabah," the correct reading is 

certainly "Rava." If the parallels to the previous passages were not evidence 

enough, virtually all early manuscripts read "Rava." 
8. See Halivni's discussion on Resh Lakish and Rabbi Yohanan. 
9. It is at least somewhat ironic that in the course of our discussion about Rava's 

rejection of klalei ha-pesak we quote one of his own. It should be understood 
though that this klal allows several exceptions, and in fact the klal is formulat
ed by Rava in terms of the exception. Presumably, this is less a procedural rule 
than a statement of fact; Rava is simply ruling in favor of Rabi Yohanan in all 

cases but three. 
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Ari Shapiro 

Rationalizing Evil 
in the Biblical 
Perspective: 

An Exaniination 
of Bereshit 3-6 

he Bible initiates the idea of monotheism, which is the 
belief in the existence of one, almighty God. Although a 
collection of secondary godly entities does have a function 
in the Bible as confirmed by numerous passages, 1 strictly 
speaking, one main God runs the show, inevitably control-

ling these weaker "gods."Yet, as much as monotheism brings a fresh out
look to religion, it has to confront deep, theological problems of its own. 
One of monotheism's major issues is the vexing occurrence of evil in the 
world. In the beliefs of polytheism, evil occurs to someone when a more 
powerful god defeats one's own protective god. Playing the game of poly
theism, where one's luck invariably rises and falls, requires a person to 
realize the precariousness of his or her situation.2 In monotheism, on the 
other hand, the occurrence of evil creates a troubling paradox. On the one 
hand, if everything in the universe flows in some form from one omnif
icent God, then evil should also originate from God; yet this assertion 
would infringe on another of monotheism's basic postulates, a beneficent 
God. On the other hand, if this evil presence does not emanate from the 
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almighty God, but rather from some external force, then God in actual
ity is not omnipotent, since a power, in this case evil, exists outside His 
jurisdiction. Philosophers have dealt with this paradox since the birth of 
monotheism. No simple solution exists, and any attempt to decipher the 
conundrum will ostensibly require some form of capitulation.3 

Almost every response to this dilemma will inevitably confront one 
of the two issues mentioned above, but concurrently concede to the 
other. Thus, one method is to relegate evil to an earth-bound origin, thus 
disqualifying any external forces as its source, since Earth originally 
derives from God. However, the problem with this path is that though 
this distances evil from God, it still nevertheless derives evil, however 
distantly, from God Himself. The other path to take defines evil as issu
ing from some heavenly figure other than God. The problem with this 
choice is that it implies that God, assuming He is beneficent and does 
not want evil occuring in His kingdom, does not have full control of all 
that happens in His realm. 

Since it is the Bible's monotheistic ideas which raise the paradox of 
evil, surveying this holy book will potentially uncover a response to this 
difficulty. The origin of evil in the biblical account of the world's histo
ry occurs right after the creation of humans. Evil is introduced because 
of, and is synonymous with, the act of sinning against God, thereby 
defying His authority. Chapter 3 of Genesis, detailing man's violation of 
God's command not to eat from the tree of knowledge, and chapter 4, 
depicting the murder of Abel by his brother Cain, encompass a spiral
ing sequence of unfortunate events that establishes evil in the world. 
The first act of evil functions as direct insubordination towards God, 
while the subsequent act of evil occurs as an affront against man. 
Subsequent to the Bible's own "slanted" description of these two adja
cent accounts, interpreters of the two stories inevitably tilted toward one 
of the two above paths in rationalizing the origin of evil. 

The first possible explanation, presenting evil and sin as deriving 
from God's earthly creatures, finds expression in the Bible itself. 
Throughout the two stories in chapters 3 and 4, no mention of any angel 
or superhuman figure occurs. The stories deal solely with the actions of 
creatures living on Earth.4 A serpent, no doubt a more formidable one 
than those alive today, convinces Eve to eat from the forbidden fruit; 
she, in turn, sways Adam to eat from it as well. In the next immoral 
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episode, Cain, the son of Adam and Eve, kills his brother Abel. All of 
the participants in the two accounts, from the perpetrators to the vic
tims, manifest themselves as earthly beings. Thus, the biblical account 
attempts to shift the source of evil as far away from God as possible 
while staying within His dominion. 

The other potential starting point of evil in biblical history, which 
will assist in painting an accurate picture of evil for this discussion, 
occurs at the beginning of the 6th chapter of Genesis, immediately 
before, and apparently inducing, God's decision to flood the world. In 
this instance, creatures referred to as bnei elohim, ostensibly translated as 
"sons of gods," become attracted to human women, forming unions with 
them which attract God's disapproval. Although, in this episode, heav
enly creatures seem to play some role in the proliferation of evil, the 
Bible leaves open a handful of options in aligning this story with the 
earlier incidents of purely earthly evil. One possibility to hold the human 
women-and not the bnei elohim-responsible for the manifestation of 
evil, similar to blaming Eve, rather than the snake, in the story from 
Genesis 3.5 Moreover, man acts as the real perpetrator throughout this 
tale, by discovering the destructive arts and sciences, while the bnei elo
him merely operate as auxiliary characters.6 

Following in the footsteps of the Bible, some interpreters bolster the 
idea of evil/sin's earthly origin by touching up and solidifying the stories 
in chapters 3 and 4, as well as ironing out the account in chapter 6. A 
number of interpretative works on the Bible make strides in smoothing 
out chapter 6 of Genesis. The Book ef jubilees, perhaps the earliest source 
taking this position, explains that the bnei elohim, who take the human 
women, originally come down to earth with sincere plans.7 Only later8 do 
these angels become evil due to humanity's influence on them.9 Pirkei deR. 
Eliezer (PRE), chapter 22, in a slightly different twist, claims that the 
angels from heaven become attracted to, and then are seduced by, the 
licentious human women of Earth, removing the blame from the angels.10 

An entirely alternative interpretation, which maintains the earthly 
source of evil, developed in the middle of the second century CE, after 
many generations of keeping to the literal explanation. In Genesis Rabba 
26:2, R. Simeon b. Yohai translates bnei elohim as "sons of nobles" and 
even curses anyone who refers to them literally as "sons of God" or "sons 
of gods." R. Simeon solves the problem of evil that appears to originate 
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from heaven by totally removing the angelic beings from the narrative, 
replacing them with humans.11 This divergent interpretation is 
expressed as "sons of nobles, rulers or judges" in some works, and "the 
righteous line of Seth" in others, both serving the purpose of highlight
ing the evil brewing in humanity and not angels. It is not clear, though, 
whether the dilemma of evil was R. Simeon's original impetus when he 

decided to change from the standard interpretation. 
Returning to Genesis 3 and 4, many interpreters choose to follow the 

Bible's exclusion of heavenly beings from the two accounts, preserving 
the source of evil as earthly. In the first story, commentators focus their 
energy on developing the serpent's fascinating role in the episode. 
Indeed, the reader, upon reaching the story, immediately notices the ser
pent's heightened intelligence, ability to speak, and (implicitly) the pres
ence of legs. Additionally, the reader wonders what drives the serpent's 
wicked plot. An explanation of all these details is undoubtedly necessary 
to properly understand the story.jubilees, Philo, and Josephus, in elucidat
ing the serpent's character, cite no suggestion of supernatural powers, 
instead concentrating on the serpent in a more rational manner. All three 
interpreters have no problem from a scientific standpoint with the ser
pent's cleverness, legs, and speech, claiming that at that point in history 
nature was different from that of today.12 These writers do -not explicitly 
connect the serpent's unique characteristics to its subsequent plot against 
the humans, though, but, rather, see the two aspects as unrelated. 

The literature of the Talmudic scholars expands on the serpent's 
physical traits, simultaneously connecting them to the serpent's nature 
and motivation for treachery. The rabbis, in various places, depict the 
snake as almost an equal to Adam. Not only do several commentators 
note that the serpent possesses feet, preventing him from needing to 
slither around, but they also suggest that it has hands as well.

13 
It is very 

likely that the serpent's overall appearance even resembles that of a 
human being's. The serpent's food is the same as that of man, apparent
ly unlike the other animals, which have their own unique food. The ser
pent, like Adam, has important responsibilities, given that it is designat
ed king over all the other animals.14 The Talmud deduces from the sever
ity of the serpent's punishments for his trickery that it originally was the 
most high of all the animals, now becoming the lowest. This description 
of the serpent leads to the logical rationalization of its strategy: to have 
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Eve as its mate, if necessary tricking her and killing Adam.15 

The original source of all evil in the world, therefore, stems from the 
serpent itself and its "devilish" plan. However, a question immediately 
arises. How does evil continue to persist in the world, even in circum
stances removed from the serpent? The continuation of the rabbis' 
account of the Genesis tale solves this problem. Although the serpent's 
complete plan to kill Adam and live out its life with Eve falls short, the 
serpent does succeed in satisfying its craving to sexually encounter Eve. 
According to the Rabbis, what began as a casual conversation between 
the serpent and Eve eventually deteriorated into a sexual act. What 
occurs next is perhaps referenced, outside of the rabbis' exegesis, in a 
fragment from O!imran, lQHt XI, which contains a phrase that can be 
read as: "the one who is pregnant of the serpent," apparently referring to 
Eve. While not all scholars reckon the expression in this way, Florentino 
Martinez, a respected academic in the field, does cite it as an illustration 
of the "serpent violating Eve" interpretation.16 PRE17 contains this tra
dition as well, which the author of the work then uses to set the stage 
for the birth of Cain. Thus, the differences between Cain and Abel, dis
played in the biblical text, derive from their divergent progenitors, Cain 
acquiring his genes from the serpent and Abel obtaining his genes from 
Adam. The serpent transmits its evil to Cain through Eve and eventu
ally to the entire human race, perpetuating evil forever more. A number 
of sources in the Talmudic writings 18 contain this analysis, yet explain 
that only non-Jews still have this evil inside their hearts and souls, since 
the Jewish people fortunately eliminate it at Mt. Sinai when they receive 
the Torah from God. The question remains: what is responsible for the 
evil committed by Jews? This line of interpretation of the Talmud 
specifically requires an alternative source of evil, which will be dealt with 
later in this article. 

The subsequent story of Cain and Abel in the Bible becomes the 
model for all later struggles of good and evil. 19 In a midrashic debate, 
recorded by the Targumim, Cain represents the perverted, evil outlook on 
life, while Abel represents the correct perspective. Their discussion, in 
fact, focuses on the predicament of evil occurring in the world, the ques
tion of theodicy, which connects back to the initial difficulty set forward 
by monotheism. Indeed, Cain's response removes him completely from 
the sphere of monotheism. 
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This exegesis of Cain's perverted origin relies on cues from the text 
of the Bible itself. As PRE and other sources note, the line, "And the man 
knew his wife Eve," 20 possibly signifies the act of sexual intercourse 
between Adam and Eve, thus deeming Adam the true father of Cain. 
However, the sentence could also be read to say that Adam knew some
thing about Eve, utilizing the more common usage of the verb yada. What 
Adam "knows" is that Eve has been impregnated by the serpent, making 
it the father of Cain and thus completely turning upside-down the first 
meaning of the sentence. Another source for this fascinating exegesis 
comes later in the text, when Eve gives birth to Seth. In the beginning of 
chapter 5 of Genesis, the text explains that Adam is made in God's image 
and that subsequently Seth is formed comparable to Adam's godly 
appearance. This implies that Cain (and perhaps even Abel), who does 
not have this qualification at his birth, is formed in some other shape, fol

lowing some other predecessor, i.e., the serpent. 
The last indication in the text for Cain's alien origin issues from 

Eve's etymology of his name. The English translation of it, "I have 
acquired a man with God," does not do justice to the Bible's actual 
words, as almost every Hebrew word in the line contains a fragment of 
ambiguity. What does Eve mean when she claims to have acquired her 
son? Why does Eve refer to Cain as a man if he was just born? 
Additionally, the word et in the Hebrew language usually joins with the 
noun that the verb beforehand is addressing, for example, "And the man 
knew- et Chava his wife." Applying this literary exercise to Cain's ety
mology yields: "I have acquired a man, God," implying that Eve alleges 
that with Cain's birth she acquired God Himself. 

21 
The alternative 

explanation is that et means "with" in this context; however, this is also 
potentially problematic, since Eve would be claiming that she somehow 

obtained her son from or with God. 
Second Temple commentators perceive all of these textual problems 

and, while some see these as openings to insert celestial creatures into 
the story, others remain faithful to the biblical standard of evil's terres
trial origin. In the Jewish work the Life of Adam and Eve,

22 
Cain is 

described as radiant and mature like an ish ("man''), translating literally 
that word in the phrase. This image brings to mind Esau's birth, and one 
must wonder whether the author of the Life of Adam and E ve was influ
enced by this other well-known story. The reference to God in the equa-
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tion is probably due to Eve's belief that God Himself surely had an 
unusually active role in creating such a dexterous child.23 In a similar 
vein, some translations of the Bible, namely, Onqelos, Neophyti, the 
Septuagint, and the Vulgate, preempt any thought of God's, or any other 
heavenly being's, personal involvement in the situation by interpreting et 
Hashem as "(I have acquired a man) from before God" or "(I have 
acquired a man) through God."24 The verb kaniti (acquired), from 
which Cain's name derives, appears to be used in the Life of Adam and 
Eve to add in the detail of a mature Cain bringing a reed to his moth
er; "reed" having a similar Hebrew root as "acquire."25 Cain's mature fea
tures and behavior can probably be linked back to his wicked father's 
distinctive genes. 

In conclusion, this group of thinkers chooses to delegate evil's man
ifestation to the lower world in spite of the problems that subscribing 
to this position entails. Maintaining that sin and evil stem from the 
creatures of Earth keeps the origin of all that is bad as far from God as 
conceivably possible. Yet, it must be realized that this still connects God 
to the scene of the crime, however slightly. Those who espouse the posi
tion described above would rather deal with the reality that God has a 
distant association with evil than imply that some other force besides 
God authored evil's beginning, or that evil commenced in God's midst 
in the heavens. 

The second position addressing the problem of evil's existence 
through sin delineates the heavenly abode itself as the source of trou
ble. Not God, but some other angelic being decides to cause trouble, 
ultimately leading to generations of evil on earth indefinitely. This 
choice of explanation must accept the theological dilemma, that God is 
all-good and despises evil, but is to some extent powerless against a par
ticular outside force. This idea perhaps has somewhat of an allusion in 
the Bible itself, in numerous places where other godly forces are men
tioned. However, in all these instances, God possesses the final word 
over these beings. 

The supporters of this stance who look to the Bible for guidance 
deal with the same issues mentioned earlier, namely exposing the cause 
of Adam and Eve's defiance of God's command and Cain's slaying of 
Abel and capitalizing on the same peculiarities in the text in their own 
elucidations. Although the Bible itself keeps celestial creatures out of 
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these narratives, those who espouse this pos1t10n insert angel-like 
beings into their own interpretations of the events. The story, according 
to this line of thought, starts before the sin of the forbidden fruit, when 
God creates Man. The Bible indicates that Man is made in God's 
image,26 a feature that even the angels do not possess. Both the rabbis -
of the Talmud as well as the various versions of the Life of Adam and Eve 
use this detail to some extent as a springboard for an elaborate story
line. Man is treated with extra respect and honor, making some of the 
angels, specifically Satan, the greatest of the angels, extremely jealous. 
Satan refuses to accord Man proper deference, leading to this 
archangel's banishment from the heavenly host.27 In the Bible, Satan, 
like the other angels, has a limited role as a standard messenger of God. 
Only in the post-biblical and apocalyptic writings does Satan stir up 
trouble, establishing himself as the eternal enemy of God and Man.28 

After his expulsion, Satan devises a plot to take revenge on human
ity. Satan decides to disguise himself in the form of a serpent and trick 
the humans into disobeying God's warning to not eat from the tree of 
knowledge. The connection between Satan and the serpent permeates 
the literature throughout the ages in numerous religions. The serpent 
eventually becomes synonymous with the devil, completely interchange
able with the character of Satan. Afterwards, the serpent is punished by 
God for playing the part of Satan's instrument. Yet, Satan appears to 
avoid perialty.29 

Although the rabbis do talk about the angels' jealousy toward Man, 
the whole account of Satan's exile and employment of the serpent fails 
to surface in rabbinic literature. This is perhaps the result of a deliberate 
polemic against Christianity which extensively disseminated the tale. A 
few striking echoes of the story, however, do crop up in scattered state
ments of the rabbis. In a piece from Avot deR. Natan,3° Satan tries to 
seduce Job away from God's path, yet fails to do so. God then rebukes 
Satan and sends him from the heavens. Commenting on Psalm 8, Psalms 
Rabba states that at three points in history, the angels in heaven become 
irritated with God's fondness of Man: at Man's creation, at the giving of 
the Torah and at God's decision to dwell in the Tabernacle. When the 
angels question God's resolution to create Man, God challenges them to 
compete with Man in naming all the animals, in order to demonstrate 
Man's wisdom to the angels. The angels fail, while Man performs the 
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task effortlessly, thus silencing the complaining angels. Yet, no fall of any 
angels, let alone Satan, is recorded. 

The relationship between Satan and the serpent also has meager 
support in the rabbis' teachings. A well-known line of interpretation by 
Targum Pseudo-Jonathan on the story of Genesis 3:4 forms a possible 
resource. Pseudo-Jonathan is believed to have derived from a Jewish pen, 
one generally in line with rabbinic thought. It is commonly recognized, 
however, that in a number of cases Pseudo-Jonathan contains the rem
nant of an interpretation that the rabbis chose not to advocate, even 
though earlier Jewish commentators did. Twice in the extended story, 
from the temptation of Eve until the murder of Abel, Sammael, an alias 
of Satan found throughout the literature, makes an appearance in 
Pseudo-Jonathan's translation. The first time occurs during Eve's discus
sion of the forbidden fruit with the serpent.31 Although the text does 
not explicitly formulate a connection between the serpent and Sammael, 
the seemingly arbitrary mention of the angel at this point definitely 
causes one to speculate. Perhaps more convincing, several versions of the 
Life of Adam and Eve books also state that Eve sees Satan in his angelic 
guise for a split-second before he assumes the form of the serpent, sim
ilar to what Eve observes in Pseudo-Jonathan. While most of the narra
tive from the Life of Adam and Eve books fell out of the Jewish tradition, 
this less important detail made its way into later Jewish works. 

Later in the story, at the beginning of chapter 4 of Genesis, Sammael 
makes another appearance. Pseudo-Jonathan, like PRE 21 discussed ear
lier, has the tradition that not Adam but something or someone else 
mated with Eve, who then gave birth to Cain. In PRE, the serpent him
self executes the evil deed, with no mention of any angelic creatures. 
Pseudo-Jonathan, however, uses the angel, Sammael, to play the role of the 
perpetrator. Although, in this line of Pseudo-Jonathan, as well, Sammael 
and the serpent do not explicitly cross paths, the association is too strong, 
especially since another rabbinical line of interpretation (PRE), in its 
retelling of the story, contains the serpent itself as the criminal. 

However, the correlation between the angelic being, Satan, and the 
biblical serpent does act as a strong force in early Jewish apocryphal and 
pseudepigraphic literature, a course continued later in Christian writ
ings. Probably the first echo of this theme arises in the books of Enoch, 

written around the 3rd century BCE. In 1 Enoch 69:6, the angel Michael 
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announces that the angel Gadreel, another alias of Satan, led Eve astray 
and introduced weapons to man. Additionally, 2 Enoch 31:4-6 tells of 

the devil's plot against Adam and Eve. 
Indeed, this idea, that evil comes from an angel in heaven, perme-

ates the books of Enoch, cropping up in another familiar context. The 
Book of Enoch significantly expands the episode of the bnei elohim who 
become captivated by the daughters of man, ultimately leading to the 
spread of corruption on earth and annihilation of the world through 
water. Earlier, it was noted that the view which sustains the problem of 
evil as emanating from Earth deviates from the simple meaning of bnei 

elohim in order to fit into the narrative. The Book of Enoch, on the other 
hand, not only preserves the simple meaning of the term bnei elohim as 
angels, but develops a whole tale about their profuse wickedness. 
According to the books of Enoch, the conception of evil originates in the 
heavenly sphere with supernatural creatures and only afterwards is 

brought to earth. 
The work called the Greek Apocalypse of Baruch, also referred to as 3 

Baruch, makes the connection between the evil angel and the serpent in 
a few places. In 4:8-9, an angel tells Baruch that Sammael planted the 
tree of knowledge and then used it, along with the serpent, to trick the 
humans. 9:7 mentions that Sammael took the serpent as a-garment. The 
Book of Wisdom, also known as the Wisdom of Solomon, contains a possi
ble connection between the two figures. Verse 2:24 reads, "Through the 
devil's envy, death entered the world."While some claim that this phrase 
refers to Cain's killing of Abel due to the farmer's uncontrollable jeal
ousy, others believe that this phrase speaks of the serpent's scheme, and 
maintains that the devil himself is, in truth, to blame.

32 
The idea of the 

serpent as the cause of death in the world can be explained by the fact 
that, because of the first couple's sin, mortality came into the world. This 
idea is found in numerous other works, such as the Wisdom of Sirach,

33 

Philo,34 the Apocalypse of Moses ,35 and 4 Ezra36 to name a few. The first 
possible identity of the verse in the Book of Wisdom just mentioned rais
es another interesting twist in the story: the impregnation of Eve with 
Cain by the devil. The "devil's envy" in the verse would therefore refer to 
Cain's jealousy of Abel, leading to the birth of death in the world. This 
interpretation exploits the few textual problems surrounding Cain's birth 
mentioned earlier in this article. However, instead of an ordinary serpent 
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as the real father of Cain, here it is the devil or, at least, the devil in the 
serpent's disguise. 

A detail in the Bible's section of the punishments allotted to the 
humans and serpent helps lead the way for the connection between the 
serpent and Satan. God tells the serpent that He guarantees constant 
hostility between its offspring and Eve's offspring.37 Why is the Bible so 
concerned with the fight between humans and snakes, seeing that the 
issue does not come up as a significant theme later in the Bible? Also, it 
seems rather odd to single out the hostility of humans toward snakes 
over any other fear-inspiring animal. This message of God must be 
telling readers something deeper and more significant. For many 
espousers of the Satan-serpent connection, this admonition by God 
confirms the association between the two. God is actually speaking to 
Satan, "the eternal Tempter," about his perpetual struggle with humani
ty. 

38 
Targum Neophyti also translates the verse as more than a simple 

"Watch out for snakes." When Eve's children follow the command
ments, Neophyti explains, the serpent will be powerless against them; if 
they fail to follow them, though, the serpent will cause trouble. 
Although Neophyti does not mention the devil explicitly, the job that is 
given to the serpent sounds fairly similar to that of Satan in Jewish 
thought-namely, the evil inclination. 

Christianity later employed this association, and it became a major 
component in its belief system. However, besides incorporating into the 
New Testament many verses that speak of the devil and including a few 
passages that may allude to the Satan-serpent connection, only 
Revelations

39 
explicitly equates the two. An important passage in 1 

John
40 

refers to humanity as "the children of the devil" and to Cain as 
"of the evil one," thus incorporating Satan into the story of Cain's 
strange birth, as seen in other works already. The image of Satan as a 
tempter divorced from the serpent, which appears in Mark 1:13 and 
Matthew 4:1, shows the extent of this association. The two figures 
become so interrelated that their characteristics eventually are inter
changed and shared between the two of them. 

The church fathers, who wrote after the completion of the New 
Testament, continued the scheme established by the New Testament 
regarding this matter.Justin Martyr, in the middle of the second century, 
connects the serpent to Satan, even going so far as claiming that the word 
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"Satan" actually derives from the Hebrew words "sata," meaning apostate, 
and "nas," meaning serpent. This etymology was also implemented by 
Irenaeus some years later.41 While Irenaeus himself believed that Satan 
merely utilized the serpent to carry out his plan, the etymological exer
cise of showing how the idea of Satan develops from the serpent foretells 
the eventual shift to Satan himself performing the trickery without 
requiring the serpent as a tool. The next logical step would therefore sim
ply be to remove the original source of the treachery, the serpent, from 
the story and maintain Satan as the only player in the entire saga.42 

The second section of this article dealt with the second perspective 
on evil which chooses to relegate evil's beginnings to the heavens, but 
still to a realm beyond God's immediate access. Some other force is 
responsible for the initial wickedness. Satan, in various forms and alias
es, becomes the embodiment of evil and the cause for all of the suffer
ing in the world. An elaborate story of Satan's fall from heaven becomes 
interwoven into the early stories of Genesis, using peculiar passages in 
the text to generate the details of the fateful tale. 

The existence of evil in the world has caused a wave of problems for 
the monotheistic theologian. Belief that a good, all-loving God runs the 
world does not easily coexist with knowledge of the terrible things that 
rage within its borders. The dilemma spins itself into a paradox because 
any attempt at solving it falls short in some way. Claiming that evil 
began on Earth keeps evil's source a safe distance from heaven, but still 
implies that God, the creator of Earth, also authored evil's commission. 
Yet, on the flipside, asserting that evil sprang from a celestial power 
other than God gives the impression that God is not all-powerful. 
Whichever approach one selects falls short in some regard. Thinkers 
throughout the ages have been willing to deal with these setbacks, uni
formly dividing themselves between the two alternatives. As biblical 
interpreters have joined the discussion, the Bible has become the site of 
a passionate, textual confrontation between these two intellectual sides. 
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couple through the serpent, but also convincing Cain to kill Abel. Satan, not 
satisfied with his first act, since Adam and Eve still had a ray of optimism in 
their lives, attempted once more to harass the first couple via their offspring 
(Russell 78). Different from the other interpretations that insert Satan into the 
Cain story, such as 1 John, the church fathers claim that Satan, or the serpent, 
does not affect the humans in a sexual, genetic manner, but rather in an exter
nal, advice-giving way. Satan gives over his evil ideas to Cain by speaking to 
him in a persuasive manner. This exegetical initiative perhaps does not come 
so much from the peculiarity surrounding Cain's birth, which instigated the 
report of Cain's non-human father, than from verse 4:7 in Genesis, where God 
cautions Cain about the predicament of sin. 
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"I heard one of the philosophers critique the Kabbalists: 'Christians 
believe in the Trinity, and the Kabbalists believe in a te~-part God." 

(Rivash, Responsa 157) 

P 
rima facia, the objection which R. Isaac ben Sheshet 
(1326-1408 CE) voices is well founded: Both the Christian 
belief in the three-part Trinity and the Kabalistic doctrine 
of the ten Sefirot seem to undermine the monotheistic ten
ant expressed in the biblical verse: "Hear, 0 Israel! The 

Lord is our God, the Lord is One".1 Sensitive to this critique, Kabbalist 
and Christian thinkers defend their respective theologies in light of 
divine unity. However, though many of their answers share common 
ground, certain views proposed by the Church Fathers regarding Jesus' 
nature and relationship with the Father yield a fundamentally different 
conception of divine unity than the Kabbalists. 

115 
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Judaism 

Monotheism is grounded in the biblical verse that proclaims "the Lord 
is One." Today, the standard Jewish understanding of monotheism is 
based on Maimonides' formulation of divine unity in his thirteen prin
ciples of faith:

2 
God's unity is absolute, indivisible and unparalleled.

3 
However, in The Limits of Orthodox Theology, Professor Marc Shapiro 
cites numerous places where Kabbalistic views openly contradict 
Maimonides' perspective of divine unity. Shapiro explains that, while no 
Jewish thinker has ever challenged divine unity, the Kabbalists have a 
different understanding of what qualifies as divine unity. 4 Essentially, 
Shapiro's thesis is that Jewish theology goes beyond Maimonides and 
also includes more flexible perspectives of God's unity. In this light, it is 
important to understand the range of perspectives amongst Jewish 
thinkers in order to properly contrast Jewish and Christian thought. 

During the Rabbinic period,5 Louis Jacobs points out, most discus
sion of divine unity assumed that the biblical teaching "God is One"was 
purely a numerical statement and a rejection of polytheism.6 In the same 
vein, Harry Wolfson explains that they focused on "external unity" and 
"there is nothing in scripture or in the Talmudic literature which direct
ly and explicitly states that the unity of God meant anything more than 
an external numerical unity and a denial of polytheism."7 Discussion of 
what God's oneness entails, what Wolfson calls "internal unity,"8 does 
not appear until Jewish thought was exposed to Greek Philosophy9 

during the medieval period_ Io Once Jewish thinkers began to discuss 
conceptions of divine unity from a Jewish perspective, two basic 
approaches, the Rationalist and Kabbalist, emerged. 

Rationalists 

Beginning with Saadya Gaon's (892-942 CE) Emunot Ve-Deot, the first 
canonical exposition and philosophical presentation of Judaic doctrine, 
Medieval Jewish Rationalism was defined by the synthesis of Greek 
Philosophy and Jewish thought. Accordingly, to explain divine unity, 
Jewish Rationalists drew on Neo-Platonist philosophy, assuming that 
God is wholly indescribable, indivisible and unchanging. II In this vein, 
Plotinus' (204-270 CE) perspective that the One cannot be described 
since it is "beyond all statement" and cannot be named since "no name 
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could identify it," 12 which results in our "efforts to understand or to 
define the nature of the One ... inadequate,"13 appears to be echoed in 
many of the medieval Jewish philosophers descriptions of "divine sim
plicity" and "absolute divine unity." 14 

However, Jewish thinkers did not simply accept Greek philosophy; 
they integrated the Greek ideas with their received Jewish tradition. 
Thus,Jewish thinkers were forced to square Greek views of an unchang
ing God with the bible's description of an emotive God who is involved 
with the world. The problem this description poses, known as the "ques
tion of divine attributes," can be demonstrated through a comparison to 
a person. Over the course of time a person can act with kindness or cru
elty, wisdom or ignorance, anger or calm. An individual's ability to uti
lize all these multiple, independent and individual qualities comes from 
the multiplex configuration of disparate values, thoughts and emotions 
contained within a person. Thus, when someone shifts between these 
different components, their composition changes, and they therefore act 
differently based on the circumstances. Accordingly, applying such terms 
to God, i.e., saying that God acts with mercy, anger or cruelty, is tanta 
mount to suggesting that God possesses multiple attributes and changes 
based on circumstance. Therefore, faced with the paradox of believing in 
both the Greek conception of divine unity and the biblical description 

- of God, medieval Jewish Rationalists formulated two basic approaches 
to reconcile the question of divine attributes and the N eo-Platonist con
ception of divine unity. 

Maimonides (1135-1204 CE) 

In chapters fifty to fifty-nine of Guide to the Perplexed, Maimonides 
deals with the question of divine attributes and presents a hard-line 
defense of divine simplicity. He begins in chapter fifty by explaining that 
people "whose aspirations are directed toward ascending to that high 
rank which is the rank of speculation, and to gain certain knowledge 
with regard to God's being One by virtue of a true Oneness" should 
know that God "has in no way and in no mode any essential attribute, 
and that just as it is impossible that He should be a body it is also impos
sible that He should possess an essential attribute."15 

Ultimately, Maimonides thinks that God's essence is wholly inde
scribable. However, before discussing essential attributes and negative the
ology, Maimonides deals with the countless Biblical references to God's 
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actions. He explains that just like people who think God posses a body 
because of a literal reading of the bible, people often think that God has 
attributes because of "the external sense of the texts of the Scriptures."16 

However, Maimonides argues that "there need not be a diversity in the 
notions subsisting in an agent because of the diversity of his various 
actions"17 and explains that the biblical references to God's actions or 
emotions are only "in reference to the diverse relations that may obtain 
between God, may He be exalted, and the things created by Him."18 

After explaining that the bible's descriptions of God as emotive and 
active do not imply a multiplicity in His essence, Maimonides continues 
to discuss the issue more pertinent to our analysis: God's essential attrib
utes. Here too, Maimonides defends the Neo-Platonist notion of divine 
unity and explains that ultimately God is utterly indescribable. In this 
vein, he ends off chapter fifty echoing Plotinus' understanding19 that 

the description of God, may He be cherished and exalted, by means of 
negation is the correct description-a description that is not affected by 
an indulgence in facile language and does not imply any deficiency with 
respect to God in general or in any particular mode. On the other hand, 
if one describes Him by means of affirmations, one implies, as we have 
made clear, that He is associated with that which is not He and implies a 
deficiency in Him. 20 

Thus, Maimonides dismisses the question of divine attributes entirely. 
In a word, God cannot be described at all. Any descriptive term of His 
essence is really a rejection of the opposite; saying "God knows," is real
ly a way of saying that "God is not ignorant." In this sense, Maimonides 
defense from divine attributes is essentially a reaffirmation of Neo
Platonist divine simplicity: God is wholly indescribable, indivisible and 
unchanging. 

Gersonides (1288-1344 CE) 

In his magnum opus Wars of the Lord, Gersonides adopts a far more lib
eral understanding of divine unity. He begins book five chapter twelve 
with the proclamation that "it is now appropriate that we determine, as 
best we can, which attributes can be properly attributed to God and 
which cannot."21 Over the course of the chapter he proves that God 
possesses knowledge, and can be referred to as substance, existent, one 
and active.22 However, he is quick to point out that: 
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all these predicates refer to one thing, even though they connote differ
ent aspects of Him. It is important that we make known to the common 
people that when God is described by these properties, He is described 
by them in an immeasurably more noble way than when other things are 
described by these terms. Similarly, it is necessary that we deny of Him 
any properties that are imperfections, which it might be thought belong 

to Him.23 

Although he thinks that describing God with certain words is accept-
able, he acknowledges that such descriptions of God are totally dissim
ilar to their usage regarding humanity and therefore do not imply a mul
tiplicity or a change in God's nature. Thus, while Gersonides agrees with 
Maimonides that God is wholly unapproachable and indivisible, he 
maintains that certain attributes-albeit in an "immeasurably more 

noble way"-can be used to describe God. 

Kaba/ah 
In contrast to the Rationalists school, Kaba/ah emerged in the 1200's as 
a Jewish mystical perspective concerned with addressing matters of the 
relationship between the infinite and unfathomable Creator and His 
finite and corporeal creations. Regarding divine unity, a number of 
scholars suggest that the Kabbalists were unable to accept the Jewish 
Rationalist understanding of God because it conceived of God as dis
tant-transcendent, infinite, and inconceivable.

24 
Kabbalists felt that 

God is approachable and that man possesses the potential to forge a 

relationship with Him. 
However, because the Kabbalists were enamored with the Neo-

Platonic conception of absolute divine unity they were forced to devel
op a theology which accounted for both needs. Accordingly, a number 
of scholars explain that the Kabbalists responded by developing a two
part perspective of God: Ein Sof and the Sefirot. This way, Ein Sof could 
satisfy their commitment to the Neo-Platonic idea of divine unity, and 
the Sefirot created a conception of God which allowed humanity to 

access and develop a personal relationship with Him. 
Essentially, Ein Sof is the Kabbalists' way of discussing God's 

essence.25 Just as the literal meaning implies ("without end"), the Ein Sof 
is completely hidden and beyond human comprehension.

26 
In this vein, 

there is an often-quoted idea of the Ma'arekhet ha-Elohut that the Ein 
Sofis not mentioned in the Torah, Prophets, Writings or Rabbinic works 
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because it is totally concealed from mankind.27 In Hallamish's words, 
the Ein Sofis: 

Truly transcendent, inconceivable by human intellect because no equiva
lent in him exists in human language or experience. His absolute hidden
ness makes verbal description of him impossible. His being is ineffable, 
for any statement about him imposes limitations or multiplicity .... The 
Ein Sefhas no human characteristics and cannot be described; in essence, 
none of the divine names appearing in the bible are appropriate in rela
tion to him.28 

In a word, the Kabbalistic doctrine of the Ein Sofis consistent with the 
rationalist's Neo-Platonic view of God: indescribable, unknowable and 
transcendent. 

However, the Kabbalists also maintain that God revealed Himself to 
humanity through the ten Sefirot. In Isaiah Tishby's words, the Sefirot 
are "seen as spiritual forces ... as revelations of the hidden God, both to 
Himself and to that which is other than He. The fundamental element 
is this revelation is His emergence from the depths of limitless infini
ty. "

29 

Therefore, because the Sefirot are revealed, they are understandable 
entities which can be discussed, understood, and influenced. In this vein, 
the Kabbalists use different symbols, such as names, colors, structures 
and natural elements to discuss the Sefirot in more tangible and concrete 
terms. Thus, it emerges that the Sefirot have a unique status: they are 
both connected to Ein Sof, and revealed to mankind. 30 

Seemingly, although the Sefirot's dual status satisfies the need for 
both a transcendent and revealed God, there is an inherent paradox in 
this idea. As explained, God, identified merely as the indescribable and 
incomprehensible Ein Sof, reveals Himself to mankind through the 
Sefirot. However, how can the Sefirot be a true revelation of God if His 
essence is normally identified as being infinite and unchanging? 
Seemingly, assuming that the Sefirot are truly God undermines the 
integrity of God's unity, while assuming they are not God, makes Him 
transcendent and unapproachable. 

In response, three approaches emerge from the Kabbalists regarding 
what the Sefirot are, what it means that God revealed himself through 
the Sefirot, and why they do not pose a problem for divine unity. The 
most conservative perspective suggested is that the Sefirot are only nom
inal; people discuss the Sefirot because they need a way to speak about 
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God, but the Sefirot do not actually exist. Alternatively, some thinkers 
suggest that the Sefirot are not really God, but merely a creation, God's 
tools, or kelim, which He uses to relate to the world. Lastly, the most 
extreme view amongst the Kabbalists is that through a process called 
emanation the Sefirot "emerged" from Ein Sof and they are a revelation 
of God's essence, what Idel calls "Sefiroth quo essence."31 However, 
because the Sefirot emanated from Ein Sof they are inherently linked up 
with God. The coming analysis will give a broader understanding of 
these views and place their different understandings into the larger con
text of Jewish perspectives on divine unity. 

R. David Messer Leon (1470-1526 CE) 

The most conservative explanation of the Sefirot is suggested by David 
Leon. He explains that all discussion of the Sefirot is purely nominal and 
a mechanism of speech. Truthfully, he argues, God's unity means divine 
simplicity; however, in order for people to talk about God the vocabu
lary of the Sefirot was developed. In his words: 

the Sefirot are united in the essence of the creator, blessed be He, and the 
multiplicity and diversity signifies the diverse activities which proceed 
from the unity of the Creator, not that there is within Him diversity." 32 

Thus, it emerges that David Leon adopts the most conservative under
standing of the Kabalistic system by integrating it with the rationalist 
philosophy. In this sense, he adopts the rationalist construal of God as 
transcendent and unfathomable, but he utilizes the vocabulary of the 
"Sefirot"to refer to God's activities, which appear to man to be diverse. 33 

R. Menacham Recanati (1250-1310 CE) 

Menachem Recanati, moving further away from the rationalists than 
David Leon, argues that the Sefirot are really God's tools, or kefim. To 
explain this theory, Recanati begins the discussion of the Sefirot's nature 
by citing a parable of a king and his two servants. The first servant is told 
by the king that if a certain person acts properly, he should be rewarded 
and protected. The second servant, however, is commanded to attack 
that very same person if he acts improperly. 

Similarly, Recanati explains, God interacts with the world through 
His servants-the Sefirot. A person's behavior naturally invokes the 
divinely driven response of the Sefirot; the different responses, however, 
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do not reflect a multiplicity or change in God's nature. In his words, "the 
Creator blessed be He empowers His attributes to act, yet His own 
action remains unaltered; it is the attributes that act."34 In this light, 
Recanati's conception of God maintains a commitment to divine sim
plicity, with one caveat. Essentially, Recanati views the Ein Sefthe sarne 
way the rationalists view God: unchanging and transcendent. However, 
Recanati adds in the theory that the Sefirot, as tools of the Ein Sof, gov
ern the world's functioning. 35 

R. Azrie! ef Gerona (1160-1238 CE) 

The most radical understanding of the interaction between the Ein Soj 
and Sefirot appears in Azriel of Gerona's epistemological Perush Eser 
Sefiroth. Azriel begins with proofs for the existence of God, the Ein Soj, 
and the Sefirot, and continues to provide evidence that there must be 
ten Sefirot possessing certain characteristics. In doing so, he makes it 
clear that the Sefirot are not a separate entity, such as God's kelim, but 
rather are part of God, part of His essence, or atzmut. In Scholern's 
words, Azriel understands that emanation is "the transition from the 
pure transcendence of the One to the manifestation of its diversity of 
aspects in creation."36 

At the same time, however, this conception of the Sefiroth seems to 
undermine divine unity. Thus, Azriel asks why this is not a contradiction 
to God's unity. Azriel proceeds to explain that because the Sefirot 
emanated from the Ein Sof, they were inherently bound up with the Ein 
Sef and do not undermine divine unity.37 Like a flame transferring its 
fire, the Ein Sef gives rise to the Sefirot, but maintains its strength, cre
ating nothing that was not existent previously. In this vein, Azriel spells 
out the unique status of the Sefirot by saying that " [Ein Sq/] is the 
source of the [Sefirot], and no strength originates in them, rather it is all 
drawn from the [Ein Sq/], which is greater then [the Sefirot] ... which 
means that the [Ein Sq/] is really the strength of them all."38 Essentially, 
Azriel acknowledges that God's essence contains multiple parts; howev
er, because the Sefirot all emanated from the Ein Sof, which really 
encompasses everything, there is no contradiction to God's unity. 39 

There are very real differences between the different views of divine 
unity within the world of Jewish thought. That being said, even the most I 
extreme Kabbalistic thinker, Azriel of Gerona, relies on the theory of 
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emanation to explain that the Sefirot are intrinsically linked up with the 
Ein Sof. However, moving into the world of Christianity, there are a 
number of suggestions which emerged during the early years of 
Christian thought that undermine the emanative hierarchy or funda
mental connection which Kabalistic emanation requires. 

Christianity 

Following Jesus' death, his students used Jerusalem as their center point 
to spread the Gospel to their fellow Jews. In time, as Christianity's influ
ence reached further and further, they met Roman opposition on the 
religious grounds that the Christian Church claimed religious suprema -
cy over the Pagan Roman Gods and on the political grounds that 
Christians felt that the Emperor's rule was only binding if it was in con
sonance with the word of the Christian God. 40 Septimus Severus (145-
211 CE), the Roman Emperor, initiated the first official persecution of 
Christians in the early 200's, triggering turmoil which lasted until 312 
CE when Emperor Constantine (272-337 CE) accepted-even 
embraced-Christianity. From the time Constantine ruled the Roman 
Empire until the death of Pope Leo the Great (440-461 CE) many of the 
Church's basic doctrines were established and canonized, including 
Christianity's primary tenet: A "belief in Jesus Christ, God and man."41 

- In this light, the years preceding the establishment of Church doctrine, 
the 200 years following Jesus' death, saw the debates and discussions 
which formed the nucleus of Church theology. During these debates 
certain views about Jesus and the Trinity were suggested which assume 
a much more liberal understanding of divine unity than anything the 
Jewish Kabbalists ever suggested. 

The Trinity 

The Christian belief in the Trinity, that God is composed of the Father, 
Son42 and Holy Spirit, is well founded in the New Testament. The Book 
of Matthew records Jesus' charge that his students should "go and make 
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of 
the Son and of the Holy Spirit" (28:19) and 2 Corinthians records Paul's 
blessing that "the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ and the love of God and 
the fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with you all" (13:14). Accordingly, 
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early Christian thinkers faced the tension of reconciling the Old 
Testament's declaration that "God is One" and the belief that the Father 

) Son and Holy Spirit are all God. In this vein, much like the Kabbalists, 
the Church fathers developed a number of different approaches to rec
oncile monotheism with their unique understanding of God. 

One suggestion to reconcile the Trinity and divine unity is to explain 
that "the distinction between the three members of the Trinity to be not 
real but only nominal."43 Namely, though we discuss the Trinity as if it 
is three distinct parts, truthfully they are all one and the same. This per
spective, strikingly similar to David Leon's understanding of the Sefirot, 
is suggested by a number of early Christian thinkers during the 200's, 
including Praxeas, Noetus and Sabellius, and purports that the three 
parts of the Trinity, the "Father, Son and Holy Spirit ... are only names 
or predicates or attributes without any reality." 44 However, though this 
answer is appealing, the Church deemed it unacceptable and main
stream Christian doctrine was established based on Justin Martyr's 
(100-165 CE) formulation, drawn from Aristotle, that any distinction 
from the Father is "in number," not "in thought," and "in number" but 

((o 1 " 45 not m name on y. 

In this light, Christian thought was forced to confront the blaring 
question of why the Trinity-three real and distinct entities-does not 
violate divine unity. To resolve this problem, Wolfson explains that the 
Church Fathers expanded the definition of unity to include a "relative 
unity" or "a unity which would allow within it a combination of three 
distinct elements."

46 
With this assumption, the Church Fathers offer 

two primary explanations why belief in the Trinity qualifies as monothe
ism: the Trinity's unity of substratum or the Trinity's unity of rule. 

A number of thinkers explain that because the three parts of the 
Trinity share a common essence, or substratum, they qualify as a single 
God. Essentially, they argue that despite being distinct and separate 
entities, the Father, Son and Holy Spirit all share the same essence, or 
ouisa. Therefore, because of the underlying connection linking the three 
parts of the Trinity together, they explain that the Trinity is a single 
God. This view is expressed succinctly in Wolfson's summary: 

[Origen (185-254 ce) solved this problem] by taking the three members 
of the Trinity to constitute three distinct individual species and by taking 
their unity to consist in a unity of specific genus. The formula used by 
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him is that the three members of the Trinity are three hypostases (sub
stances) but one ousia.47 

Yes, the Father, Son and Holy Ghost each exist independently; how
ever, because they share a common essence they are one. This perspec
tive and vocabulary was popular amongst the Church Fathers, and 
Wolfson cites similar arguments with nuanced differences in Tertullian 
(160-220 CE), Basil (330-379 CE),John of Damascus (676-749 CE) and 
Augustine (354-430 CE).48 

Alternatively, a number of Church Fathers understood that because 
the three parts of the Trinity all share the characteristic of rule, the 
Trinity can be called unified. Essentially, they argued that God is the 
single being which rules the world. 49 That said, they argued that a divine 
ruling being can be comprised of multiple components without under
mining the fact that there is still only a single ruler. Thus, saying that 
God, the ruler of the world, is composed of different parts does not 
undermine the singularity of God. Tatian (120-180 CE) seems to adopt 
this view by critiquing Polytheism because they acknowledge "the 
dominion of many" and do not accept the Christian "rule of one," as does 
Justin Martyr when he discuses "the monarchy" of God.50 Thus, two dis
tinct understandings-the first based on unity of essence and the second 
based on the common characteristic of a ruler-are offered to defend 

- divine unity in light of the Trinity.51 

Challenges 

Seemingly, the philosopher in R. Isaac ben Sheshet's responsa is correct: 
from a rationalist standpoint both the Trinity and Sefirot violate God's 
absolute unity; and, just as the Kabbalists explain that the Ein Sof and 
ten Sefirot are really a single God, the Church Fathers explained that the 
three parts of the Trinity are really One. However, there are three ideas 
within the world of early Christian thought which reflect views that are 
fundamentally different then the most extreme understanding of the 
Sefirot. Both Augustine's understanding of the Trinity's unity of substra
tum, as well as Irenaeus' (lO0's-202 CE) perspective on the co-eternality 
of the Logos, seem to extend the idea of emanation beyond the 
Kabbalistic view because although they both maintain that the Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit are composed of the same substance, they com-
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pletely negate the chronological/conceptual52 hierarchy established by 
the Kabbalistic theory of emanation. Additionally, Arianism, a school of 
thought prevalent in the third and fourth centuries, establishes Jesus and 
the Father as independent entities composed of different materials and 
reduces Jesus' status in relation to the Father, but maintains that Jesus is 
God in a way that the Kabbalistic theory of kelim does not allow for. 

Augustine 

As explained above, Augustine was one of a many Christian thinkers 
who explained that the Trinity is unified because the ousia of all three 
parties is identical. Prima facia, this idea is very similar to Azriel's sug
gestion that the Sefirot and Ein Sef are unified because the Sefirols 
"strength" is bound up with the Ein Sef and they are fundamentally 
linked. However, despite the common ground between Azriel's under
standing of the Sefirot's connection to the Ein Sef and Augustine's view 
of the Trinity, the source of the connection is very different in Azriel and 
Augustine. 

Azriel, as explained above, thinks that this fundamental connection 
is only possible because of emanation. Similarly, most Christian thinkers 
understand that there is a common essence to the Trinity because, in 
John of Damascus' words, "the Father is without cause and unborn ... 
but the Son is derived from the Father after the manner of generation, 
and the Holy Spirit likewise is derived from the Father, yet not after the 
manner of generation, but of procession. "53 In a word, because the Son 
and Holy Spirit both emanated from a single being-the Father-they 
share a common ouisa and are unified. 

Augustine, however, suggests an alternative source for the unity of 
substratum. Augustine argues that the three parts of the Trinity always 
existed as three parts of God, or in Wolfson's words "from eternity the 
Godhood is differentiated into the three persons."54 In this sense, he 
does not think the Father precedes Jesus; rather, in its essence "the 
Godhood itself is ineffably and inseparably a Trinity."55 In Adolph 
Harnack's words, "according to Augustine it is not the divine substance 
or the Father that is the monarchical principle, but, on the contrary, the 
Trinity itself is the One God."56 Thus, unlike the idea of an emanative 
hierarchy, Augustine maintains that the distinction between the Father, 
Jesus and Holy Spirit does "not establish anything in the way of superi-
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ority or inferiority"57 and "the Father is regarded as being conditioned 
in His existence by the Son in the same way as the Son is by the 
Father"58 because "the Godhood is common to all [the three persons] as 
the one of all and in all, and wholly in each one; through sole Godhood 
the same Trinity is said to be God."59 Thus, although Augustine and 
Azriel understand the connection between their respective views of God 
very similarly, because Augustine replaces Azriel's emanative hierarchy 
with the theory of the common Godhood, he outstrips even the most 
extreme of the Kabbalistic perspectives.60 

lrenaeus 
The second place where a Church father goes beyond anything the 
Kabbalists ever suggested is Irenaeus' perspective on when the Logos 
came into existence. Wolfson explains that Irenaeus belonged to the 
school of thought known as the Single Stage Theory of the Logos, while 
thinkers like Justin Martyr and Tatian adopted the Twofold Stage 
Theory of the Logos. Both groups, Wolfson explains, agreed that the 
Logos eternally existed; however, they argued over the original form of 
the Logos. The proponents of the Twofold Stage Theory believed that 
the Logos originally existed within the Father and later emanated from 
him. In the words of Novatian (200-258 CE), 

He, then, when the Father willed it, proceeded from the Father, and He 
who was in the Father came forth from the Father; and He who was in 
the Father, because He was of the Father, was subsequently with the 
Father, because He came forth from the Father.61 

Seemingly, this view satisfies the Kabalistic understanding of divine unity 
because the Logos' derivation from the Father clearly establishes the 
Father's supremacy. Thus, because both chronologically and conceptually 
the Father precedes the Logos, this emanation qualifies as divine unity 
according to the Kabbalistic theory of emanation.62 

On the other side, Irenaeus and Origen, the champions of the Single 
Stage Theory, argued that there was never a time when the Father exist
ed independently; rather, the Logos had always existed as a separate and 
distinct entity since the beginning of time. In this vein, Wolfson explains 
that Irenaeus' interpretation of the verse "In the beginning was the 
Logos and the Logos was with God" (John 1:1) to mean that the Logos 
"existed in the beginning with God" is not meant in "in the sense of the 
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beginning of the creation of the world but rather in the sense of fro.rn 
eternity."

63 
Seemingly, much like Augustine's understanding that the 

Trinity's connection lies in the Godhood, Irenaeus' view that the Logos 
and Father are coeternal is incompatible with the notion of emanation. 
Essentially, emanation requires there to be a form of hierarchy, normal
ly chronological, 

64 
amongst the different parties. Thus, because Irenaeus' 

believes the Trinity is coeternal and equal, his views are incompatible 
with the theory of emanation. 65 

Arius (250-336 CE)66 

The final topic in early Christian thought to be analyzed is the debate 
which Arius triggered regarding Jesus' nature. The discussion began 
when Arius challenged the accepted belief that Jesus was equal to the 
Father in substance and in divine status. The common belief was based 
on Paul's pronouncement that Jesus was "in the form of God" (Phil 2:6) 

1

. 

and the opening verse of]ohn, "the Word was God" (1:1). However, cit
ing Biblical verses and logical arguments, Arius argued that Jesus was on I 
a lower level than the Father. Firstly, Arius argued that Jesus' pronounce
ment in Proverbs 8:22 of"the Lord possessed me at the beginning of his 
work" meant that "before [Jesus] was begotten or created or ordained or 
established, he did not exist."67 Thus, Arius' understood that the Trinity 
was not eternal, but that "there had always been a divine monad, but a 
dyad had come into being with the generation of the Son and triad with 
the production of the Spirit or wisdom."68 In this vein, Arius broke from 
the earlier proponents of the Twofold Stage Theory of the Logos, who 
thought that even though the Logos was created, "God generated it by 
nature out of His own essence."69 Instead, Arius argued that Jesus was 
created "by pure will and power without importation of ouisa."70 

Furthermore, building on Jesus' explicit statement of John 14:28 that 
"the Father is greater than I," Hanson cites three points which Arius 
used to prove the Father's greatness over Jesus. Firstly,Jesus was sent by 
the Father to provide salvation to humanity. Also,Jesus "does the father's 
will and exhibits obedience and subordination to the Father." Lastly, he 
points out that Jesus sings the Fathers praise in both this world and the 
heavenly realms. 

71 
In this light, Arius, though committed to the belief 

that Jesus "originates from the Father's will, and his production was 
impassible and immutable, and has nothing whatever in common with 
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human generation," argued that Jesus "is still not co-eternal with the 
Father" and therefore should be called "secundus Deus (Second God)" 
because "the Father is greater than He."72 

An additional component of Arius' conception of Jesus is his ratio
nalist understanding of the Father's oneness. After distinguishing Jesus 
from the Father, Arius explained that the Father was 

Absolutely One, the only unbegotten, the only eternal, the only one with
out beginning, the only true, the only one who had no immortality, the 
only wise, the only good, the only potentate ... the monad and the prin
ciple of creation of all things.73 

At the same time, however, Arius retained his Trinitarian beliefs and 
argued that, despite being distinct,Jesus and the Father are both God.74 

In this vein, in his famous Epistle to Eusebius, Arius wrote that Jesus is 
"full of truth and grace, God." 75 Thus, Hanson summarizes Arius view 
by explaining that Jesus is "our God ... and should be called 'God' and 
be adored and glorified and honored. So God has produced a God, the 
Creator a Creator, but there is still a difference between them. God the 
Father is the God of God the Son."76 In this light, because he believed 
that Jesus was lower than the Father, Arius rejected using the analogy of 
a flame to describe Jesus' creation because "it suggested a continuity of 
ousia between the Father and the Son, which violated the transcendence 
of God."77 Rather, Arius believed that the Logos was "alien and unlike 
in all respects to the essence and selfhood of the Father."78 

Thus, is seems that Arius' understanding of the Trinity is beyond the 
pale of any Kabbalistic understandings for the opposite reason as 
Augustine and Irenaeus. Whereas the previous two ideas leveled the 
playing field between the Father and Logos, Arius thinks that the Logos 
is inferior to the Father to the extent that it is of a different essence; not 
only was the Logos created by the Father, there is also a difference in 
their essence. At this stage, Arius' ideas seem very similar to Recanati's 
conception of the Sefirot as kelim-created and of different substance. 
However, the fundamental difference is that, while Recanati clearly 
establishes that the Sefirot are God's tools and not God, Arius thinks the 
Logos is part of God. 

• • • 
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Seemingly, Maimonides, the champion of the Jewish Medieval 
Rationalists, would label Christianity's belief in the Trinity-save the 
perspective that the division is only nominal-heresy. However, as R. 
Isaac hen Sheshet points out, after entering into the world of Kabbalah, 
it is unclear if Christianity and Jewish Kabbalah are so different; the 
dynamic of Ten Sifirot and the Ein Sof seems to be similar to the inter
action between the Father, Jesus and Holy Spirit. Moreover, the 
Kabbalists defense that because the Sifirot emanated from the Ein Soj 
they share a common essence echoes the popular Christian theory that 
the Trinity's unity of substratum qualifies as divine unity. 

Nonetheless, certain views about the Trinity aired during the 
Church's nascent years undermine even the most extreme views of 
Jewish Kabbalah. Firstly, Augustine's theory that the three parts of the 
Trinity were derived from the Godhood-and not each other-under
mines the hierarchy of Kabbalistic emanation. Additionally, Irenaeus' 
belief that the Father and Logos are coeternal contradicts Kabbalistic 
emanation. Lastly, Arius' theory that Jesus is both God and created
and therefore on a lower level than the Father-totally contradicts the 
essence of the Kabbalistic theory of emanation. Thus, despite the com
mon ground between the Church and Kabbalists, certain views amongst 
early Christian thinkers go well beyond anything ever proposed by a 
Jewish thinker. Yes, Professor Shapiro correctly points out that Jewish 
thought goes well beyond Maimonides; nonetheless, even the most 
extreme understanding of God amongst the Kabbalists-Azriel's ema
nation-is more conservative than certain views contained within the 
corpus of Church theology. I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Moshe Aaronsohn -S 
Matta 'ei Moshe: The 

Beginnings of American 
Orthodox Responsa 

hough many luminaries of American religious life have 
received detailed attention in various studies of American 
Jewish history, there remains a wealth of primary source 
material which has yet to be fully analyzed. Among these 
are the writings of Rabbi Joseph Moshe Aaronsohn 

(sometimes written Aronson or Aaronson, c. 1805-1875), Matta'ei 
Moshe, published posthumously in 1878.1 Judah David Eisenstein, an 
early chronicler of American Jewry, credits Rabbi Aaronsohn with being 
the author of the first book of American Responsa. 2 This claim was 
echoed by later works of American Jewish History, such as Peter 
Wiernik's History of The Jews in America·3 Matta'ei Moshe is also notable 
as the first work by an American rabbi published in Palestine,4 for rea
sons which will be discussed be1ow. 

Though the smattering of publications on mid-19th century 
American Orthodox rabbis5 has probably done something to dispel the 
general ignorance concerning the stories and scholarship of rabbis from 
that era, Aaronsohn's period still represents a lacuna in the study of 
American Jewish history. Exploring Aaronsohn's life and works will 
help shed light on his scholarship, circumstances, and challenges. 

Recorded details of his life are somewhat sparse6 and occasionally 
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contradictory, but a picture can be pieced together from some early his
torical accounts. Judah David Eisenstein, in an entry in Otzar 
Zikhronotai 7 and an even longer entry in Otzar Yisrae/8 provides some 
biographical details: Aaronsohn, also known as the "Ba'al ha-Pardes" 
(after his books Pardes ha-Hokhmah and Pardes ha-Binah, published in 
1836 and 1855, respectively, in Europe), was born in Salant around 1805 
and served as a rabbi and a maggid for several Eastern European towns. 
In the fall of 1861, he was invited to America, possibly for the express 
purpose of "introducing order and dignity into the matter of American 
gittin (divorce document)." 9 

His first rabbinic post in America was as the darshan (preacher) of 
the Beit Midrash on Allen Street 10 on Manhattan's Lower East Side.11 

Later, Aaronsohn would be appointed rabbi of Congregation Adath 
Jeshurun, also in Manhattan. In New York, Aaronsohn was "appalled at 
the laxity of rank and file of American Jewry in observing the ritual law 
and at their ignorance of Jewish tradition" and "equally aghast at what he 
deemed to be the incompetence and temerity of American rabbis."12 

During his years there, this "contentious individual" became "engaged in 
personal and religious squabbles with other local clergy." It was these 
squabbles which would ultimately force Aaronsohn-by then put under 
the ban (herem, or excommunication)-to depart from New York in 
1873.13 Though Aaronsohn hoped to relocate to Palestine with his fam
ily,14 Sherman records that he spent the next two years traveling as a 
maggid, before settling in Chicago and dying there.15 

A brief accounting of the various aforementioned "squabbles" is in 
order, if only because these conflicts became so central to Aaronsohn's 
life and legacy. One debate, in which Aaronsohn "joined Rabbi Yudel 
Mittelman .. . to oppose Rabbi Abraham Joseph Ash,"16 presumably 
dealt with the proper text of gittin discussed in New York City. 
According to Eisenstein, it was the escalation of this conflict which led 
to Aaronsohn's excommunication. Another debate-this time putting 
him at odds with Mittleman and another rabbi, Aaron Friedman-con
cerned the permissibility of the then-common practice of bloodletting 
before shehitah (ritual slaughter). A final set of debates, "through 
which"-according to Eisenstein in Otzar Yisrael (contradicting his 
account in Otzar Zikhronotai)-''Aaronsohn was forced to leave New 
York," concerned the kashrut of wine from California and the sheluhim 
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(charity emissaries) from the Etz Hayyim yeshivah in Jerusalem. 

An important source concerning Aaronsohn's personality and prob
lems is an article by Zvi Hirsch (Henry) Bernstein (a friend of 
Eisenstein),1

7 
in which he was asked to reminisce about the state of 

Jewry thirty years earlier, including chronicling his own newspaper 
Hatzoje b'Eretz Ha-Hadasha, the first Hebrew periodical published in 
the United States.

18 
Though Bernstein first describes Aaronsohn in 

glowing terms, this is a prelude to the painting of a very negative pic
ture. Copied below are selections of the article relevant to us, as trans
lated by Gary Zola: 

This rabbi [Aaronsohn] was the first Orthodox rabbi in America and 
(with the exception of Rabbi Abraham]. Ash ... ) no man ever took any
thing upon himself, large or small, in connection with Judaism without 
asking Aaronson's opinion. All this was not true only for New York City, 
but also throughout all parts of the United State where he was respected 
and admired. In those early days, the Reform rabbis also honored him ... 

Rabbi Aaronson was elected rabbi of congregation Ada th J eshurun in 
the year 1864, and as I have already mentioned, every part of the Jewish 
community respected him. He was a man of comfortable means, and in a 
brief time he had acquired wealth and was extremely successful. Yet, he was 
also a man who was quite prone to argument and quarrel. He was vengeful 
and could bear a grudge; he could be like a venomous snake--doing evil 

and acting wrongly. A full year hardly had passed when a great storm of 
controversy raged in the very heart of congregation Adath Jeshurun, and 
the heads of the congregation gathered together to confer on how to settle 
the hostilities. They resolved to speak with Rabbi Aaronson and to implore 
him to stop the quarreling so as not to dishonor fellow Jews in the eyes of 
their neighbors. To accomplish this task, the head lay person [pamas] of the 
congregation ... went to see Aaronson one Friday evening after services. 
They had hardly reached the doorstep, however, when the rabbi opened up 
a window and began yelling for help. The sound of his screaming brought 
police who were in the neighborhood, and these honest people who had 
come in peace were arrested because Aaronson accused them falsely of 
coming to his house with the intention of killing him! The lay leaders spent 
the night in jail. After this horrid scandal, Aaronson was removed from his 
post in disgrace and, afterwards, he set up a house of prayer in his home 
from which he continued to unleash his anger and to instigate quarrels 
among his contemporaries. His hatred for Rabbi [Abraham] Joseph Ash 
was very great, and he would denigrate him at the drop of a hat in the most 
scurrilous and shameful manner (129-130). 
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Later, he describes his own personal run-in with Aaronsohn: 

And I watched over Ha-Tzofeb19 for five years straight ... in spite of the 
mean-spirited detractors who criticized me relentlessly. First and fore
most among them was Rabbi Aaronson, whom I have already mentioned 
above. A long and bitter controversy lasting nearly two years erupted 
between the two of us. This dissension continued up until he relocated to 
Chicago, at which point I was freed from his oppressive spirit.20 

Aaronson's move put an end to his defamations. 

Not surprisingly, Bernstein omits a key detail from his narrative: the 
March 26, 1872, New York Times reports that "Hersch Bernstein, editor 
of the Hat Safe,21 was arrested for libeling Moses Aronson, a Rabbi." 
While there is no way to determine who was in the right in this case, 
Bernstein's relationship with Aaronsohn certainly stands as yet another 
testimony to the trouble that Aaronsohn seemed prone to getting him
self into. 

Integral to understanding the life of any rabbinic figure, especially 
those who've left us as little written record as Aaronsohn, is an in-depth 
study of the rabbi's writings. Specifically, the responsa, which contains 
the rabbi's opinions on matters of law and public policy, can be a lens 
through which to explore Aaronsohn's American Jewish experience. 

The Responsa: Struggle far Independence, Struggle far Authority 

Matta'ei Moshe was published by Yoel Solomon in 1878,22 and included 
rabbinic approbations from Abraham Ashkenazy and Moshe Yehoshua 
Yehudah Leib, as well as a lengthy introduction and epilogue by the 
author's son Jacob Elijah,23 who supervised the print]ng of book. The 
title page informs us that the book contains two sections, one of sermons 
and another of fourteen responsa.24 Also included are two appendices, 
added to the former and latter sections, respectively: some letters writ
ten to Aaronsohn by rabbinic figures of note and a commentary on Song 
of Songs. 

While always displaying Talmudic erudition and presenting 
"detailed arguments in a classical rabbinic manner,"25 some of 
Aaronsohn's responsa deal with mundane issues that rabbis have been 
dealing with for time immemorial: numbers one, six, nine, and fourteen 
all deal with complicated, albeit typical, issues of kashrut. Number eight, 
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written to the community of Baltimore, explains the routine procedure 
to be followed when a Torah scroll is dropped. Other responsa dealt with 
issues which were agitating various American Jewish communities at the 
time, such as permission to build the ark on the "wrong" side of the syn
agogue (seven), the sale of a synagogue to gentiles, and the conversion of 
a church into a synagogue (four).26 Additionally, responsum number 
twelve27 raises the question of sending a divorce through the mail, a sit
uation which would surely come up more often when one of the spous
es has migrated to far-away America. 28 

The responsa, however, that made Aaronsohn famous are those in 
which he disputes the other great rabbis of his era on then-controversial 
issues. Responsa two and three take up the widespread practice of draw
ing blood from animals prior to shehitah, which Aaronsohn thought ren
dered the animal ritually unfit for consumption. 29 Aaronsohn reports 
that some of his rabbinic colleagues, including Abraham Rice from 
Baltimore and "the rabbis of Cincinnati," had prohibited this bloodlet
ting, but that New York rabbis, including Judah Mittelman, had permit
ted it. In order to bolster his opinion, the rabbi sought out the support 
of his more-prominent counterparts in Europe, gathering an impressive 
list of supporters, some of whom were the "greats" of their day.30 

Even though Aaronsohn was unsuccessful and "remained at odds 
with his colleagues,"31 his approach towards resolving this problem 
sheds light on the bigger issue: authority. Paradoxically, Aaronsohn's 
dependence on European authorities was an attempt at establishing his 
own authority. By brandishing the vast rabbinic support he had mar
shaled behind himself, he showed that his opinions were, from thereon 
in, to be treated as theirs; this meant, on the one hand, a certain level 
independence from Europe and, and on the other hand, authority over 
America.32 

Rod Glogower points out that in addition to two conventional 
halakhic arguments, Aaronsohn also offers extra-halakhic reasoning for 
prohibiting the preparation of animals in this manner, arguing that 
bloodletting is the top of a slippery slope to forgetting the laws of she
hitah entirely. This enough is reason to forbid it: ''Although it is true that 
no such preventive ordinance is to be found in the writings of the rab
bis, it is also true that no such breach has appeared heretofore among the 
Jewish people."33 Once again, Aaronsohn positions himself as an 
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authority with the same extra-judicial powers of the Sages of Old. 
Referring to his coming to America as being "directed by God,"

34 

this is 
not a power-grab, but simply a rabbi who would like to see tradition 

(and its purveyors) adhered to. 
Similar conclusions can be reached by examining the events leading 

up to responsum number twelve. A Polish beit din challenged the valid
ity of a get arranged and sent overseas by Aaronsohn, requesting that a 
second get be sent. While Aaronsohn complied with this request, he 
nevertheless composed a letter defending the method he had used to 
send the first get. Here too Aaronsohn displays a desire to prove that he 
can argue on the same level as the rabbis of Europe. In this same letter, 
Aaronsohn lashes out against the poor state of Torah knowledge in 
America, establishing himself as the de facto authority for these matters. 
The previous responsum, which also deals with matters of divorce, con
tains a similar critique of the incompetence of New York rabbis, specif
ically those associated with the local Beth Hamedrash Hagadol.

35 

A final example is the beginning of responsum nine, a seemingly 
innocuous question concerning the kashrut of a seriously-wounded 
chicken. The questioner, however, complicated issues by getting a second 
opinion which disagreed with Aaronsohn. Our rabbi, forced once again 
to assert his authority, resorted to equating his opponent with "the way-

ward and rebellious son."
36 

. . 
In his article on Hebrew books printed in Israel, Nathan Kaganoff pres
ents several guesses as to why Aaronsohn's family would have had his 
book printed in Israel: "Whether the choice of this place of publication 
was due to his unfulfilled dream [Aaronsohn's dream to move to 
Palestine before his death], or because his family felt that after all his 
suffering at the hands of the New York rabbis, they preferred not to pub
lish in New York City, the only logical place to do so in America, is not 
known."37 Later on, Kaganoff offers some other "conjectures" as to why 
these rabbis would begin publishing in Palestine, pointing to the efforts 
of American Jews in Palestine to organize themselves and the desire to 

help support the settlement of Jews there.
38 

But perhaps we can offer another conjecture which reflects what has 
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been written about Aaronsohn so far: how much more striking is it to 
open a book and see in a large font "o,'J~n," spread across the bottom 
of the page, rather than a transliterated "p,1, '1)." Moshe Sherman 
describes "how an image was shaped in Europe of American Jewry as 
religiously lax:;"39 is it possible that as part of Aaronsohn's continuing 
struggles for legitimacy, independence, and authority, his family imag
ined that he would have wanted to make his book appear as impressive 
as possible? We know that Aaronsohn himself didn't hold his own city 
in high regard; when describing the ritual slaughter controversy, he com
mented about his rabbinic colleague " . .. Rabbi Mittelman, who looks 
for leniencies wherever there is a prohibition and for this reason he is 
well received in New York."40 In fact, the entire United States didn't \ 
escape the biting criticism of our rabbi, who in one responsum included 
a litany of insults hurled at "a land in which stupidity rules, a land in I 
which the glory of the Torah has not found a nest."41 

Even if the desire to garner respect wasn't implicit, this idea certain- \ 
ly reflects the challenges with which Aaronsohn was forced to deal. As \ 
a "resistor" against changes to tradition in a country that was rapidly 
shedding it, much of Aaronsohn's rabbinic career was an uphill battle. I 
His authority was never really accepted and his independence was never I 
really cemented, but in death his book comes from Jerusalem, the city I 
from which "the word of God will go out."42 

· 

Appendix: Responsa Topics in Moses Aaronsohn's 
Matta'ei Moshe {and folio numbers) 

1. Can an error in ritual slaughter be corrected (la-96). 

2 and 3 . 43 The permissibility of drawing large amounts of blood 
from animals prior to ritual slaughter (96-116, llb-13a). 

4. Can a synagogue be sold to gentiles, can a gentile house of wor
ship be converted to a synagogue (13a-l 7a). 

5. Can a man who's wife refuses to accept a divorce document be 
allowed to remarry, in direct opposition to the ban of Rabbi Gershom 
(17a-b). 
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6. Concerning the kashrut of an animal with a specific defect in 

its spleen (17b-18b). 
7. Can a synagogue be constructed in such a way that the wor-

shipers would be facing southwest
44 

( 186-196). 
8. The proper response for a Torah scroll which has fallen on the 

ground (18b-21a). 
9. Concerning the kashrut of a chicken with a serious wound 

(21a-22a). 
10. Concerning the status of an animal which we are uncertain 

whether or not it had an internal defect (22a-24b). 
11. A general lament about his situation in New York (specifical

ly mentioning the poor state of Jewish divorce), followed by a discus
sion of the status of a divorce officiated by someone who lacks the 

requisite degree of rabbinic knowledge (246-266). 
12. Concerning sending a divorce document through the post 

(266-336). 
13. Concerning the proper text of the location on divorce docu-

ments issued in New York. 
14. Another responsum concerning a defect in a spleen (38a-

39a). 
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cedure used to allow this sort of long-distance divorce, Aaronsohn notes that 
"the officiators ofJewish divorce in the States of America are accustomed" to 
this method, implying that this is something American rabbis have dealt with 
before. 

29. This practice was said to improve the quality of the meat, see Glogower (258) 
and Sherman ("Struggle" 69) for more details. 

30. A full list of his rabbinic endorsers can be found on the last page of the sec
ond responsum on this topic, 136. The text of some of these letters of support 
can be found in the appendix immediately before the responsa. 

31. Sherman "Struggle," op. cit., p. 69. 

Julian Horowitz • 149 

32. Sherman notes that the responsa of Aaronsohn could be "complex and point 
to an independence ofhalakhic authority" ("Struggle" 65). 

33. Op. cit. p. 258. 
34. Op. cit., 9a. 
35. Ibid. 25. 
36. Ibid. 21a. 
37. Op. cit., p. 237. 
38. Ibid., pp. 241-242. 
39. "Struggle," op. cit., p. 64. 
40. Op. cit., p. 9. 
41. Ibid., p. 29. 
42. Isaiah 2:3. 
43. The printer notes at the beginning of 3 that he saw fit to print both of these 

responsa even though there is significant overlap. 
44. Instead of east, which is the universally accepted practice. 
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Robert Alter, The Art-:i 7:, 1;,y )"ll .o,n:i1;, 1'W:-r np11;,n:i :inil )1'17 0J:,:,1;, 'nm:,:i )'X 11 
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.(48-50 0'11bll:l 1W11'D:l )"ll1 34-35,0'11bll ow )b7p1D) 'Xb:!/ll rr::i, 
w, o,,x .o,,ib:, nn'b ,w ,,x,n :,xiJ:, 1:iw ,"r,x 1b:111;,:in 1l'b' n'Dl'' o,1;,b:i 7'nnb n,:i:-i 12 

Ol:ib 1:lllb )bOb ,:i:, :,r '1lWW )1llD7 01pb 10' .o,:, x,, ,ornx n:11,1:::iw 1T x,:, yix:, ,:ir p,on:itv )''17 

. )lll:l )'1X:l '1'nll:, Ol7 ~10 0' ?Y 
,n,:,r x1;, .p,:i,:,, J1lix1;, :im:i:iw ,w,,n -FT-P, 1m,, ,0nb1:11, .FT V-1 'D'D1X'l:i w,,n 7:, 13 

.1T np17M 71.V :-rpb1l17 n,i ':, 
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0
,n ~mpil 1:i\!> :i,il nm\!>n nN ill!ll'.l '\!>'1:i\!>il n'lil\!> N1il 1ll'lY1:i :i1\!>n\!> 

o'1PW\!> D'Y.l))il 1;,:, 7)) il?!ll 1\!>N ill'.l'Nl ,7N1\!>' 'll 1:i\!> '!l10il 1))'7 ')1th 

\!)1pPil1 1:iN1\!>' 'll 1l\!>'. 1l 01pY.lil 11N'nl1 ,il1;, 711:J.1 )'1Nl 7N1\!>' 'll 'l!ll 

~, l 1;,N my nN ,mm ilnm 'il 12.')10 D'l po,y 1l'N1 uym m n,:i 

,mo D'1n1!l1 7N1\!>' 0)) ))Y.lW nN 0')))'.)l\!) 1'n1l'lt> 1\!>N D'Y.l))il ,:i, ,1\!>1P 

:101PY.ll 1l'N ilN1):,\!) 1nN p10!l ))'!l1Y.l ,D'Uil 1n!l 11N'n ))~)'.)Nl o,,N 

p1;9 mT 9~;1r ,,r;i 1t:i!J1 ilDl;l'tt nv'?.~ ,t,r:, 

D'rf? n D'.\:' 1:i~! 1'.\:' '1 91?'.\:' 1l~! 1'.\:' 

7\!)pilill'.l ilN1l 1:ilN ,11:J.))1;, 0'11Y.lN 7N1\!>' 0)) ill'.l \!>1!:ll'.l U'N p10!lil 

r,N O'Y.lU1nil 1\!>1'!:l 7::, PN1 .1:iN1\!>' )'1N1:i 71,:i N1il 0'1l1)) Oil\!) ill:)\!) 

:m1nn ,Nm,,, ,01,pl1N .pio!lil 

NP~? l1PI;1\!>' 1!?Pm '10::t Nl)7D11 Nl)J?'tt liil'?.)? 7i!l'J:l 

ln Nl;)'.\:' 1~'))"7 1'.\:' 

Nn1! n! Nl)P'J!l'J 

,, 1l;l'.\:' 1~'))"7 1'.\:' 

NJin~ n! 

nN 11l))' 1:iN1\!>' 'll\!) 1)) 0'):,\!)il O'Y.l))il 0)) ,,!), 1n!lil\!) \!)1!))'.) o,1;,p)1N 

n,ou1nil ,nm11pil mNmnil ,n\!>:i 1l'~Y.l\!> m:, ,il!l m 13.}11'il nN, 1u1Nil 

\!)!)1)'.) DU1nil 7'N1 ,N1PY.ll 0'0lNPl1:i 0'1))1 D'l1\!>P Oil ill'.):, 1)) 0'N1)'.) 

.pio!l 1;,:,:i D"D1Y.lil mlPY1il nN nn!lm 

o,:,,o ., 
n1 '\!>7 0'Y.lU1nl nPD1Y.l nn,pl ill:):, 7)) il1~Pl 1)1)'.))) ,ilT 1)'.)~)'.)l 

mi::m, ,01)'.))) 0\!)11)!)\!) 0))1\!) o,p,o!)1;, D'Y.lU1nil 1;,\!) 0'\!>11'!:lil nN 1l'N1 .D'il 

.n,,nNil D'\!>1!:ll'.lil 1:i\!> D'\!>11'!:ll l"Y7 \!>'\!> m:, ou1nil 1:i\!> \!>11'!:ll l"Y' \!>'\!> 

n1l'\!>n \!))\!) 1l'N1il1 ,D'N'll'.l 0'Y.lU1nil\!> 0'\!>11)'.) 1;,\!) mNmn ill'.):, 1l'N1 Dl 

1l1po ,')t>Ul .n1)))'.)\!))'.)-'10m 0"n11'1\!):, Dil')!l-7)) D'N1)\!) D'l\JP 0"1l'\!)' ill1 

J1 \!>1;,:i P"11Y.l l1'YY.l il1:i1Y\!> '!l:i .o,pio!l, ')'tnl'.l ou1nil Dill mmpnil nN 

' !:l:i D'P10!l1:i o,,n O'DY.l ono U'N ,m:inp o,ny1;, ,ou1nil\!> ilN1l ,ou1nil 

lil Dill mmpn, mn,Nnn 1Nn ou1n:i m!lt>1ilil\!> N7N ,m:i\!>nn:i il71Y\!> 

lJ 'Ni1jJ\!):, py1;, 0'N1l N1:i ,,,N\!) \JOjJUl 0'l'1)) D'OlNP) mu,,:in, ,n1))'!l1Y.l 

lJ 'li p,,,, ill\!>nl'.l 1))'jJ\!>il om:nnl'.lil\!> il1:i1)) ilT 7:,)'.) .ill1\!>N1il O))!ll ,mN 

v'!:li11;, ,,:, omu1n, :i, D'\!>' ,7"lnil ,m,, ,1m\!>:i ,U'7Y p 1;,y, ,omu1n:i 

.om,:nnil 1:i\!> nnm!lm ,np,,nn ,ilN1:in 1m, illlil 
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.:-mNr, ii,:n in',io n,,, .N 

il))1 D'N':Jn (.) ' 't) l'11ill0) ,,:i:iil 1m,nm () il\?>1!J ,D'\?>11P) N1!JOi1 

';,y m1 pin N?\V pip 1\V:J n';,,::,N ';,y :iom D1iJ-?)? 17?N.D N? , ,'O,N~ 

'!J? ".p,m:i 01 1"1))) 1\V:J ,,::,Nn N? D1il 7)) 1';,::,Nn N? inN 1:J.1" :11:m:i;, 
D'P10!lil ,o,:i .m1 p,n N?\V 1\V:J ?'.)N\V 7::,:i N\Jn D))il 1"' N''\V:J 11!J''Ol i1 ,, l 
il\VP TN ,p';,,n 1\V:J:J ,:i,1n ON) ,mnil:Jil nN \?>'1Pil D))il\?) 0'1n1N 'OllN 

,m?\?>11' ;.::,"p oin:it ,,';,:i:i) 1m,n;, ? 01;, np,,t ,,:i 1';,::,N';, 110N ;,n, r:in, 

inn ,,:ion 1l'N ';,:iN 3,D'\?>1P 1\V:J:J ,:inn\?> n,m (:J"' ;,::,';,;, 'N pi!l ;,,,m 
,11!:l'Oil ?\?> il\J1\V!l ilN'1P '!l7 ,;,:i11N .:i,p;, 7';,;,n:i m1:i1p 1\?>'1Pil ;,n,, 

N71 ,1:J.7:J il?''.)N:J U"l))nil Oil 4;DPil ';,::, ?'.)N N?\V 77):J 1\V:J il::::t1 '0Vi1 

' .mn,p';, onn;,:i nN 1\?>'1Pi1 

77):J N\Jn D))il\V il))1il 7\V nl"l))n il'::::tN'1N11 ))'::::tn (1"'.):\J"' N1P'1) ))":JN1 

DJD-7)? 17?N"D N? 110'N\V 7"Tn n))1 nN )'nNn N1il .D1il np,,t 'l!J? , ,:iN\!) 

N1P'1 7\V 1\?>Pil7 ilT 1:J.Oil ,:inn ')N1 ,m1 p1Tl\V 01,p 1\V:J n';,,::,N ?)) l'011J 
6.(DJD-7)? 17?N.D N? 'l!J? 1'n ill11'l\V m1~nil) il71))7 ilN11\Vil '1' ?V u•~ 

1\V:J TN im;, p,p,y:i\V m,n, .on,N il'il p1Nil\V ,,:ion y ":iN, ,1"' N''\?>:i 

.p1Nil 1'7 Pil 1\VN'.) D1il n"Til 'l!J7 1\V:Jiln 71'.)N? 0'111'.lN Pil N? ,p,m 

N77 1\V:Jil nN 17'.)N\?) 7::,:i N\Jn D))il\?) 0'1:J.10 Oil ')N o,,p,n;,n p,n 

(nmil:Jil nN \?>'1Pil D))il\V) 11!J'07 ))1'n '1'01il7 1~7Nl N?\V N?N 7,m1 np,,1 

,,,~ p';,,n 1\V:J\V \?>1!l7 1';,::,, N? ';,"tn 8.p1Nil mn::,u:i 110'Nil nN m,n, 1N 

01;, np,,t N?? im;, ("m1Nn 1\V:i") p';,,n 1\V:i ony1';, ,::, ,n:im;, ,v ;,p,,1 

D'On"n 0':J.1 o,,p,n ,71'Nn 9.';,';,::,:i 10Nl ON ,)'1N7 7-N1\V' )l:J ,0)::,)\?) ))l1l 

p';,,n 1\V:J n';,,::,N il10Nl TN 1))\V 0'1:J.101 )ill\?)Nl n!l1pn';, 0'1:J.1 1!J'O nN 

1\V:i 110N ;,m1p;, il!l1pn:i\V D'\?>1!ln (1980) 1\J1Npm (1899) 'nmo .pu,,n, 

o~y nN )~" 01;, ,,t ;,o,!ln '!l? .7-N';, im\V D1il\V ;,o,!lnil ' !l ,v p';,m 

1\V:i im;, om,, ,o,:i 10.,mn 01))\J? 'N\?>1 ';,-Nil pi\?> ,y:ip p';,1 ,minn 
,,m';,::, .D\li in~ 01·\V? ~f'i)?-l;:t 'il it:i:;t' 1\v.!$ DiPl;lD 1~l;l PD1'- )~ i111Nn 

110'Nil TN ,::, ,\?>1pn;, n,:i:i 1n,1!lil n:,,, ?\?> ilN~m:, m,Nn 1\V:i nmn P1 

?\?> pn, 1)) .\?>1pn;, 11tN? )'mn 1\V:i ';,1::,N';, n';,,::, , ;, nN ,,m, ?\Jll'.l n'n 
;,n:i m1:i, ;, , ;, ,,::, , 1nN ';,::, ,::, mrnn 1\V:i ,in;,';, ,,,~ ;,,;, N? ,,;,,'.VN' 

,,,,n 1l'11!J'0:J ,P ON .1\V:J ';,1::,N';, il~1 1\VN'.) D1il nN D\V pnr,, 1n'l ,,, 

p:im ))n\V 71N\V .D1il np,,t ))!J? 1\V:Jil nN 17'.)N1 ,il11Nn 1\V:J:J 1p\?m ';,1N\V 

0:J'1P'\V ,1::, P?N onnil:i nN N':Jil? Diln y:in p';,1 ,,mn 1,0lN:J , :inr.iV) 

.'))1N n:im::, D'Pil\V pNil ';,)) 

il\J'\V .nn,yn;, mm ?\?> n,';,';,::,;, il\J'\?>7 ;,11\Vp o,,p,n;, ?\?> 1T il\V') 

1nN? 1)) N1P'1 1!JO nN ninNm ,1il'\VN' ,,n, 1)) 0)1:J.1 1!JO nN ninNl'.l 11 

' !l? ,::, ,1 "' N"\V:J 11!:l'Oil m:i;, ';,y m\Vpn 1';,N mm;, .p\VN1il n ,:i;, p,,n 

DJD-7)? 17?N·i:, N? p1t>!lil 7N ,D1il 7)) ;,';,,::,N 110'N:J 7\?)::,l D))il ,p,o!li1 
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ill'\V'l Nipnil m)\V1!:ll l\?)l7\V 1N1n7 ,m', 1 'T"1!J N1T)) l1il • 

n11Nm tl'l\Vnn ,v1nl J1\VN1 1Nm ',))l Nm .m:>'01l'l1N 

.ilU101l1l1N ill'\V1n tl71=> ,7"ml1 7,jinl tl")\V 

i'T"i~ XiT;J 

o;r, 1,)' r,1,,!)N 
Nip,, i!lt,~ 

11,N,~~ i!lt,~, 
mt:1~~11i?~ '~~11p~1 lN-~ 1nit1 [??\PD :'1Pl 7?\P_-';,tt D'J?D [\J'.l?!1 :'1Pl .\?>)?!1 

tl1iJ-7)? 'i::,l;:t? 'il? D'N\")n D'J?D il~D inN?. 71N\li? 11'~!1 :DJD-7)? D'J?D 7'.;1N°~1 il~1~ 

)\!i lrn DD? omr,i~) D'J?~ 1~?, 71NW 1)?~f~1 :il?i1~ Ptt oi~D '?~- ,,-;1 Dl)Wt 1)?N-~1 

tl1D- ?tt 7·::,~? 'il? 1N'yl)'.Q -N?1 Dl)?'.;1!$) ilq. Dl)\?D~1 1il'\? '-V'~1 i1i\V \V'~ '?~ 
,rrn in"N 'il? NW 71NW r;p1 :ow- 1\Jl:)~~1 il?~?D i1!~ i1i\V \V)~ D)?D- 7'.? 1\V~!1 

(il"?-:J.''7 :1"' N''\V) :'il? 1:,:;gr,i nil~? 

Nun;, mmn nN .01;, ';,y ;,';,,::,N - ,mn N\Jn o,,Nnn il?N o,p,o!l 

'ti-~ ,r,i~ -;,·~ DD'?~ ,n~ P? :(il"::,:l''7) ';,Nptn' ,,:i1:i m mNi':i 1\V!JN 

,11V1'Fl )"J~D1 1::,"!:l~Fl D11 D?.'?.1?~- ?tt 1N\?F1 D?.~'))1 17'.;lN°I'l I DJD-7'.l? 
2

[D'il?-N] 

tl l .N\Jnil miln nN 117 ,,:ion N1Pn,il pN ?NPTn':J 0)1 7N1l'.l\V:J Cl\?> N?N 

. U~i)):t;l N71 1\Vm:t;i N? DJD-7)? 17?N·i:, N? - (1"::,:\J"') N1P'1:J 110'Nil 11pn 

tl 'YOn 11N 7!J)\?) i1N1D U?\V 11!:l'Oil .i1110Nil il?)))!Jil nN \J11'!J) 1Nnn )])N 
nnv:i nN i11n!l ;,';,nm pNil ';,y mn;,:i;, n\J'n\V\V 1n';,n N1il ,::, ,,10,Nil ';,y 

llN p:i 1\?>Pil iln ,n:i N? ,::, ,omo N1il ')N ilT \J1!J 7N .01il ?)) ;,';,,::,N 

., ,'O'Nil nN n:imil )N/ 1 pNil nn!l TN )N ,N:Jil p,o!l:J 1Nmnil n:im, 1T 

tl 'l\!J1!lil :in mpl lil:J ,,t il'l107 nP1npYil m\V'lil nN ,,pol ,,t ;,11:iy:i 

IJ ll)\!) 0'l\?>1!J )':J\V 0'71:Jilil ?)) Cl )) ' :J~l 1\VN'.) ,D"l111nil1 D"n110nil 
.n'l11P)) jl\?)l) 7::,7 Ql'.)ll\?)jl 
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LZ ,m 4i-.. l mc:cimcL! ULl.L! CIC:,N L!l.CIC:,,a NU Cl.l.Lm, L!U4CILL m4 L!GOLC 4.N Ll,NC:4k it4-i:::t.a LN,CL 

tt4 Nc,4u c:ml. C:L!CIL! mULClL!. 

CINL L!ClCQ mmc,l. L!l.Clc:,,a· l.mc:,,a CILC:l. tt4 Nc,4u La NL.a NUl., mL!NLa Cl.1'U' LN,4L L!l.CIC:,,a CILC:l. 

9Z ,m 4i-.. ! mL!ClCQ mL!lC,l.L l.mc:,,a LttLL CCIL! UCCI, 1'l.GU (l.NL! C:CLl. mLl. LUlCLC, tt4 NUl.) mLCL! 

·poo1q atp 

sz l.NL! G,l.LmL m4 e1,4(l.Na 4L,Cl.N' L!Ll Na ,m 4ul.(a NU ,,tt4 L!La,, cpoo1q atp uo-NL C-[Il] • 
4e1L! ,l.(,m L!tta mL!LN tdLd 4ttll.U L!mL,a·) ,m 4i-.. l mL!mc:tt,a nl.a,a c:GaLd ,,,u ,,L!(,mL! L!NGLL,; 

mL!, 4N l.1'L! 4ttCLU NLUL. (4cNLl.L!' L!ttLC:LL! mmNL4 4N CttCL! umLC:L! 4G,l.LmL m4 l.CIC:,,l' C, L!,N CIOC:,l.L! 

.. ud mL!G,d C1L!mN4L! m4N cttcuL! NU,,c m(a c:uu,4u L!Gl.d 4N L!OG,d mNL4 4L!(,m Nu L!Nl.d C:(44 

mLN4 L!C:L! L!Cl,a L4LCL NU ,LC1,1[ · .. ud ml.CIC:,,[ OC:Ll. mL!(mU L!Nl.d G,l.LmL! mN,4L! C:NLl.,a LULci,a· (Q 

mNk4 4Nu:L! i:::t,mL! Nl.~l !'.!N-4.w,a· c:L!ciml L!Gl.d' mNL4 mLN4 ,,tN-4.w,a,, (Ga, 4,l LN,cL etteL!' LmLc: 

1'Z 4G, CL!,,CI' 4N CNCll. mmNL4 L!U .. ttA C:NLl.,a 4GC, mN,l.ttL! L!NC,4L! tt4 L!La· C:GOLC ,,,U CULC: l,.Nell. 

c,md lL! 4N,OLl. 4.N Ll,NC:4k it4-i:::t.a N,CL CCl1'N c:mLa Gl.ml NUl. L!,LLtt 4, 

L!La L,Ul.(4L 4mG,CLU Lci,a· L!tta NC4 tt4 L!La CL, 4NcL4 Cl,L' c:4, 4Cll.LU 4L!Ul.UC CICICLa L!mU,ClL!' 

(Z Nl.4,L CIO,d mL!N,OLl. L!LN 4NcL4 La C:CICLa L!mU,ClL!' CL, mNcm,a 4N ,L!,L! 4,c:a (Q C:Cll.NL! 

zz cl CLUC: l.mc:,,a ma m4N UNC:4k it4-i:::t.a L!LN ,,LC:l. L!4CIL Clttc .. CL·,, 

TZ tt, C:G,l.Lm, l.mc:,,a Ll.CIC:,,! 4L,Cl.N LG,l.Lm, l.4C:,,(' l.,,, Nc:l-caG.' LNC:l.C:CN4 4m,,N· 

c:4,4L!· 

oz tt, C:CINCll.L m4 (l.,cA' L!ttl.L! IS' ma mc:N,a cidLl.LU ciaGl.LU u1,,4 tt4 N,OLl. L!dl.c:u L!dl.c:CLu 

L!GOLC 4L!,Cl.N Gt/llk c4-L!ita )h/ll /llLl.~ t:'.L~ 4L!, c:aiwm -ma· 

N.l mLa CICC:,4L! 4e1,4L! .. L!4,4L!,, C:Ul.na L!mC:tt,a· Ll. .. LLl. (£16 Il rn CIC:,N m,m ULCl.,a mL!(,L!L NU 

6T CLm,L! lL CCLCL! 4G, CLOU L!CIOLl.L!' mma C;t/llk c4-L!ita N,/ll /ll~l.~ t:'.L~ L!~;4L! C:aium ma· C:l.a' 

CLULCLU' en! L!LCULU,L CIL!NC:LU' mu,L 4GC, ciul L!ULl.L!. 

8T C:Ul.CL 4L!C:,N l.C LL(CIN Nuu· l.L,,A L!LGCI! Cl1',tt c-, LL(CINLU CLOGLU' NC:4 u4d CIL!Q Cl.NL 4n 

(a tt4 G,l.Lm u1,,4 mmNL4 L!Cl.,c: NU L!C:ml. cdLm,a· 

LT 0(4 (f796I) UCIL! tt4 l.L,,A L!LGCI! tt4 mudl. NU LC:l., L,4L!Ll.l C:Ll.L lL' L!LN,4 LCLm,N lL Clttl.ttl.U 

19£" 
4Ll.,N' C:T tt,Lc,a c:a e14c,a' cl c:, (,l.Lm4,a' dl.,u aGl.: L!Ul.C:L! 4udl. L!CICl.N c:,ml.N4' S86Il 6v£
L!,L! LCILU Cll.Cl,U C:UL!4,L l.,CLl L!GL4ul: l.NL! ,,L!Q,GLl. tt4 ,L!l.GLl.CIL!, m4 ,Nm,L!L LQGl. LC:l.,a,, C:ULL 

9T c:cidLa NUl.' cii-,( (l.,cA L!UCGL! Ul.,GL! Lm,ciu,u C(L tti-a L!L!CUL! L!l.LLUU c:udl. L!CICl.N m,Nm,L!L 

C:L!,Ul. we: mL44Lu NU G,l.LmL m4 l.,,, Cl.N" 

UL4,l L!LUl.L! ,,4ttL4a,,' LL!ClttCL! ml., ,mC1ttN4 L!L(,m NU C1'U.LU L!L!,Ul. CL, m4N CClttL! 4umLC: mciLLC:l. 

c:c,,, 4(4Lu· 4cil.LU mN.l L!rn, ciu .. uau C:CIGLl.m 4cidl.L! m4 L!,Ul. c:mu C:Nd ,ml.N4' L!CC:,ttL! mmu,ciu 

tt4 G, mCNOl.L! mU,ClU UL4.l C:CILC:l.' L!C:C,OL! 4Nd L!U,l.L! mU,ClU UL4,l ,,4ttL4a,, -LNG,4L NO ,1'NL 

,,4ttL4a mLUCl,L' m4cNLl.L! N.l C:L!a mLa U,LLm· L!,N CIUl.1'U mL!a LC:l., l., ,mC1ttN4' LCN cimcitt 4! mNl. 

,mC1ttN4 L!U,l. c:ml. UNLLL! NUl., L!C:C,OL! 4Nl.A' NG,4L c:mttu L!,Ul. c:mu· L!rn, ciudmL! C:LC:l., L!ClmCL! 

,ml.N4 4N L! .. UL! O,C:L! 4NOLl. c:ml. UNLLL! (Q C:lCll L!,Ul. c:mu· (Q cimcitt CILC:l., L!(CI, C:UL4.l ci,,1: ml., 
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